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Preface

This reference grammar is an attempt at a scholarly treatment of Gomain, a language which is entirely invented. I first began working on Gomain in early 2002, long before I started studying linguistics in any detail. That early version of Gomain was, by the standards of the craft of language construction, very crude, largely due to my ignorance of language systems at the time. In the intervening years, as my linguistic knowledge has grown, Gomain has undergone a corresponding growth in sophistication and quality, as has this reference grammar. While some features of the early versions of the language still exist in some form in its current edition, many other features have been either added or extensively reworked to better reflect the properties of natural languages. If the past is any indication, this process will likely continue well into the future.

Despite the fact that Gomain is a work of fiction, I have endeavored to treat it in this grammar as if it were a natural language. Consequently, this grammar consistently refers to it in its fictional setting as if that setting were real. In addition, my treatment of Gomain strives to adhere to the standards of descriptive linguistics as they are followed in reference grammars of natural languages. Prescriptive rules are avoided as much as possible, except as references to the products of (fictional) traditional grammarians within the Gomain-speaking community. Furthermore, my treatment of the various linguistic systems within Gomain aims to be as scholarly as possible, with minimal descriptions that would best belong in language-learning materials. While this approach may make this grammar difficult to read for non-linguists, it is my hope that it should satisfy other linguists and language creators with a similar depth of linguistic knowledge.

Over the years, I have benefited tremendously from the expertise and advice of many people, as well as the encouragement of my friends and family. I am especially indebted to the faculty and teaching assistants of the UCLA Department of Linguistics, through whose instruction I earned my bachelor’s degree in linguistics, and in so doing, learned a great deal that I have applied to improving Gomain. While they are too numerous to mention by name, I would like to thank the late Dr. Russell Schuh in particular, as he took time out of his busy schedule to read an earlier edition of this grammar and offer his thoughts on it. I am also indebted to the linguistics faculty at CSU Fullerton, whose instruction and guidance in my graduate studies inspired me to work more on Gomain than at any point after I received my B.A. In addition to my scholarly mentors, I would be remiss if I failed to mention the importance of the Conlangery podcast and Language Creation Conferences in improving my language creation skills, as well as in providing me with extra motivation to continue working on Gomain. Finally, I would like to thank my friends and family for their support, encouragement, and interest in Gomain.

Thank you, and ¡kríwodau oix! 
1 Introduction | Nrdombet

1.1 Genetic affiliation and geographical context

Gomain (kweroiţ Anfrùsin “Anhrushite language” to speakers of the standard dialect and in former Anhrushite colonies; kweroiţ Gomain “language of the Gomai clan” to other native speakers in Anhrush proper) is a language of the Ham-Hamic branch of the Yavian family, which covers a majority of the continent of Zasháve. As the family of many of the oldest civilizations on Zasháve, Yavian is one of the most-studied language families of Askath, and Proto-Yavian is one of the most confidently-reconstructed protolanguages on the planet. Originating on the Giaiar Plains east of the Sea of Punishment, speakers of the early Yavian dialect continuum spread southwest, northwest, and east beginning over 7,000 years ago. This last group then split into the ancestors of the Saruyi, Ham-Hamic, and Arailo-Bralu languages as their respective progenitors crossed the Likhrin Plateau and the desolate expanses of the Amanha Desert.

The oldest attested ancestor of Gomain is Ham-Hamic itself. Close examinations of cognate sets and shared innovations have illuminated not only the relations between the various descendants of Ham-Hamic, but the early history of the region, which was otherwise largely obscured by legend and subject to much debate in academic circles. From these studies, a picture of the tumultuous times that followed the Empire of Hām-Ham's collapse has emerged, and in turn, this understanding has further aided historical linguists. In contrast, the modern borders of the Ham-Hamic languages hide much of their ancestors' ancient diversity, as subsequent history has reshaped regional demographics.

The linguistic grouping to which Gomain and its sister languages belong, the Anhrushitic languages, is the most geographically extensive branch of the Ham-Hamic family. Figure 1 above shows the Anhrushitic languages' placement and extents in east-central Zasháve; all other languages on the map are given less prominent labels. From this map, one can get a sense of the immensity of the Anhrushite Empire at its height, although the exact borders

Figure 1: Gomain and the other Anhrushitic languages of Zasháve
of the Empire and the language group do not perfectly coincide. Comparison of phoneme inventories and shared vocabulary has allowed historical linguists to piece together a detailed family tree of the Anhrushitic languages.

Among the 18 Anhrushitic languages, Hagen and Kolkháinain are the most similar to Gomain, although they are still too different to be mutually intelligible. Slightly less close are the languages of the Pagsani Plains, along with Likhrin and Krujin. Even after the fall of the Anhrushite Empire, people in these regions still had at least limited contact, and so the divergence between them was limited. The same cannot be said of the West Anhrushitic languages, all of which lie west of the Likhrin Plateau and so were isolated from the rest of the Anhrushite world even before the Empire fell. The Gaia languages, spoken in the presumed urheimat of all Yavian languages, are the least divergent languages of this branch of the family, due in part to their being located at the crossing of many transcontinental trade routes. To their north, the Northwest Anhrushitic languages are much further removed from their desert kin. Still, among these languages, those of the P’asu Valley are similar enough to the Gaia languages to allow for at least asymmetric mutual intelligibility in some cases. The languages of the Qaptari Lakes region in the far northwest corner of the map are the most divergent, as this region was the first part of the Anhrushite Empire to break away, and its inhabitants remained relatively isolated in the ensuing centuries.

Although its core speakers have always referred to it as Anhrushite, it helps to distinguish the language of the past 1,600 years from its most immediate ancestor, also called Anhrushite. The Anhrushite language was itself spoken from about the time of Anhrush City’s settlement 4,000 years ago until the end of the Empire of Anhrush, when it evolved into Gomain and its closest relatives.

1.2 History

Gomain has long been a literary language, with a corpus of thousands of texts spanning the past four millennia. This vast corpus has proved invaluable in charting the historical development of not only the Gomain and Anhrushite languages, but all of the Anhrushitic languages, which include all the descendants of Late Anhrushite. In the process, historical linguists and sociolinguists have uncovered the previously little-known history of the languages that existed in central and eastern Zasháve prior to the political expansion of the Anhrushite city-state. Indeed, clues in some of the oldest attested toponyms and loanwords in Old Anhrushite texts point to the survival of the non-Yavian languages that were spoken in the Amanha Desert four millennia ago.

The earliest extant documents in the history of the Anhrushite language, which properly belong to the Old Anhrushite phase of the language’s existence, are trading accounts and passages of holy scripture. The most famous text of this era, and perhaps the most linguistically important because of its many updates into the vernacular of successive ages, is the charter of Anhrush City, whose age is given by the very year of Anhrushite reckoning. Its oldest surviving version, commonly accepted to have been written in 0 WA, contains a few lexemes which have no cognates in any South or East Ham-Hamic language of similar antiquity. These lexemes, therefore, are most likely loanwords borrowed from whatever language was spoken in the western Amanha Desert before the arrival of the Ham-Hamites nearly five millennia ago, and so represent the only known non-Yavian substrate language in the Anhrushite historical record.

The first blossoming of Anhrushite literature, meanwhile, belongs to the era of Classical Anhrushite, beginning ca. 700 WA. Many poems, theological works, and plays date from this age, and also from the time of the Empire, when Classical Anhrushite evolved into Late Anhrushite. During this time, some of the loanwords which existed in Old Anhrushite were replaced with innovated lexemes based on native roots, as the updates of the Anhrush City charter reveal. In addition, the relative unity that the Anhrushite language had enjoyed for centuries was lost as the Empire expanded into far-flung regions of Zasháve, only to cede these new territories after sending soldiers, administrators, and colonists to settle and govern them. By the time that the Empire finally collapsed, in the late 18th century WA, Late Anhrushite had fractured into over a dozen separate dialects, which gradually evolved into Gomain and the the other 17 modern Anhrushitic languages.

Even for the highly chaotic period that followed the Empire’s demise, linguists have been able to piece together a detailed genetic map of the descendants of Late Anhrushite by identifying phonological and morphosyntactic features shared by various language groups and linking them to the influence of local substrate languages. For instance, the fact that the Northwest Anhrushitic languages (which are spoken in the region surrounding the Qaptari Lakes) all have a variety of either pharyngealized or ejective/implosive stops suggests that the language that was once spoken in that region had a similar distinction in its phoneme inventory. Similarly, the presence of retroflex consonants in the Rhajhi and Rañat languages (of the Pagsani Plains, north of the Amanha Desert) indicates
that those languages were influenced by local Saruyi languages. Meanwhile, the retention of the Anhrushite aoristic aspect in the West Anhrushitic languages (which include Likhrin, among others) and the middle voice in Hagen and Kolkhánain (which are Gomain's closest relatives) suggest that speakers in those regions became isolated after the Empire's fall.

As for Gomain itself, the first texts that are generally agreed to be in Old Gomain date from the mid-20th century WA, during the Argóllan occupation of the desert. Even by this time, the language shows considerable influence from Imperial Argóllan, both in a simplification of inflectional morphology and the adoption of vocabulary from the ruling elite. Perhaps most significantly, the second-person pejorative pronoun \textit{ball}, which originally meant "lord" or "master" in Argóllan, is first attested in chronicles and folk literature of the late 22nd century, during the first Anhrushite rebellions against the occupation. Following the end of the occupation, Old Gomain evolved into Middle Gomain, as the newly-liberated Anhrushites reasserted their cultural and linguistic identity. The shift toward analytic morphosyntax that had begun in the Empire's twilight years was replaced by a wave of grammaticalization, producing (among other things) the case system now present in Modern Gomain. The number and variety of written works has steadily increased since the establishment of the Second Republic 13 centuries ago; and with today's mass media, there are more examples of Gomain creativity, both on paper and online, than ever before.

1.3 Demographics and major divisions

Gomain is the first language of over 940 million \textit{šëḑweĩna}, the humanoid inhabitants of the planet known in Gomain as Askath. It is the national language of the Third Republic of Anhrush, the planet's chief superpower, and the population center of both the language and its most influential dialect. Gomain is also an official language in several nations which were originally Anhrushite colonies. The most significant of these nations is the Federation of Saŋgitl, on the continent of Khalsim and therefore halfway around the planet from Anhrush; Standard Saŋgitlin Gomain is consequently the language's second-most influential dialect after Anhrush. In addition, Gomain is a global lingua franca, and so about two billion \textit{šëḑweĩna} speak it as a second language. The largest second-language population of Gomain speakers is in the Union of Ghamaristan, also a former Anhrushite colony; this large nation in western Aḥsam has adopted Gomain as its national language due to its status as a lingua franca among the country's many ethnic and linguistic groups. However, significant non-native-speaker populations exist in virtually every major city in the rest of Askath.

There are a number of dialects of this language, both in Anhrush and the various former colonies where it has become the majority language. By far, the greatest dialect diversity exists among the dialects spoken on Zasháve, where Gomain originated, and where the Republic of Anhrush is located. The overseas dialects broadly resemble one or more Zashavian dialects, the exact ones depending on where that nation's colonists first came from. Furthermore, there are numerous distinct sociolects of Gomain within every native-speaker community, especially in the highly socially-stratified society of Anhrush. A full treatment of all Gomain dialects and sociolects is beyond the scope of this grammar. I will cover the Zashavian dialects briefly at the end of this grammar; the remainder of the grammar deals specifically with the dialect of Anhrush City, which is standard throughout the Republic of Anhrush. An examination of Gomain sociolinguistics is left for future research.

1.4 Morphological and syntactic typology

Gomain is mostly agglutinative, although there are also several fusional morphemes. Nouns and adjectives, for example, use case morphemes which are distinct from the plural marker, and verbal mood affixes are separate from all other morphemes. On the other hand, the forms of the indefinite article cannot easily be segmented into multiple morphemes, and pronouns exhibit fused case and number marking. The verbal affixes encoding tense, voice and aspect have some components which could potentially be separated as independent morphemes, but due to the inconsistent ordering of the tense-marking consonants with the voice- and aspect-marking vowels, as well as the irregular use of vowels in the passive voice, it is more convenient to treat these affixes as fusional (see section 3.2.1 for the actual forms of these affixes). These irregularities were absent in the Late Anhrushite verbal paradigm, having arisen later from the irregular merger of the aoristic aspect with both the imperfective and perfect aspects, as well as the merger of the middle and passive voices. Similarly, the mismatch between the consonants of the free pronouns and their bound counterparts limits attempts to further separate the latter into distinct morphemes; the thematic vowels of the dative and instrumental prepositional pronominal suffixes pose similar problems.
Most bound morphemes in Gomain are suffixes, although both inflectional and derivational prefixes also exist. Irregular morphology often takes the form of stem modification, sometimes in combination with suffixes. Pure suppletion is rare in the modern language, aside from select finite forms of very common verbs, along with comparative and superlative forms of extremely common adjectives. A limited number of irregular morphemes also act as infixes, sometimes in tandem with ablaut or other non-concatenative morphology. A few clitics are also recognized as distinct words.

Gomain is predominantly head-initial, with SVO basic word order, prepositions, nouns preceding almost all of their modifiers and head-initial compounding. Locus is mixed, with possessive phrases most commonly showing head-marking and clauses showing double marking. While prepositions are used independently when their objects are full nouns, a system of pronominal agreement suffixes also allows prepositional phrases to be more compact than would otherwise be possible. Nevertheless, there are some puzzling exceptions to Gomain's overall head-initial nature: demonstratives and non-numeric quantifiers precede their head nouns, while intensifiers precede adjectives and verbs. The former situation raises the possibility that linguistic universals may well be limited to individual sapient species, and therefore, that there may be more than merely superficial interspecific differences in cognitive processes.

In terms of alignment, Gomain is distinctly nominative–accusative. It treats all subjects identically, with the nominative case also used with predicates. Beyond this and the accusative, a handful of oblique cases serve to distinguish various adjuncts to the verb, as well as to distinguish between uses of prepositions. While SVO is the default and most common word order, the extensive use of case marking allows Gomain word order to be as free as speakers and writers desire; the language is therefore best classified as nonconfigurational. Adverbial adjuncts are invariably in time-manner-place order.
2 Phonology | Praikuč

2.1 Consonants

Gomain possesses a wide variety of consonants, as shown in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stop or Affricate</th>
<th>Labial</th>
<th>Labio-dental</th>
<th>Dental</th>
<th>Alveolar</th>
<th>Postalvelar</th>
<th>Palatal</th>
<th>Velar</th>
<th>Glottal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>p b</td>
<td>t d</td>
<td>ċ ţ</td>
<td>k g</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasal</td>
<td>m n</td>
<td>θ d</td>
<td>ŋ j</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fricative</td>
<td>f v</td>
<td>ť ḑ</td>
<td>s z š ž ķ h</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trill</td>
<td>ţ ř</td>
<td>ř r</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral</td>
<td>ŵ w</td>
<td>ſ j</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glide</td>
<td>w w</td>
<td>j</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Consonant phonemes of Gomain

Voiceless stops are lightly aspirated in the Anhrush dialect, except in the syllable coda and when they follow s; their pronunciation varies in other dialects. Additionally, t and d vary in their exact point of articulation depending on their environment; they are dental when not in any cluster and before or after n, but alveolar in clusters with other sonorants. As examples, consider the pronunciations of nt [nt̪] and dr [dr]. K is normally velar, but becomes uvular when near a back vowel, such as in the pronouns ke [xe] and ku [χu]. R is trilled, as in Spanish perro. L is always “light”, as in light. Ŗ and ũ are simply voiceless versions of ř and r, pronounced as if preceded by an h. Approximants are devoiced when they follow a voiceless obstruent. Consonants can be geminated, and geminate consonants sometimes form minimal pairs with normal-length consonants (for example, consider šeŋen “having been bled” vs. šeŋŋen “clot”), making this distinction important.

2.2 Vowels

Gomain possesses the following fourteen basic vowel phonemes, again shown with their IPA symbols:

Figure 2: Monophthongs of Gomain
In addition, there are also six diphthongs, four falling and two rising: ai /aj/, oi /oj/, au /aw/, ei /ej/, ju /ju/, and jü /jo/. Their exact pronunciation varies in some dialects; some speakers lower the first vowel in each of the falling diphthongs, while others raise it. Also, some dialects pronounce the rising diphthongs as falling diphthongs, specifically /iw/ and /ɪw/. The pronunciations given here are standard in the Anhrush dialect. The falling diphthongs are traditionally analyzed as VC series due to several phonotactical and morphophonemic phenomena. First, vowel hiatus is disallowed, but vowels may immediately follow diphthongs: jaiu [ˈjaju] ‘faith’. Secondly, analyzing the diphthongs in this manner allows all consonants to be geminated, as demonstrated by such words as peijakkei [pejˈjɑχχɛi] ‘shepherd’. Finally, vowel-initial suffixes do not require an epenthetic consonant to be inserted between them and a stem-final diphthong: flai-a [ˈflajɑ] ‘spiders’, jë-flau-on [joˈflawoŋ] ‘she was hungry’.

Word-final tense vowels and diphthongs may be nasalized, a feature which contrasts with plain vowels. Nasalized vowels are written with a tilde over the vowel letter, like so: ‹ẽ ãu› [ɛ ̃  ãw]. When a suffix is added after a nasalized vowel, an [n] is inserted before the suffix and the vowel denasalizes:

(1a) śändō [ˈʃændō] ‘drunk’
(b) śandončem [ˈʃandonʧem] ‘drunkenness’

Furthermore, there is also a syllabic approximant, transcribed as ŕ, which varies in exact manner of articulation depending on dialect; the two observed variants are IPA /r̩/ and /ɹ̩/, the former of which is used in the Anhrush dialect.

Schwa becomes [a] when stressed. It is elided word-finally before a vowel-initial word, as well as when a vowel-initial suffix is added after it.

(2) ěmēmē [ˈʌməˌmʌ] ‘gibberish’
(3a) gäķrë owefaug [ˈgæxr owɛˈfawg] ‘he is exiting the house’
(b) gäķrauŋ owefaug [ˈgæxrawŋ owɛˈfawg] ‘he had exited the house’

### 2.3 Phonotactics

#### 2.3.1 Syllable structure and constraints

The basic syllable structure of Gomain is (C)(C)V(C)(C), subject to the following constraints:

Syllables may begin with any vowel or single consonant; however, ŋ may not begin a word. Possible onset clusters include:

- a voiceless stop + r or j (as tr, kj, pr etc.; tj is not allowed here)
- b or g + l or a glide (gl, bj, gw etc.)
- d + l or r (dr, dl)
- a fricative (but not sibilant) + an approximant other than hw (fl, ţr, ķw etc.)
- a sibilant + a stop with the same voicing (št, źb, zg etc.)

- a nasal + a stop pronounced at the same point of articulation (nt, mb, ńk, etc.; ŋg [ŋg as in finger] is not allowed finally)
- 1 or r + a stop, fricative, sibilant or nasal (rd, lk, rf etc.)
- an unvoiced stop + an unvoiced sibilant (ps, kš [transcribed as x̌], ks [transcribed as x] and pš; tš becomes č; ts is not allowed here)
- a voiced stop + a voiced sibilant (gz, bz, dž [transcribed as ǯ] etc.)
- a sibilant + a stop with the same voicing (sk, zb, št etc.)
- m or n + h
- any obstruent or nasal + j

Note also that when a suffix beginning with a consonant is added to a word ending in j, an epenthetic i is inserted before the suffix. Medially, syllable onsets may freely follow any coda; this may also result in geminates, whether on their own or as part of a cluster. However, there are a few restrictions:
• Obstruents must share the same voicing.
• With one exception (the cluster mg), nasals must share the point of articulation of a following obstruent.
• Nasals cannot precede sibilants without an intervening stop that shares voicing with the sibilant and point of articulation with the nasal.
• Sibilants cannot precede liquids without inserting an epenthetic stop sharing the voicing of the sibilant.
• Coda fricatives other than sibilants cannot precede any stop + liquid onset cluster.
• W is the only glide that can follow a liquid. Liquid + j clusters historically have elided the liquid.
• The sequence tj can only exist if preceded by a sonorant, with the t syllabified with the sonorant. In the past this cluster, on its own, palatalized to č.
• Onset obstruent + liquid clusters may only follow coda liquid + obstruent clusters if each liquid is different. Examples include rgl, lţr and rvl.
• Only voiceless liquids may immediately follow a nasal; voiced liquids require an intervening stop that is homorganic with the nasal and is permitted to precede the liquid under the onset constraints, as in mbl and ŋkr.

A note on spelling: The orthographic representation of doubled affricates is not as straightforward as that of other geminates. While geminate versions of all other phones are simply represented as double letters, the two affricates’ geminates break from this pattern. Instead, the romanized version of the Gomain alphabetic representation is used, as it is both intuitive and phonetically accurate: doubled č becomes tč, and doubled č becomes dǯ.

Medial clusters in compound words do not always follow the above rules, especially if the compounds are recent coinages. Most compounds coined in the Middle Gomain period and earlier, however, have clusters that have assimilated into the rules over the centuries. Additionally, certain morphological affixes do not mutate word stems to obey these constraints, while those that begin with nasals allow any obstruent of the same point of articulation to precede them.

O cannot precede r except at morpheme boundaries (it is especially common for the accusative case prefix o- to ignore this constraint). Vowel hiatus is not allowed, and so vowel clusters may only occur if the first vowel is r or a diphthong. Consonants are added between vowels to avoid all other clusters, as follows: h follows open and open-mid unrounded vowels (a ā e ē), j follows close and close-mid front vowels (i ĭ y ĭ y ø ø̈ ), and w follows non-open back vowels (o ů u ũ).

### 2.3.2 Morphophonological processes

Instances often arise where simply affixing a morpheme would lead to a violation of the above constraints. To avoid such violations, the majority of affixes trigger one of several repair processes. One of these processes, which often applies with irregular or uncommon morphemes, is **vowel mutation**. This process applies when a glide (or, less often, a close vowel) follows a stem-final vowel and cannot be analyzed as the onset of a following syllable. In these situations, the stem-final vowel mutates to form a legal diphthong. Before a j, i, or ï, vowels mutate as shown in example (4):

\[(4) \quad ā, a \rightarrow a \\
ε, e, ō, ō \rightarrow e \\
ō, o, ū, u \rightarrow o \\
i, i, ſ, ſ \rightarrow i \text{ (with deletion of following segment)}\]

Before a w, u, or ū, meanwhile, the mutations in example (5) occur:

\[(5) \quad ā, a, ē, e \rightarrow a \\
ō, ō, ō, ū, u \rightarrow o \text{ (with deletion of following segment)} \\
i, i, ĭ, y \rightarrow j \text{ (with vocalization of following w)}\]

Another morphophonological process changes a voiced liquid (i.e. l, r) into a w when it follows a different liquid. Before a j, however, these liquids are simply deleted. This process can feed the vowel mutation process above, as demonstrated in example (6):

\[(6a) \quad o pirates + j \rightarrow //ojpirj// \rightarrow /ojpej/ öpej ‘honor’ \\
(b) \quad samfíl + j \rightarrow //samfirlj// \rightarrow /samfiri/ samfí ‘innocence’\]

An especially common process is known as **stop voicing alternation**. This process changes the voicing of a stem-final stop when followed by a liquid that cannot form a legal onset cluster with it: voiced stops before r become
voiceless, and voiceless stops before l become voiced. Stop voicing alternation is most obvious with the possessive and informal imperative suffixes, all of which begin with l; example (7) demonstrates the effects of these suffixes on stems:

(7a) koindarauk + leg → /kojndarawkleg/ → /kojndarawgled/ koindarugled 'my computer'
(b) kirt + lei → /kirdlejt/ → /kirdlejt/ kirdleit 'restore!'

In situations where stop voicing alternation would produce an illegal triple cluster (specifically, one with two of the same liquid surrounding a stop), the second liquid often changes its laterality – that is, l becomes r, and vice versa. This process is therefore known as laterality alternation and is demonstrated by example (8):

(8) hwalk + loit → /w ̥ alklojt/ → /w ̥ alkroit/ ŵalkroit 'be changed!'

It is quite common for morpheme-initial obstruents to assimilate in voicing to the stem-final obstruent, and is a major feature of the allomorphy of the infinitival and gerund suffixes, as shown in example (9):

(9) řazboķ + di → /řazboξði/ → /řazboξθi/ řazbokti 'to criticize'

When affixation would produce an illegal double consonant cluster, an epenthetic stop (most commonly t or d) is inserted to create a legal triple cluster:

(10) ekálttoiven + leit → /ektaltojvenleit/ → /ektaltojvendlejt/ ekálttoivendleit 'rejoice!'

2.4 Stress

Stress assignment in Gomain can be considered to take place in two distinct stages: the root stage and the word stage, in that order. At the root stage, the syllable property which most heavily influences the placement of stress is weight. For the purposes of this discussion, a syllable's weight can most relevantly be measured in morae, for the most part as they are typically understood: the syllable onset generally does not count as a mora, while most vowel monophthongs count as one mora, and diphthongs count as two. Ė and ř are considered weak nuclei, and only count as a single mora if they are the nuclei of both of the root's first two syllables. Theoda's contribution to syllable weight depends on two main factors: the number of consonants it contains and the length of the following syllable's onset. Only codas consisting of more than one consonant count as a mora, but a simple coda following a monophthong can parasitically “borrow” the first consonant of a following complex onset to be treated as a complex coda and thus count as a mora. A syllable may therefore comprise up to three morae, with the permissible rime types being: V, VV, VC, VVC, and VCC. For the remainder of this discussion, monomoraic syllables will be called “light”, bimoraic syllables “heavy”, and trimoraic syllables “superheavy”. Within roots (along with compounds, which also participate in this stage), primary stress is preferentially assigned to the second syllable, as long as at least one of the first two syllables is heavy or superheavy. If the root's first two syllables are both light, stress is assigned to the first syllable.

Examples (11)–(13) demonstrate the effects of these root-level rules. In (11a-b), the nucleus of the root’s first syllable is weak, resulting in that syllable having no morae and effectively being extrametrical. Examples (12a-c) show stress being assigned to the second syllable when it is heavy or superheavy: the following complex onset in (12b) is parasitized by the simple coda to form a superheavy syllable, while the stress in (12c) is on an inherently superheavy syllable. Finally, (13) shows that stress prefers the second syllable; all three syllables in this word are heavy.

(11a) řtörk [rˈtɔrk] 'prison'
(b) řewumbé [hə.ˈwum.be] 'amphibrachic meter'
(12a) sarei [sa.ˈrej] 'short'
(b) blesanglu [blej.ˈsaŋ.glu] 'history'
(c) řolfærk [ɔl.ˈfarx] 'gulf'
(13) moiskoion [moj.ˈskoj.on] 'marketplace'

At the word stage of stress assignment, the root’s stress position is maintained as long as it is within the first three syllables of the word. If inflectional or derivational prefixes are present, and they result in the root's stress position falling after the word's third syllable, the primary stress shifts two syllables to the left, leaving a secondary stress in its former position (and every second syllable afterwards). Example (14) demonstrates these word-level stress rules; because the stress on the root (kätčë) falls on the word's fourth syllable, it shifts to the second syllable, and secondary stresses fall on the remaining even-numbered syllables.
Where stress is irregular, the vowel of the stressed syllable is marked with an acute accent; this accent is written above the dieresis that marks lax vowels. Irregularly stressed diphthongs have an acute accent on the first vowel letter. Nasalized vowels rarely receive stress in unpredictable ways, but when they do, the acute accent is written above the tilde, such as in ebĩ́ 'cry'. Likewise, those few syllabic rhotics that receive unpredictable stress are written with a double acute accent: ř́.

2.5 The alphabet | Pekrîf

2.5.1 Letterforms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Letter</th>
<th>Sound</th>
<th>Letter</th>
<th>Sound</th>
<th>Letter</th>
<th>Sound</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ĭtk</td>
<td>/i/</td>
<td>īl</td>
<td>/i/</td>
<td>īk</td>
<td>/i/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ok</td>
<td>/o/</td>
<td>ōŋ</td>
<td>/œ/</td>
<td>ō̈</td>
<td>ŋ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ỹk</td>
<td>/y/</td>
<td>ỹv</td>
<td>/y/</td>
<td>ā̈</td>
<td>ŋ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ȃn</td>
<td>/a/</td>
<td>ād</td>
<td>/a/</td>
<td>ā/</td>
<td>ŋ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ċul</td>
<td>/u/</td>
<td>ȍd</td>
<td>/u/</td>
<td>ō̈</td>
<td>ŋ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to</td>
<td>/t/</td>
<td>ȕd</td>
<td>/t/</td>
<td>ā̈</td>
<td>ŋ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>šo</td>
<td>/ʃ/</td>
<td>ʂ</td>
<td>/ʃ/</td>
<td>ŋ̉</td>
<td>ŋ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wad</td>
<td>/w/</td>
<td>ò̈</td>
<td>/w/</td>
<td>ŋ̉</td>
<td>ŋ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fad</td>
<td>/f/</td>
<td>ƚr</td>
<td>/l/</td>
<td>ŋ̉</td>
<td>ŋ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʒör</td>
<td>/ʒ/</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>/b/</td>
<td>ŋ̉</td>
<td>ŋ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gau</td>
<td>/g/</td>
<td>ɾ</td>
<td>/ɾ/</td>
<td>ŋ̉</td>
<td>ŋ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jol</td>
<td>/ʃ/</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>/d/</td>
<td>ŋ̉</td>
<td>ŋ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nab</td>
<td>/n/</td>
<td>ɾ</td>
<td>/ɾ/</td>
<td>ŋ̉</td>
<td>ŋ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ēñ</td>
<td>/ŋ/</td>
<td>ŋ̉</td>
<td>/ŋ/</td>
<td>ŋ̉</td>
<td>ŋ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Pekrîf letters used to write Gomain
Above are all the letters used to write Gomain, with their names and IPA equivalents. This alphabet is meant to be written much like the Arabic script, with few breaks between letters; therefore, the letters are shown here in both their isolated and contextual forms. If a word-final letter follows a non-connecting letter, its isolated form is used. Otherwise, aside from name initials and a few single-letter words, isolated forms are only used to signify acronyms, in which case they are written with no spaces between them.

The Pekrïf, as it is called, is a descendant of a much older script originally used in the ancient kingdom of Hām-Ham. This progenitor script, while still an alphabet in nature, was highly ornamental, and it was frequently used as a kind of hieroglyphics. The letters’ current, simplified forms arose over the centuries after Hām-Ham fell; their arrangement dates back to the middle of the First Republic, around 650-700 ŴA. The letterforms were codified, and the letters named and arranged, about this time; not coincidentally, the Great Temple of Jave was built during these years. The names were intended to not only contain the sound that letter represented, but also to be euphonious. Since then, several letters omitted from the above table have become obsolete, as the sounds they represented were lost via sound change. In addition, the ligatures ęxolt and ęxa, representing the combinations of kon with sod and šo, respectively, have been appended to the end of the alphabetic sequence. The only other significant change between then and now has been the creation of new letters through the addition of diacritics; several new sounds have been added to the Gomain phoneme inventory over the centuries, often through cluster simplification. The diacritics themselves reflect these origins in clusters, as they are descended from superscript forms of the lost consonants. (Not all of the diacritics have their origins in other letters, however; the horizontal line and upward-pointing chevron descend from clusters of dots.)

Zan and žag form ligatures with a following ąż, az, őņ, oz, őg or ok as shown in Figure 3. Similarly, the lines over raz and to are commonly merged when those letters are adjacent.

These 14 ligatures have become standard in all printed and written text. Their names are simply the syllables formed by the combinations of letters involved and are given in the above figure.

### 2.5.2 Punctuation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>makjušak</th>
<th>makjuž</th>
<th>makjudruš</th>
<th>juželé</th>
<th>ő</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>comma</td>
<td>semicolon</td>
<td>colon</td>
<td>period</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>köstäukrīf</td>
<td>rodiakrīf</td>
<td>naugetakrīf</td>
<td>rekrīf</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>question mark</td>
<td>exclamation point</td>
<td>interrobang</td>
<td>uncertainty mark</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gasnördima</td>
<td>vęťerina</td>
<td>vęťukrau</td>
<td>južox</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>quotation marks</td>
<td>parentheses</td>
<td>hyphen</td>
<td>ellipsis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tatpārki</td>
<td>pratčakrīf</td>
<td>pratčakrīf auan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>identifying mark</td>
<td>stress mark</td>
<td>stress mark (tense vowels)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bačakrīf</td>
<td>name line</td>
<td>example:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4: Pekrïf punctuation marks
The **makjušak** or comma is used to separate circumstantial participles, subordinate clauses, nouns in the vocative case, items in lists, and parts of large numbers.

The **makjuǯ** or semicolon indicates a greater syntactic break than the comma, similar to the proper usage of the semicolon in English. It also separates numbers in literary citations and time abbreviations, and serves as the radix point in numerals.

Similarly, the **makjadrųš** or colon indicates an even greater syntactic break than the semicolon, on a par with the use of the colon in European languages. It also prefaces a quote.

The **juǯëlë** or period marks the end of sentences.

The **kø̈staukrïf** or question mark replaces the period at the end of a question.

The **rödíjakrïf** or exclamation mark is used as in European languages, at the end of an exclamation or interjection; it also replaces the period.

The **naugetakrïf** or interrobang is used similarly to the **kø̈staukrïf** and **rödíjakrïf** and is used to indicate passionate incredulity, much like a combination of the question and exclamation marks in English. These three marks also appear at the beginning of clauses, as in Spanish orthography.

The **rekrïf** or uncertainty mark ends a sentence where one wishes to represent a tone of uncertainty or doubt in the preceding sentence.

The **gasnörḑïma** or quotation marks are used, as in English, to separate quotations from the rest of the text. Unlike English usage, however, they are only placed at the beginning and end of quotations, not at the beginning of new paragraphs within them.

The **vëţërïna** or parentheses set off asides and other statements that we would normally place within them.

The **vëţukrau** or hyphen is sometimes used in place of the comma when separating subordinate clauses. It also comes before citations, both of people and literature, and separates literary titles.

The **juǯox** or ellipsis is used to indicate the end of a long quotation, or that the source of a quote continued speaking before, during, or after the quote.

The **tatpïrki** or identifying mark serves to distinguish abbreviations from similar, fully-spelled words, as well as to alert readers to a textual note. Scientists and mathematicians use it to indicate special operations, quantities, and units of measure. In electronic media, it is often used for emphasis, similar to our own asterisk.

The **pratčakrïf** or accent mark is written above a vowel which receives irregular stress. It combines with the **auanj** that distinguishes tense vowels to form the **pratčakrïf auan**. While it is not normally used following a case prefix, it is written in situations where case-marking creates a homophone pair distinguished only by position of stress: consider **uma** (plural indefinite article) vs. **umá** (to/for many).

The **nabzë** or tilde is written above a nasalized vowel. If the vowel is also irregularly stressed, it is written above the **pratčakrïf** as well; thus the Pekrïf orthography for **ebĩ́** is $\overset{\ddot{\text{a}}}{\text{E}}\overline{\text{b}}\ddot{\text{i}}$.

The **bačakrïf** or proper name line is written under all proper names. It is simply a specialized underline.

Romanized transcriptions follow the Gomain usage, except where that would confuse readers. This practice includes the underlining of proper names in romanizations; the examples in this grammar do not follow this convention to avoid confusing readers. The only significant difference is the use of italics or quotation marks to indicate literary titles.
2.6 Numbers | Nagdiha

2.6.1 Numerals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cardinal</th>
<th>Ordinal</th>
<th>Fraction</th>
<th>Multiple</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>zi</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>oi</td>
<td>oiš</td>
<td>oič</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>üŋ</td>
<td>üǯ</td>
<td>üŋk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>ř</td>
<td>řš</td>
<td>řč</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>au</td>
<td>auš</td>
<td>auč</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>fai</td>
<td>faiš</td>
<td>faič</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>ýr</td>
<td>ýrd</td>
<td>ýrt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>ar</td>
<td>arť</td>
<td>ark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>šau</td>
<td>šauš</td>
<td>šauč</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>jul</td>
<td>julť</td>
<td>julķ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>rö</td>
<td>rōš</td>
<td>rōč</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>ţai</td>
<td>ţaiš</td>
<td>ţaič</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>la</td>
<td>laš</td>
<td>lač</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>144</td>
<td>jaŋŋě</td>
<td>jaŋŋěš</td>
<td>jaŋŋěč</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,728</td>
<td>ittō</td>
<td>ittōš</td>
<td>ittōč</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20,736</td>
<td>myďř</td>
<td>myďřš</td>
<td>myďřč</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All integers have four semantically distinct forms in Gomain: cardinal, ordinal, fractional, and multiplicative. Cardinal numbers do not take case prefixes; neither do multiplicative numbers, since they are adverbs. The Pekrif symbols for the basic digits are shown in Figure 5 above, as is the common ligature for a one followed by a zero. The names of the cardinal numbers, along with their ordinal, fractional, and multiplicative forms, are as follows:

The numbers 13-23 are formed by prefixing la- to the appropriate number, or lah- before those numbers that begin with a vowel. Thus the number for 13 is lahoi, that for 17 lafai, and so on. Dozens are formed by adding the suffix -wo to the appropriate number; this gives numbers like üŋwo (24), auwo (48), and ţaiwo (132).

Higher numbers are straightforward enough: multiples of grosses, great grosses, and the like are written as two words – first comes the multiplying basic number, then the gross, great gross, etc. Thus one may construct numbers like fjaŋŋě (300₁₈, or 432₁₈) and šau ittō (8000₁₈, 13,824₁₈). Examples of other large numbers include:

Figure 5: Pekrif numerals and mathematical symbols

Table 3: Number forms
of \(\frac{5}{6}\) (which are pluralized and given case prefixes when appropriate), resulting in such phrases as noun phrases (detailed in section 4.3), numerators of fractions are cardinal numbers that follow their denominators (after converting the base), and so forth. Following the regular word order for, “one fiftieth” is \(\text{auwo} \ \text{üŋk}\), \(\text{üŋ}\) for numbers ending in fractional numbers of arbitrary size can, likewise, be formed by adding the suffix ordinal forms of those numbers, so that the Gomain equivalent to e.g. “three dozen and second” is \(\text{ŕwo} \ \text{ųǯ}\). Regardless of a number’s size, its ordinal equivalent is generally formed by suffixing (j)

Fractional numbers of arbitrary size can, likewise, be formed by adding the suffix –f to it, as Table 3 demonstrates; thus the Gomain for “five dozenth” is \(\text{faiwoš}\). Numbers ending with \(\text{ųŋ}, \text{ųr}, \text{ar}, \) or \(\text{jul}\) use the irregular ordinal forms of those numbers, so that the Gomain equivalent to e.g. “three dozen and second” is \(\text{éwó ūž}\).

Numbers ending in \(\text{ųŋ}, \text{ųr}, \text{ar}, \) and \(\text{jul}\) having irregular fractional forms. Thus “one two-dozenth” in Gomain is \(\text{ųŋwoč}, \ “one \ fiftieth” \ is \(\text{auwo ūjk}\) (after converting the base), and so forth. Following the regular word order for noun phrases (detailed in section 4.3), numerators of fractions are cardinal numbers that follow their denominators (which are pluralized and given case prefixes when appropriate), resulting in such phrases as \(\text{ýrta fai} \ “five \ sixths”\) and \(\text{lahrća} \ jai \ “eleven \ fifteenths”.\) Spoken duodecimal equivalents of fractions typically involve the preposition \(\text{vóhein} \ “under” \ taking the place of the radix point (which is a makjuć in writing): thus the duodecimal equivalent of \(\text{ýrta} \ fai\) is \(\text{zi} ; \text{vóhein} \ ūr \ “zero-point-ten, o;z”, while the beginning of the duodecimal representation of \(\text{nagdilgör “pi”} \ is \(\frac{1}{\text{myḑrľf}}; \text{vóhein} \ ūi-šau-řau… \ “3.1848…”\)

Unlike the ordinal and fractional suffixes, the multiplicative suffix is completely regular; it is –f for all numbers (although it triggers place assimilation in the final nasal of \(\text{ųŋ}\)). Thus larger multiplicative numbers include \(\text{faiwof “five \ dozen”} \ and \(\text{lahrća} \ jai \ “eleven \ fifteenths”.\) Spoken duodecimal equivalents of fractions typically involve the preposition \(\text{vóhein} \ “under” \ taking the place of the radix point (which is a makjuć in writing): thus the duodecimal equivalent of \(\text{ýrta} \ fai\) is \(\text{zi} ; \text{vóhein} \ ūr \ “zero-point-ten, o;z”, while the beginning of the duodecimal representation of \(\text{nagdilgör “pi”} \ is \(\frac{1}{\text{myḑrľf}}; \text{vóhein} \ ūi-šau-řau… \ “3.1848…”\)

Younger speakers sometimes apply the multiplicative suffix to \(\text{zi} \ “zero” \ as a tongue-in-cheek way of saying that an action did not happen at all, resulting in the colloquialism \(\text{zif “never”}. A similar colloquial expression involving the fractional suffix is \(\text{zič} \ (\text{infinitive} \ \text{zitči}), \ whose \ literal \ meaning \ of “divide \ by \ zero” \ has \ come \ to \ refer \ to \ demanding \ or \ doing \ an \ impossible \ task. \) While multiplicative numbers are used to state how many times something happened, identifying a specific time that something happened involves the use of an ordinal number after the gerund \(\text{avau “going”, as in avau ūs “the third time”.}"

2.6.2 Mathematical operations

Written mathematics in Gomain uses prefix notation: the operators are written first. This notation mimics the spoken form of equations; therefore, the first of the example equations in the following paragraph would be romanized as + 2 1 = 3. Grouping symbols are not used, since expressions can be parsed unambiguously without them.

Equations are spoken using the verb forms of the respective operations. What English represents with “equals” or “is/are”, Gomain represents with “becomes”. Thus addition/subtraction equations follow the form “add two to one; it becomes three” (\(\text{amoleit ůŋ w źau; mëveč ř}.\) Similarly, multiplication/division equations are spoken like “multiply four with two; it becomes eight” (\(\text{amoleit a ůr źau; mëveč řašu}.\) For exponents, the derived verb \(\text{ekbamín ěmoleit fai w ř; mëveč řau fai} \ (“raise five to the third power; it becomes 125”). In more complicated equations, the above verbs are nominalized and have the genitive suffix –f added to them; in such expressions, the copula ve is used. Variables are represented with letters, as they are on Earth, with the key difference that the first variable introduced is always éxolt, with all additional variables assigned the previous letter in the alphabet (i.e. the second variable is Ěgol, the third is Ímek, etc.).

Taken together, the above practices lead to equations being expressed similarly to the following (which is the Gomain version of the distance formula):
The distance is the root of the sum of the exponentiation of the difference of \(x_2\) and \(x_1\) by two, and the exponentiation of the difference of \(y_2\) and \(y_1\) by two, by two.
Modern Gomain does not mark grammatical gender, though Anhrushite had a system of inflected grammatical genders. However, when referring to females, the prefix eis- is added to the noun stem; the stem by itself is taken to be male. Thus one may distinguish between šiv ‘son’ and eissiv ‘daughter’, among others. Initial sibilants in the stem assimilate the s at the end of the prefix, as can be seen with eissiv.

Nouns add prefixes for four cases: the accusative, dative, vocative and instrumental. The accusative prefix is o-; the dative, u-; the vocative, ai-; and the instrumental, e-. The nominative case is not marked; other cases make use of prepositions or particles. The case prefixes are never stressed. Example (17) demonstrates these case markers:

(17)  Käf gëkʳkoŋoř na oḑedē w owefaugleg epodaleg îmroi.

kaif gë- k'r- oŋ- of na o- ñedē w o- w- efaug- leg e- poda- leg- a îmroi
man 3ms- move- pst- pot neg acc- rock to dat- Ø- house- poss.3ms inst- hand- poss.3ms- pl alone

The man could not move the rock to his house with his hands alone.

In addition, the prefix ben- is used for the intrative case, to indicate that something is between some other things or qualities, generally two or more of the same kind of thing: benokrona ‘between the waters’. It is only used with plural nouns, as in the preceding example.

Gomain possesses two nominal numbers, the singular and plural. As one might expect, the singular is unmarked; for regular nouns, the plural suffixes -a to consonant-final nouns and -ha to vowel-final ones. The six irregular plural patterns are discussed in the following section.

Three levels of magnitude are marked directly with suffixes. To indicate a small object, -sak is suffixed; for mid-sized objects, -loi is added; for large objects, the suffix is -rüš. The suffixes may be repeated to indicate very large or very small things. They may also be isolated and nominalized to express such concepts as bigness (rüššem) and smallness (sašem). Likewise, the isolated adjectives can take other derivational affixes or comparative/superlative suffixes, as described below.

Two options exist for indicating possession. As demonstrated in the word owefaugleg in the above sentence, pronominal possessives are suffixed onto the item of possession. The following suffixes are employed in this method:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Person</th>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First</td>
<td>-led</td>
<td>-lež</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second</td>
<td>-le</td>
<td>-lef</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third Masc.</td>
<td>-leg</td>
<td>-leŋ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third Fem.</td>
<td>-lei</td>
<td>-lē</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third Neut.</td>
<td>-lem</td>
<td>-lē</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impersonal</td>
<td>-lō</td>
<td>-lō</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Possessive suffixes

These suffixes precede the plural suffix. Whenever any of these suffixes is added to a stem that ends in a voiceless stop, the stop becomes voiced, as in aiedled ‘my breath’.

The other option is to put the item’s possessor in the nominative case after the genitive preposition am ‘of’.

### 3.1.1 Irregular plural patterns

Approximately three percent of all nouns form their plurals differently from the regular pattern detailed above. A total of six irregular plural patterns exist, employing either alternative suffixes, infixes (sometimes in combination with a suffix), stem vowel tensing, or no overt morphology at all. However, in all patterns which use a suffix, that suffix is added at the end of the noun stem, after any other suffixes (as is the case with regular nouns).

A plurality of irregular nouns use -i as their plural suffix. Historically, these nouns were feminine in the Anhrushite gender system, and have retained the plural suffix of that gender. A few of these nouns are given in example (18):
(18a) börḍ 'moon', bördzi 'moons'  
(b) efauŋ 'house', efauŋi 'houses'  
(c) pjödı 'camel', pjöđüi 'camels'  
(d) hä 'ax', häi 'axes'  
(e) dara 'arm', dáräi 'arms'  
(f) vohe 'bottom', vóheĩ 'bottoms'

As examples (18d-f) demonstrate, when -i is added to a vowel-final noun stem, it forms a diphthong with the final vowel. When this diphthongization occurs on polysyllabic stems, the stress does not shift to the new heavy syllable, and is therefore marked on the stressed vowel, as demonstrated by (18e-f).

In some irregular nouns, an i is infixed in the stem's final syllable, producing a diphthong. These nouns were also feminine in Anhrushite, but they formed a different subclass of the feminine gender.

(19a) jon 'room', join 'rooms'  
(b) zeš 'field, plain', zeĩš 'fields, plains'  
(c) tüik 'mouse', töik 'mice'  
(d) doïneĩ 'tooth', doineĩi 'teeth'  
(e) tolväŋ 'herb', tolvaiŋ 'herbs'  
(f) ibem 'goat', ibeĩm 'goats'

As was the case with the previous plural pattern, infixation within the ultima of a polysyllabic stem results in an irregular stress pattern, which is correspondingly marked in writing, as it is in (19d-f). In addition, due to the merger of earlier diphthongs, stems whose final syllable's vowel is not a, e, or o undergo a form of vowel mutation that produces legal diphthongs, as (19e-f) demonstrates.

The preceding pattern occasionally combines with the regular plural suffix to produce doubly-marked plurals, with both an infixed i and a suffixed -a. Thus the plural of dâž 'older brother' is dâĩža, while that of dũĩž 'younger brother' is doĩža, featuring the vowel mutation that was described earlier. This pattern is mostly limited to kinship terms, including the preceding two words and others derived from them.

A fourth pattern also has a different plural suffix, namely -ā. Nouns with this nasalized plural suffix descend from Anhrushite neuter nouns, which actually used a final -an as their plural suffix; when word-final nasal consonants were lost, they left behind compensatory nasalization and lengthening on adjacent vowels, yielding this suffix. Among these nouns are the following:

(20a) deš 'child', dešã 'children'  
(b) nãž 'horse', nãžã 'horses'  
(c) ýmegz 'moa', ýmegzã 'moas'

A small group of irregular nouns form their plurals by tensing the lax vowel in their final syllable. Examples of such nouns include ţd 'fist', whose plural is ţd, and velĩm 'penis', whose plural is velĩm. More such nouns existed in earlier stages of the language, but over time, most of them have been regularized.

Finally, a single noun, gãž 'bird', has a plural which is identical to its singular form, with no overt morphology whatsoever. This word has puzzled historical linguists for decades, and there is currently no consensus on how it came to have identical singular and plural forms. A leading hypothesis is that its singular form was previously gãzi and that it used the -i plural suffix, which then merged with the final j, but not all linguists agree.

### 3.2 Verbs | Weiŋgaha

#### 3.2.1 The regular paradigm

Verbs have four infinitive forms – simple and perfect, each with active and passive versions. All are represented with suffixes to the verb stem: -di for the active simple infinitive, -dy for the active perfect, -de for the passive simple, and -do for the passive perfect. When the verb root ends in a voiceless consonant, the d of the suffix devoices; if the verb ends in a sibilant or affricate, the suffix assimilates. It does not assimilate to the place of articulation of any preceding labial or velar consonant, for instance, as in wâlkti 'to change'.

The finite verb in Gomain can have one inflectional prefix and up to four suffixes. Together, they form the verb template shown in Figure 6:
Gomain is a null-subject language, and so its verbs have obligatory subject agreement. To this end, the following subject prefixes are used:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Person</th>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First inclusive</td>
<td>dë-</td>
<td>žë-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First exclusive</td>
<td>ľë-</td>
<td>řë-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second formal</td>
<td>ŵë-</td>
<td>ļë-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second informal</td>
<td>ąë-</td>
<td>ąë-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third masc.</td>
<td>gë-</td>
<td>kë-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third fem.</td>
<td>ķë-</td>
<td>ňë-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third neuter</td>
<td>më-</td>
<td>ř-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Subject agreement prefixes

The ę of these prefixes elides when they are added to a stem beginning with a vowel. When the above simple meanings are insufficient, especially in the second person and third person plural, a more precise pronoun may be used in addition to the prefix.

Verbs carry the following suffixes for tense, voice and the perfect aspect. There is no suffix for the active simple present tense.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Voice</th>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>Past</th>
<th>Present</th>
<th>Future</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Active</td>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>-ọŋ</td>
<td>-oiḑ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Perfect</td>
<td>-auŋ</td>
<td>-žau</td>
<td>-auḑ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passive</td>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>-ųŋ</td>
<td>-žu</td>
<td>-őḑ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Perfect</td>
<td>-ńę̆</td>
<td>-žai</td>
<td>-aiḑ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Tense/voice/aspect suffixes

Without any of the following suffixes, a verb is assumed to be in the indicative mood. Gomain inflects for eight other moods by suffixes that follow and mutate the tense suffixes. The basic suffixes are as follows; the uses of the moods are explained in section 4.1.2 on page 31ff:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mood</th>
<th>Suffix</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Translation(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conditional</td>
<td>-om</td>
<td>dējündom</td>
<td>I would work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjunctive</td>
<td>-ďāk</td>
<td>dējündāk</td>
<td>(that) I work / may I work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obligative</td>
<td>-leit</td>
<td>dējúndleit</td>
<td>I must work / I have to work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohortative</td>
<td>-ok</td>
<td>dējúndok</td>
<td>I should work / let me work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypothetical</td>
<td>-ob</td>
<td>dējúndob</td>
<td>I could work / be working</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential</td>
<td>-of</td>
<td>dējúndof</td>
<td>I can work / I am able to work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deductive</td>
<td>-os</td>
<td>dējúndos</td>
<td>I must be working / Presumably, I am working</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dubitative</td>
<td>-onh</td>
<td>dējúndonh</td>
<td>I might be working</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: Mood suffixes

To comply with phonological constraints, the consonants of the tense and mood suffixes may mutate one another, depending on what they are. The ń of the past-tense suffixes inserts a g in the subjunctive and imperative, and remains the same in all other moods. The ŏ of the future-tense suffixes combines with the ŏ of the subjunctive, and remains the same in all other moods. The ŏ of all moods containing one elides in the present tenses.

The subjunctive and imperative mood suffixes, when used without any personal or tense affixes on the verb stem, form the basis of the formal and informal imperatives, respectively: compare kırkēńdäk ‘please move’ and
krígleit ‘move!’ There are four forms each for the formal and informal imperatives, for distinguishing between active and passive commands, as well as commands to one or more people:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Voice</th>
<th>Formal</th>
<th></th>
<th>Informal</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Singular</td>
<td>Plural</td>
<td>Singular</td>
<td>Plural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active</td>
<td>-ḑäk</td>
<td>-ḑäķ</td>
<td>-leit</td>
<td>-leič</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passive</td>
<td>-ḑök</td>
<td>-ḑöķ</td>
<td>-loit</td>
<td>-loič</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8: Imperative suffixes

Like the possessive suffixes, when -leit is attached to a stem ending in a voiceless stop, the stop becomes voiced.

The six participles are formed with suffixes. Their forms are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Future</th>
<th>Active</th>
<th>Passive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-meţ</td>
<td>-mev</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present</td>
<td>-mez</td>
<td>-mex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Past</td>
<td>-mẽi</td>
<td>-men</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9: Participial suffixes

When the verb stem ends in a consonant, the m of the suffix is dropped, as in jündez ‘working’.

Two gerunds exist in Gomain – the regular and locative. They too are represented by suffixes, respectively -ḑau and -sarau: jündḑau ‘working’, jüntsarau ‘workplace’. The regular gerund suffix has the same allomorphic variations as the infinitive suffixes. In practice, the gerund locative refers to a small area – the exact spot where an action happens.

Agentives (indicating a person or thing that does the action) are also formed with suffixes: the masculine suffix -kei, the feminine -keis, and the neuter -ki. These suffixes can also be applied to adjectives, or to proper nouns to express affiliation or habitation. The vowels of these suffixes are lowered to change their meaning to patientives, or objects that have the action done to them; the resulting suffixes, in the same order as above, are -kai, -kais and -kä. When these suffixes are attached to a word ending in k, the k of the suffix spirantizes to create a geminate, kk. When the stem ends in a sibilant preceded by a stop, the initial k of the agentive and patientive suffixes makes the final sibilant postalveolar and is deleted: bahagži ‘that which is shameful’.

The interrogative suffix -ïl is attached at the end of the verb structure. To offer the listener an alternative, the phrase ot na ‘or not’ may be added at the end of the sentence.

Verbs are negated by the independent particle na, which always follows the verb. If one wishes to express the reverse of the action (e.g. like/dislike) with the same stem, the privative prefix nau- is added to the verb stem; the same affix reverses the meaning of nouns in the same fashion as the English prefix un-. Adjectives are reversed with the same prefix. This prefix formerly began with ŋ; however, sound changes replaced word-initial ŋ with n. Therefore, when verbs with nau- take a subject agreement prefix, its form becomes -ŋau-, as in kënaunauŋ ‘they undid’. Likewise, when nouns and adjectives with nau- take a case prefix, this morpheme becomes -ŋau-, as in ŋau-jauinkeia ‘to the ungodly’.

To express the reflexive, -ven is suffixed to the stem before any tense suffix. With irregular verbs this results in regularized tense paradigms, since reflexivity applies to the verb before the addition of tense; compare dëvevenoŋ ‘I was myself’ with *dëvëŋven.

### 3.2.2 Irregular verb classes

While approximately 68% of all Gomain verbs are regular, there are many verbs with irregularities in at least one part of their paradigms. Most of these irregular verbs fall into one of nine distinct classes, distinguished by the final segments of their stems. Still other verbs do not share any clear patterns in their paradigms; these verbs are among the most frequently used in the language, and their paradigms are mostly irregular. The following sections deal with each class in turn, pointing out only the irregular parts of each paradigm; all forms not shown are regular.

#### 3.2.2.1 Class Ia (-o stems)

This and the following class are considered subtypes of a larger Class I, as there is little difference between them. The stems of Class I verbs all end in one of a handful of vowels; in the case of Class Ia verbs, that final vowel
is usually -o, although two Class Ia verbs end in -ë (specifically erdlë 'end' and neglë 'leave') and a third, niju 'cause', ends in -u. This stem-final vowel is deleted before tense suffixes, with the present-tense suffixes metathesizing their vowels and consonants. As an example, consider the tense paradigms of krïfwo 'write':

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Past</th>
<th>Present</th>
<th>Future</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Active</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>krïfwoŋ</td>
<td>krïfwo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfect</td>
<td>krïfwauŋ</td>
<td>krïfwauž</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>krïfwuŋ</td>
<td>krïfwuž</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfect</td>
<td>krïfwïŋ</td>
<td>krïfwaiž</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The only other irregular part of the Class Ia paradigm is participle formation, and it is limited to only a few verb stems in the class. The initial m- of the participial suffixes is deleted, and the e of the suffixes becomes an offglide to form a diphthong (oi) with the stem-final vowel. In addition, the nasalization of the past active participial ending shifts to the newly-formed oi. The participles of törko 'fuck' illustrate the results for all six participial forms:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Past</th>
<th>Present</th>
<th>Future</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Active</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Past</td>
<td>törkõi</td>
<td>törkoin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present</td>
<td>törkoiz</td>
<td>törkoix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Future</td>
<td>törkoiţ</td>
<td>törkoiv</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition to törko, the verbs kanr̂ o 'rise' and zo 'be like' (along with verbs derived from them) are the only other Class Ia verbs with irregular participles that follow this pattern. The participles of the two Class Ia verbs ending in -ë are also irregular in this way; their final vowels become -ei-, such as in negleiţ 'soon to leave'.

### 3.2.2.2 Class Ib (-oi stems)

This class differs from Class Ia mainly in that the stem-final vowel of Class Ib verbs is -oi instead of -o. This difference results in the simple past active tense suffix being -oiŋ instead of the regular -oŋ. As an example, the tenses of paloi 'see' are given below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Past</th>
<th>Present</th>
<th>Future</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Active</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>paloiŋ</td>
<td>paloi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfect</td>
<td>palauŋ</td>
<td>palauž</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>paluŋ</td>
<td>paluž</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfect</td>
<td>palïŋ</td>
<td>palaiž</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The only other difference in Class Ib is the use of irregular imperative forms for paloi and naroi 'choose'. The -oi of these verbs' stems is deleted in their imperatives, which results in the -i of the informal imperative suffixes becoming a w in naroi and disappearing altogether in paloi. Their imperatives, then, are of the forms narďāk/narweit for the former, and palďāk/paleit for the latter. These forms also appear in the subjunctive and obligative moods, respectively, the only difference being the addition of personal prefixes.

### 3.2.2.3 Class II (-ei stems)

Like Class I, the only irregular parts of the Class II paradigm (distinguished by a stem-final -ei) are the tense and participial suffixes. However, the vowels of the tense endings are irregular, as shown by the tensed forms of krei 'find':

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Past</th>
<th>Present</th>
<th>Future</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Active</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>kreiŋ</td>
<td>krei</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfect</td>
<td>kren̂</td>
<td>krez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>kryŋ</td>
<td>krýž</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfect</td>
<td>kriŋ</td>
<td>kräž</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As for the participles, the -ei of the stems is deleted before all of the participial suffixes. Again, consider the examples from the paradigm of krei:
While most Class II verbs have regular agentives, those of praiķwei ‘say’ are irregular; the verb stem is reduced to praiķ-, and the k of the agentive suffixes assimilates to this stem’s final consonant. Consequently, the agentives of this verb take forms such as praiķķei ‘he who says’.

3.2.2.4 Class III (-ïŋ stems)

Unlike the previous verb classes, the stems of all other classes end in a consonant. In Class III, this consonant is always found before an i, and so the stems of this class always end in -ïŋ. Much more of the Class III paradigm is irregular than in Classes I and II. For example, the infinitives and gerund of each verb differ from their expected forms due to the assimilation of the consonants of the stem and suffixes; specifically, the expected -ŋd- cluster becomes -nd-. As an example, the simple active infinitive and gerund of čoiŋ ‘make’ are respectively čoindi and čoindau.

Tensed forms in Class III are especially irregular. To begin, they are all formed through different kinds of stem modification: the -ïŋ ending that distinguishes members of this class is dropped entirely in the future and present tenses (with the present tenses using a unique set of suffixes that follow the pattern -Vnǯë, where V represents the vowel that is normally used in each tense suffix), while the past tense suffixes merge with it, their vowels replacing the i of the stem; in the simple active past tense, this stem vowel is replaced with r, while the i of the perfect passive past tense is tensed to i. The tense paradigm of öķrïŋ ‘wash’ illustrates all of these forms:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tense</th>
<th>Active</th>
<th>Passive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Past Present Future</td>
<td>öķrîŋ</td>
<td>öķrîŋ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>öķrauŋ</td>
<td>öķraunǯë</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfect</td>
<td>öķriŋ</td>
<td>öķrainǯë</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Čoiŋ has a somewhat different tense paradigm from the other Class III verbs. To begin, the final -ŋ of the stem is replaced by -k in the future tenses, while the -z of the present-tense endings is absent altogether, with the present and past distinguished only by the vowels of their final syllables. The following table demonstrates all of these changes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tense</th>
<th>Active</th>
<th>Passive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Past Present Future</td>
<td>čŕŋ</td>
<td>čoiŋ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>čauŋ</td>
<td>čûŋ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfect</td>
<td>čûŋ</td>
<td>čûŋ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In all Class III verbs, the -ŋ of the verb stems becomes -m in the participles, while the -m of the participial endings strengthens to -b, resulting in the medial cluster -mb- in all participles. The participles of čoiŋ demonstrate these irregular forms:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tense</th>
<th>Active</th>
<th>Passive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Past</td>
<td>čoimbẽi</td>
<td>čoimben</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present</td>
<td>čoimbez</td>
<td>čoimbex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Future</td>
<td>čoimbeť</td>
<td>čoimbev</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Also, the formal imperative/subjunctive forms of Class III verbs show the same assimilation as in the infinitives and gerund, with the medial cluster -ŋd- changing to -nd-. The base form for all of the formal imperatives, as well as the subjunctive, of čoiŋ is then čoindäk. The informal imperative forms contain the same medial cluster, followed by the l of the regular suffixes, resulting in such forms as ökrînlînt ‘wash!’
3.2.2.5 Class IV (-ŋk stems)

The stems of Class IV verbs are distinguished by their final consonant cluster, -ŋk. This cluster combines with the d- of the infinitival and gerund suffixes to become -ndr-, as illustrated by the gerund of reŋk 'lose, misplace', which is rendrau.

Tensed forms of Class IV verbs involve two processes. In the past tenses, the stem's last vowel is replaced by the vowel of the tense suffix; if the stem's vowel is o, the past simple active form contains an oi instead, as with ymroŋk ‘sang’. In the present tenses, the stem-final cluster and the initial ž- of the suffixes combine into the cluster -nǯ-. The future tenses are regular. These processes can be seen in the paradigm of reŋk below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Simple</th>
<th>Present</th>
<th>Future</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Active</td>
<td>roŋk</td>
<td>reŋk</td>
<td>reŋkoiḑ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfect</td>
<td>raŋk</td>
<td>renǯau</td>
<td>reŋkauḑ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passive</td>
<td>rʊŋk</td>
<td>renǯu</td>
<td>reŋkōḑ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The only other irregular part of the Class IV paradigm is the formation of the formal imperative, in which the cluster at the morpheme boundary, which is the same -ŋkḑ- as would be expected in the infinitives and gerund, reduces to -nd-, as in the passive singular formal imperative of reŋk, rendök ‘please be misplaced’. The informal imperatives undergo the regular process of voicing of voiceless stops.

3.2.2.6 Class V (-mb stems)

Like Class IV verbs, the stems in Class V all end in a cluster, namely -mb. When the infinitival or gerund suffixes are added to these stems, the initial d- of the suffixes changes to a z-; this change gives such infinitives as ainambzi ‘to throw’. The formal imperatives undergo the same change: aimambzäk ‘please throw’.

Tensed forms of Class V verbs undergo the following set of changes. In the past tense, the rime of the root’s final syllable is replaced with a combination of the regular vowels of the past-tense suffixes and the cluster -nǯ. In the present tense, the b of the stem and the ž of the suffixes are replaced with ǯ. Like Class IV verbs, the future forms of Class V verbs are regular. As an example, consider the tense paradigm for ainamb:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Past</th>
<th>Present</th>
<th>Future</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Active</td>
<td>ainoǯ</td>
<td>ainamb</td>
<td>ainamboiḑ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfect</td>
<td>ainaunǯ</td>
<td>ainamǯau</td>
<td>ainambauḑ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passive</td>
<td>ainünǯ</td>
<td>ainamǯu</td>
<td>ainambø̈ ḑ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfect</td>
<td>ainïnǯ</td>
<td>ainamǯai</td>
<td>ainambaiḑ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above past forms cause the -ḑ of the subjunctive suffix to elide, resulting in such past subjunctive forms as mainünǯäk ‘(that) it might be thrown’.

Participles in Class V delete the stem-final b, resulting in a geminated mm, as in ainammève ‘soon to be thrown’.

Agentives and patientives differ from the regular paradigm in that the k- of the suffixes and the -b of the stems are replaced with -č-, yielding such forms as ainamčä ‘that which is thrown, projectile’.

3.2.2.7 Class VI (-s stems)

Class VI stems all end with the single consonant s. After this consonant, the d- of the infinitives, gerund and formal imperatives devoices and becomes alveolar, resulting in such forms as töstau ‘wearing’.

As with the preceding two classes, future-tense forms of Class VI verbs are regular; only the past- and present-tense forms are irregular. In the past tenses, the stem-final s is geminated, while in the present tenses, it combines with the ž- of those suffixes to become -š-. The tense paradigm for tōs is an excellent example of a Class VI tense paradigm:
The participles of Class VI verbs feature the denasalization and devoicing of the participial suffixes’ initial m-, which thus becomes p-, as in töspői 'having worn'.

The only other irregularity in the Class VI paradigm is the metathesis of -sl- in the informal imperatives, resulting in, for example, tölseit 'wear!'

### 3.2.2.8 Class VII (-z stems)

Stems of Class VII verbs share -z as their final consonant. This -z merges with the d- of the infinitival, gerund, and formal imperative suffixes to become -ž-; the active perfect infinitive of žbýz, then, is žbýžy 'to have sworn'.

Tensed forms of Class VII verbs have the following irregularities (again using žbýz as an example):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Past</th>
<th>Present</th>
<th>Future</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Active</td>
<td>žbýzŋ</td>
<td>žbýz</td>
<td>žbýzoiḑ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfect</td>
<td>žbýzauŋ</td>
<td>žbýzau</td>
<td>žbýzaud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passive</td>
<td>žbýzũŋ</td>
<td>žbýzu</td>
<td>žbýzyð</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfect</td>
<td>žbýzũŋ</td>
<td>žbýzu</td>
<td>žbýzyð</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Like those of Class VI verbs, the informal imperatives of Class VII verbs show metathesis at the morpheme boundary, with -lz- appearing instead of the regular -zl-. The active singular informal imperative of žbýz, then, is žbýžeit 'swear!'

The Class VII verb růbz 'wake up' is the only such verb with irregular agentives, most likely due to the awkward nature of the medial -bzg- cluster that would exist if its agentives were regular. To avoid forming this cluster, the agentives of this verb contain the same medial cluster as its infinitives, gerund, and formal imperatives, namely bž, yielding such agentives as růbžeis 'she who wakes up'. Since this process would produce a neuter agentive identical to the active simple infinitive, the former form adds a final -k, and is thus růbžik 'that which awakes, alarm clock'.

### 3.2.2.9 Class VIII (-t/d stems)

The Class VIII verb stems share a dental stop (-t or -d depending on the specific stem) as their final consonant. The d- of the infinitival, gerund and formal imperative suffixes assimilates in voicing to this consonant and replaces it, resulting in such forms as oltau 'keeping' and soldy 'to have grown'.

In the past tenses, the final -t of Class VIII stems is deleted, while it causes the initial ž- of the present-tense suffixes to assimilate in voicing to it, resulting in -č- for t-final stems and -ʒ- for d-final stems. Consider the tense paradigms of olt and sold as examples:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Past</th>
<th>Present</th>
<th>Future</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Active</td>
<td>oloŋ</td>
<td>olt</td>
<td>oltoiḑ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfect</td>
<td>olaŋ</td>
<td>ołcąu</td>
<td>ołtauḑ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passive</td>
<td>oliŋ</td>
<td>ołcũ</td>
<td>ołtöḑ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfect</td>
<td>oliŋ</td>
<td>ołcai</td>
<td>ołtaid</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Past</th>
<th>Present</th>
<th>Future</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Active</td>
<td>šoloŋ</td>
<td>šold</td>
<td>šoldoiḑ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfect</td>
<td>šolaŋ</td>
<td>šolzau</td>
<td>šolauḑ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passive</td>
<td>šoliŋ</td>
<td>šolžai</td>
<td>šoldaiḑ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfect</td>
<td>šoliŋ</td>
<td>šolžaie</td>
<td>šoldaiđ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
When a Class VIII verb stem ends in only a \( t \) or \( d \), an epenthetic consonant is inserted in its place, the choice of consonant following the rules at the end of section 2.3.1. \( \text{Ød} \) ‘load’ is one such verb; its paradigm is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Past</th>
<th>Present</th>
<th>Future</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Active</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>øjoŋ</td>
<td>ød</td>
<td>ødoiḑ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfect</td>
<td>øjaŋ</td>
<td>øʒau</td>
<td>ødaud̪</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Passive</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>øjũŋ</td>
<td>øʒũ</td>
<td>ødũd̪</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfect</td>
<td>øjiŋ</td>
<td>øʒai</td>
<td>ødaiḏ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The verb \( \text{ŵr̪t} \) ‘fight’ deviates from the pattern in example (33 only in the simple active past tense, which is \( \text{ŵr̪ŋ} \) instead of the expected \( \text{ŵr̪oŋ} \). \( \text{ŵr̪t} \) is also the only Class VIII verb with irregular participles; its participial stem contains an inserted \( n \), resulting in participles such as \( \text{ŵr̪nte}z \) ‘fighting’.

Contrary to the usual pattern of assimilation for informal imperatives, those of Class VIII verbs involve the imperative suffixes’ \( l- \) changing to an \( r- \), as with \( \text{oltre}t \) ‘keep!’

In addition, the agentives and patientives of Class VIII verbs replace the cluster \(-tk-\) (\(-dg-\) for \( d \)-final stems) formed by suffixation with \(-č/-ʒ-\), as demonstrated by \( \text{olče}is \) ‘(female) keeper’, \( \text{šolʒа} \) ‘that which is grown’.

3.2.2.10 Class IX (-k/ķ stems)

Class IX verbs are distinguished by having either \(-k\) or \(-ķ\) as the final consonant of their roots. Their infinitives, gerund and formal imperatives reduce the cluster formed from adding those suffixes to \(-kt-\), as \( \text{glōk}t\)i, the active simple infinitive of \( \text{glōk} \) ‘drink’ demonstrates.

Past-tense forms of Class IX verbs are mostly regular, with the exception of the active simple past ending, which is \(-r̪ŋ\). In the present tense, the \( z-\) of the tense affix devoices to assimilate to the root’s final consonant, resulting in the cluster \(-x̌-\). The future-tense forms are notable in that they cause the root’s last vowel to assimilate to that of the suffix, yielding two of the same vowel or diphthong in successive syllables. The tense paradigm of \( \text{glōk} \) below shows all of these processes at work:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Past</th>
<th>Present</th>
<th>Future</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Active</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>glōkr̪ŋ</td>
<td>glōk</td>
<td>glōkoiḑ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfect</td>
<td>glōkaŋ</td>
<td>glōxau</td>
<td>glaukauḑ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Passive</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>glōkũŋ</td>
<td>glōxũ</td>
<td>glõkõd̪</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfect</td>
<td>glōkũŋ</td>
<td>glōxai</td>
<td>glaikaiḑ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In some Class IX tense paradigms, the root’s initial vowel becomes a low vowel – \( ā \) if the initial vowel is a front vowel, \( a \) if it is a back vowel. The specific root verbs with this pattern are \( \text{öl̪k} \) ‘give’, \( \text{öl̪k} \) ‘send’, \( \text{i̺k} \) ‘get tired’, \( \text{perk} \) ‘faint’, and \( \text{i̺lk} \) ‘yoke’. The paradigm of \( \text{öl̪k} \) demonstrates this phenomenon:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Past</th>
<th>Present</th>
<th>Future</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Active</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>alkr̪ŋ</td>
<td>d̪r̪k</td>
<td>d̪r̪koįd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfect</td>
<td>alkaŋ</td>
<td>d̪l̪kau</td>
<td>d̪l̪kauḑ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Passive</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>alkũŋ</td>
<td>d̪l̪xũ</td>
<td>d̪l̪õkõd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfect</td>
<td>alkĩŋ</td>
<td>d̪l̪xai</td>
<td>ailkaiḑ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The participles of Class IX verbs differ from regular participles in that the root’s final consonant becomes \(-g\) and the participial suffixes’ initial \( m-\) lenites to \( w-\), resulting in the cluster \(-gw-\). These changes are illustrated by the participles of \( \text{öl̪k} \):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Active</th>
<th>Passive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Past</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present</td>
<td>ölgweź</td>
<td>ölgweįn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Future</td>
<td>ölgweť</td>
<td>ölgwev</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finally, the initial \( l-\) of the informal imperative suffixes changes to \( r-\) when added to Class IX stems in order to comply with phonotactical rules; consider the active plural informal imperative of \( \text{öl̪k} \), \( \text{ölükreič} \) ‘send! (to many)’.
3.2.2.11 Classless verbs

In total, 13 irregular root verbs in Gomain do not form a class with any others. Most of these verbs have considerably more irregular paradigms than those detailed above. Their paradigms are given for reference in Appendix A; however, one remarkable feature shared by two of these verbs is discussed below.

Almost all verbs, both regular and irregular, have only one stem for both singular and plural agreement. The only two exceptions are the two copulae, ve ‘be’ and več ‘become’; they alone have different stems used with singular and plural subjects. In both paradigms, the plural forms differ from the singular forms only in having a different nucleus. The following tables show these unusual tense paradigms, first for ve and then for več:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Past</th>
<th>Present</th>
<th>Future</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Singular</td>
<td>Plural</td>
<td>Singular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vēŋ</td>
<td>vēŋ</td>
<td>ve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vejūŋ</td>
<td>vejūŋ</td>
<td>veju</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10: Tensed forms of ve ‘be’

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Past</th>
<th>Present</th>
<th>Future</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Singular</td>
<td>Plural</td>
<td>Singular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>veko</td>
<td>voko</td>
<td>več</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vekau</td>
<td>vokau</td>
<td>večau</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 11: Tensed forms of več ‘become’

In addition to the above forms, ve has a set of contracted mood forms in the present tense, again with a singular/plural distinction. These forms are also shown in Appendix A.

3.3 Adjectives | Weizgoma

Adjectives must agree with the nouns they describe in number and case. Therefore, if the noun is plural, the adjective must also have the plural ending -a/-ha; compare um gālbod adda ‘a red shoe’ and uma gālboda addaha ‘red shoes’.

Adverbs are formed from adjectives via the suffix -di. When following a voiceless consonant, this suffix devoices to -ti; lupš ‘fresh’, lupšti ‘freshly’.

Intensity of the quality is expressed with four words, three of which may be thought of as different intensities of ‘very’. In order from least to greatest intensity, they are ǯo, ǯø̈, and ǯoi. The fourth word, ǯi, is opposite in meaning to these three, i.e. it weakens the adjective.

There are two comparative suffixes, one positive and one negative; respectively, they are -u and -nu. There are also a positive and negative superlative, respectively -hi and -bi. Finally, the neutral comparative (meaning ‘as ___ as’) suffix is -ỳ. The consonants of the superlative suffixes elide when the adjective to which they are attached ends with a consonant with different voicing, while the n of the negative comparative only assimilates to match the adjective’s final consonant if it is nasal.

(39) štog ‘green’
    štog-u ‘greener’
    štog-i ‘the greenest’
    štog-ÿ ‘as green’
    štog-nu ‘less green’
    štog-bi ‘the least green’

To express excess in a quality, the noun fega ‘top’ is suffixed to the adjective in excess: eršatfega ‘too strong’. Similarly, a deficiency in a quality is expressed by suffixing vohe ‘bottom’ to the appropriate adjective, as in eršatvohe ‘not strong enough’. Finally, if there is enough of a quality, og ‘even’ is suffixed: eršatog ‘strong enough’. These words are added to naus ‘this much’ and šaus ‘that much’ to make the same distinctions with nouns, resulting in expressions such as ǯumglo nausfega ‘too much wine’ and juš šausvohe ‘not enough money’. In all three cases, neither the suffixed preposition nor the stem mutates to comply with phonological constraints, although the appropriate epenthetic consonant is inserted between og and an adjective ending in a vowel.
3.4 Articles | Weippuza

Only an indefinite article exists in Gomain; without it, nouns are assumed to be definite. The article must agree with its nouns in case and number: thus one may speak of **um ḑedẽ** 'a rock' or **uma ḑedena** 'rocks'; but **ḏedena** without the article is assumed to mean 'the rocks'. Case marking on the article is irregular; the forms for each case are therefore given in the following table. Note that the article never appears in the vocative.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nom.</td>
<td>um</td>
<td>uma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acc.</td>
<td>om</td>
<td>oma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen.</td>
<td>aum</td>
<td>auma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dat.</td>
<td>wum</td>
<td>wuma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inst.</td>
<td>jum</td>
<td>juma</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 12: Forms of the indefinite article

3.5 Pronouns | Boweizäča

The personal pronoun paradigm for the nominative case is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nominative</th>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st inclusive</td>
<td>zau</td>
<td>roi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st exclusive</td>
<td>rai</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd honorific</td>
<td>čının</td>
<td>ķǐn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd formal</td>
<td>čoi</td>
<td>koi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd informal</td>
<td>čei</td>
<td>kei</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd familiar</td>
<td>čei</td>
<td>kei</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd pejorative</td>
<td>bal</td>
<td>bala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd intimate</td>
<td>čai</td>
<td>kaio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd masculine</td>
<td>fe</td>
<td>fō</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd feminine</td>
<td>eiš</td>
<td>fei</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd neuter</td>
<td>mem</td>
<td>fa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impersonal</td>
<td>öl</td>
<td>ol</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 13: Nominative forms of the personal pronouns

In the accusative case, the first vowels of the personal pronouns undergo a shift towards o, while the impersonal pronouns take d- as a prefix. Similarly, in the dative, the first vowels of the personal pronouns are shifted towards u, and the impersonal pronouns add z- as a prefix. Instrumental pronouns, meanwhile, not only shift their first vowels towards i, but also add a final -g in the second person (except for the intimate pronouns) and a final -mi in the third person; the impersonal pronouns take h- as a prefix. The resultant forms are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st inclusive</td>
<td>zo</td>
<td>zai</td>
<td>ro</td>
<td>re</td>
<td>ru</td>
<td>ri</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st exclusive</td>
<td>rai</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd honorific</td>
<td>čyn</td>
<td>čņn</td>
<td>čņ̤n</td>
<td>čyń</td>
<td>kün</td>
<td>kįn</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd formal</td>
<td>čo</td>
<td>ču</td>
<td>čig</td>
<td>kō</td>
<td>kū</td>
<td>kįg</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd informal</td>
<td>čē</td>
<td>čei</td>
<td>čeig</td>
<td>kē</td>
<td>kei</td>
<td>kei̱g</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd familiar</td>
<td>čō</td>
<td>či</td>
<td>čōg</td>
<td>kō</td>
<td>kį</td>
<td>kōg</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd pejorative</td>
<td>bōl</td>
<td>baul</td>
<td>baulg</td>
<td>bōla</td>
<td>baula</td>
<td>baulga</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd intimate</td>
<td>čeio</td>
<td>čoi</td>
<td>čeho</td>
<td>čeio</td>
<td>koio</td>
<td>kęho</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The nominative forms can be put in the vocative case by adding the standard prefixes for that case, such as "aičei" 'oh, you'.

The correlatives add case prefixes when appropriate. They are as follows:

### Table 15: Correlatives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Query</th>
<th>Adjective</th>
<th>Person</th>
<th>Thing</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Reason</th>
<th>Way</th>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Kind</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Relative</td>
<td>julo</td>
<td>jukai</td>
<td>juhol</td>
<td>juzat</td>
<td>jufun</td>
<td>juja</td>
<td>juna</td>
<td>jujus</td>
<td>jumoin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This</td>
<td>lo</td>
<td>kau</td>
<td>kol</td>
<td>za</td>
<td>fum</td>
<td>ja</td>
<td>nai</td>
<td>jüs</td>
<td>moin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>That</td>
<td>noiŋ</td>
<td>noiŋ</td>
<td>noiŋ</td>
<td>riŋ</td>
<td>gosko</td>
<td>noja</td>
<td>nowai</td>
<td>naus</td>
<td>nomoin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>zim</td>
<td>zikai</td>
<td>zihol</td>
<td>zizai</td>
<td>zifu</td>
<td>žau</td>
<td>zina</td>
<td>zínoin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Few</td>
<td>sol</td>
<td>sol</td>
<td>sol</td>
<td>sol</td>
<td>sol</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some</td>
<td>mi</td>
<td>mikai</td>
<td>mihol</td>
<td>mize</td>
<td>mifun</td>
<td>mina</td>
<td>mímoin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Many</td>
<td>ma</td>
<td>maka</td>
<td>malo</td>
<td>mize</td>
<td>mifun</td>
<td>manai</td>
<td>màijüs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most</td>
<td>ov</td>
<td>ov</td>
<td>ov</td>
<td>ovvu</td>
<td>ovan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Every</td>
<td>baŋoŋ</td>
<td>bakai</td>
<td>bakol</td>
<td>bakëga</td>
<td>bakaf</td>
<td>bakan</td>
<td>bakoin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any</td>
<td>bau</td>
<td>baukai</td>
<td>baulo</td>
<td>bauza</td>
<td>bauuf</td>
<td>baujau</td>
<td>baujus</td>
<td>baumoin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ever</td>
<td>glën</td>
<td>glégaŋ</td>
<td>glébo</td>
<td>glëga</td>
<td>glëvu</td>
<td>glëjaŋ</td>
<td>glëna</td>
<td>glëhu</td>
<td>glëmoin</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition to the singular forms "noiŋ" and "šoiŋ", plural forms corresponding to 'these' and 'those' exist for the adjective, person, and thing categories:

### Table 16: Plural deictic correlatives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adjective</th>
<th>These</th>
<th>Those</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Person</td>
<td>naiŋ</td>
<td>šaiŋ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thing</td>
<td>nail</td>
<td>šail</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.6 Prepositions | Weiŋa

Gomain prepositions are conjugated when their objects are pronouns. The following table gives the suffixes used with prepositions:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Person</th>
<th>Dative Singular</th>
<th>Dative Plural</th>
<th>Accusative Singular</th>
<th>Accusative Plural</th>
<th>Instrumental Singular</th>
<th>Instrumental Plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First</td>
<td>-ed</td>
<td>-ež</td>
<td>-od</td>
<td>-ož</td>
<td>-ad</td>
<td>-až</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second</td>
<td>-e</td>
<td>-ef</td>
<td>-o</td>
<td>-of</td>
<td>-a</td>
<td>-af</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third Masc.</td>
<td>-eg</td>
<td>-ek</td>
<td>-og</td>
<td>-ok</td>
<td>-ag</td>
<td>-ak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third Fem.</td>
<td>-ei</td>
<td>-oi</td>
<td>-i</td>
<td>-ai</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third Neut.</td>
<td>-em</td>
<td>-ř</td>
<td>-om</td>
<td>-ör</td>
<td>-am</td>
<td>-ar</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The use of these suffixes is straightforward. Example (40) illustrates the results of applying the dative suffixes to the eight simple prepositions:
3 Morphology | Ŵalgweguč

(40a)  st-ež ‘among us’
(b)  l-eḵ ‘from them’
(c)  n-em ‘upon it’
(d)  w-ed ‘near me’
(e)  b-ei ‘with her’
(f)  ŵ-e ‘without you’
(g)  ben-eg ‘around him’
(h)  miš-ef ‘like you all’

The accusative and instrumental suffixes are equally straightforward:

(41a)  st-oi ‘into her’
(b)  ŵ-o ‘except for you’
(c)  ben-ako ‘about them’
(d)  w-ag ‘through him’

The changes in the prepositions’ meanings caused by use of these other cases are explained in section 4.6, “Preposition use.”

3.7 Derivational morphology | Ŵalgweguč taruŋolķoin

3.7.1 Nominalization

There are two methods of nominalizing verbs. The gerund suffix -ḑau has already been visited; pure nounsfrom-verbs (as in ‘a leap of faith’) are composed of the verb stem and the prefix ė-, with an infixed j if the stem begins with a vowel: ėrpti ‘to leap, ėjörp ‘the leap.’ Case prefixes replace ė-.

To transform an adjective into a noun expressing the quality it represents as a state of being, the suffix -šem is added: adda ‘red,’ addašem ‘redness.’ The š of the suffix voices to ž after a final voices consonant in the stem and combines with t and d to become č and ģ, respectively.

From any part of speech, most nominalizations are formed with -et, replacing any final vowel that may exist. The resulting term names abstractions, crafts, or operations: tokra ‘free,’ tokret ‘freedom.’

Instead of -et, some nouns are formed by suffixing -j, a remnant of the Anhrushite feminine gender suffix: eib ‘resist,’ eibj ‘resistance.’ When added to a stem ending in a liquid or vowel, -j causes the liquid (if there is one) to elide and forms a diphthong with the vowel, sometimes changing the quality of the vowel to form a legal diphthong: oiperdi ‘to honor,’ öipei ‘the honor,’ niždi ‘to cause, nižoi ‘the cause.’

The result of an action is formed from a verb and -äg: naroi ‘choose,’ naroiäg ‘choice.’ The existence of both of these suffixes sometimes creates interesting doublets from the same root, such as šerimet ‘process of judging’ and šerimäg ‘judgment, verdict.’

An instrument or other object associated with a verb is named with -lú: krifwo ‘write,’ lükrišmo ‘pen.’

The suffix -zē names the diminutive of any part of speech: zimbözē ‘wifey.’

Similarly, -ūs names the augmentative of any part of speech: āgjax ‘angry,’ āgjaxūs ‘fury.’

In previous evolutions of Gomain, these were infixes between the stem of a noun or adjective and its declension ending; this has carried down through the millennia in a handful of irregular derivations: burt ‘iron,’ burtūš ‘steel.’

The diminutive and augmentative are largely colloquial and should not be confused with the more formal magnitude suffixes explained in section 3.1.

Collections of objects are derived by adding -pe: sinča ‘soldier,’ pesinch ‘army’; dekest ‘island,’ pedek ‘archipelago.’ Before vowels this prefix changes to pj: aug ‘link,’ pjau ‘chain.’

Names of occupations are primarily formed with -gjo, although the masculine agentive -kei and present participle -mez are also used: žedet, žedegjo ‘scientist,’ vintai, vintaikei ‘announcer.’

-gjo is also used with some place names to name its inhabitants: Argollagjō ‘Argollan.’

This suffix combines with the general nominalizer -et to become -gjoet, which expresses the condition of being a member of an occupation: šerimet ‘kingship.’

The inhabitant of a locality or follower of a person, god or philosophy is primarily named with -kent or -ent, depending on whether the word being modified ends with a vowel or consonant: Javekent ‘follower of Jave’;
Anr̂ üšent ‘Anhrushite’.
-uc forms the name of a field of study: laia ‘star’, laihuuc ‘astronomy’.
The adjectival form is created with -woč: limga ‘life’, limgawoc ‘zoological’.
Scientists in those fields are named with -eči: gäz ‘bird’, gäžeči ‘ornithologist’.
The name of an area of activity or authority is formed with -on: moi is koi ‘buy and sell’, moiskenion ‘market’.
This process generally refers to a physically larger area than the gerund locative.

To name a belief or philosophy associated with a noun, -mem is added (this may be translated -icism):
juksam ‘law’, juksammem ‘legalism’.
An adjective relating to such a belief or philosophy is formed with -men: juksammen ‘legalistic’.
The first m of these suffixes strengthens to b after a liquid and assimilates to a different preceding nasal, doubling it: kerpal ‘watch’, fegakerpalbem ‘paranoia’, fegakerpalbem ‘paranooid’.
Governments are named with źe- (roughly translated -ocracy): romhik ‘represent’, źeromhik ‘republic’;
źeja ‘theocracy’.
-nen adds a sense of wrongness or badness to words: gasno ‘speak’, gasnönen ‘slander’. When suffixed to roots ending in a liquid, the first n of the suffix strengthens to d; it assimilates to the point of articulation of a root’s final nasal consonant, if one is present: zidar ‘forget’, zidarden ‘snub’.
The medical term for a disease or disorder is formed with blün-, with the n assimilating when appropriate: daś ‘hot’, blünđas ‘fever’.
The suffix -ym indicates that a noun’s condition is no longer true, but was in the past: zimbwym ‘ex-wife’;
zaikalē ‘Senate’, zaikalgjom ‘former senator’.
Likewise, the suffix -at indicates that a noun’s condition is not yet true, but will be in the future: zimbwät ‘future wife, fiancée’;
zaikalgjat ‘senator-elect’.
The vowels of these two suffixes cause a stem-final back rounded vowel to become a w, and a stem-final close front unrounded vowel to become a j, unless doing so would produce an illegal consonant cluster, in which case the suffixes’ vowels elide. These vowels also elide when the stem ends in a front rounded vowel or an open vowel, as demonstrated by the derivations using zaikalgio ‘senator’.
Many grammatical terms are formed with the suffix -int: gof ‘subject’, gofin ‘nominative case’. This is the only known function of this suffix that is still productive. This suffix was borrowed from Classical Anhrushite and is, in fact, the ancestor of Modern Gomai’s present adjectival suffix -in, on which more presently.

3.7.2 Adjectivization
Adjectival forms are generally made with -in: diind ‘mountain’, dëndin ‘mountainous’.
This also applies to place names: Saaruwin ‘Saruani’. When added to a stem ending in ai, ei, oi, a, e, ö or o, the i of the suffix combines with the final vowel to form a diphthong: Gomai, Gomain ‘characteristic of the Gomai family’; Argóllain ‘Argóllan’. However, there are some exceptions to this rule, such as jìwain ‘nightly’. There are also a number of stems ending in u such that the i of this suffix combines with it to form y: někywu ‘guilt’, někywn ‘guilty’.
A few adjectives are formed with -at instead of -int: dombzi ‘to open’, dompata ‘open (adj.)’; nřkaţ ‘tolerable’. As seen in these examples, -at devoices a stem-final voiced obstruent.
An even rarer, and less productive, adjectival suffix is -lau. Adjectives formed with this suffix typically have a causative meaning, as they signify qualities that cause or make the stem: čaľau ‘deadly’; kjač ‘tradition’, kjađlaau ‘habitual, conventional’. This suffix strengthens a preceding nasal to a voiced stop: gardeŋ ‘habitual, conventional’, gardeglau ‘mischief’. It also has two notable allomorphs: -rau after a voiceless stop or an l-obstruent cluster, and -au after a liquid: ekberret ‘initiation’, ekberretrau ‘initial’; ʒra ‘depend on’, ʒrau ‘dependent’.
The prefix vai- carries the same meaning as our -philic: vaižedet ‘scientific’; šoz ‘harm’, vaišoţ ‘sadistic’.
Similarly, our -phobic is translated with ko-: koľria ‘acrophobic’.
People who carry such loves and fears are named by adding the gender-appropriate agitative suffix.
Adjectives describing the absence of a part of speech are formed with we-: praiuk ‘sound’, wepraik ‘silent, soundless’; ěgor ‘win’, ěgwor ‘winless’. As demonstrated by the last example, the e of the prefix replaces a stem-initial ě; it is dropped when the stem begins with e or ei.
Similarly, ba- names the abundance of something: nìy ‘sin’, banỳ ‘sinful’.
-mes describes similarity to a noun or adjective: aínumes ‘airy’; ʒdyk ‘hell’, ʒdykeš ‘hellish’. As the previous example illustrates, the m of the suffix elides when the suffix is added to a stem ending in a consonant.
The ability to perform a verb is formed with -vö: en 'eat', envö 'edible'; gasnoði, naugasnovö 'unspeakable'. Note that this suffix does not mutate to fit the stem.

### 3.7.3 Verbalization

Noun-to-verb verbalization is straightforward: all that is required is the use of the noun with verbal affixes: eps 'master, boss', gepsoŋ 'he bossed'.

Words with ek- form verbs with a causative meaning, giving the prefix a meaning similar to English '-ize' or '-en': kekkzimoid 'they will annihilate'. This is another prefix that does not mutate to fit the stem, at least in most cases; when affixed to a word beginning with k, the k of the prefix combines with this initial consonant as a geminate kk: kätčë 'knot', ekkätčëdi 'to tie someone or something up'. It also combines with a stem-initial h to become k. This prefix is not stressed when it is word-initial or after a subject agreement prefix, unless the following syllabic nucleus is e or r; stress instead shifts to the third syllable of the word. In practice, this prefix tends to make intransitive verbs transitive.

The prefix eč- creates intransitive verbs with an inchoative meaning: Žei 'bruise', dedjê ţrozdi 'I bruise easily'. As this example illustrates, the ĉ of this prefix matches the voicing of, and merges with, a stem-initial sibilant to become a geminate affricate.

Many verbs can be formed by prefixing a preposition followed by a case prefix (which serves to specify the preposition's meaning), though one should never needlessly create substitutes for extant verbs: dyndraši 'return here, come back'. When prefixing prepositions to irregular verbs, the resulting compound verbs retain their irregular paradigms.

### 3.7.4 Compounds

Compound creation in Gomain is rather free, and may involve only the first syllable or two of a longer constituent. Even in those compounds which keep their components largely intact, the sandhi that serves to smooth out morpheme boundaries can result in unexpected consonant mutations; consider the otherwise baffling change of x̌ to ŋ in example (43d) below, oingasno. Compound sandhi may also delete unstressed vowels, changing nearby consonants in the process (as it does in example (44b), preskoprë); it may even delete a word-initial stressed vowel in a second or later morpheme (as it does in examples (45a) and (46b), respectively nagdilgör and karbjëg). More extreme forms of sandhi which reduce morphemes to a single syllable (typically the first one) are rarer but still attested; consider the reductions in example (42a) of koi(ü)n(d), dar(údë), and auk(aišyn). Nevertheless, reductions of this magnitude are mostly limited to longer morphemes and components of personal names; the latter is described in more detail in Appendix B.

In endocentric compounds, the head constituent comes first; by the same token, the first element of any kind of compound determines the compound's syntactic category, though not necessarily the core of its meaning. Derivational suffixes are applied last, even if the constituent they would normally modify occurs first. Below are the common patterns, with hyphens separating the parts of compounds. (They are not hyphenated in everyday writing.)

1. **Adjective + noun**

   (42a) koiünd 'machine' + darúdë 'logic' + aukišyn 'electronic' → koin-dar-auk 'computer'
   
   (b) sol 'few' + ijaio 'trust' → sol-ijaio 'untrusting'

2. **Adjective + verb**

   (43a) vïntai 'announce' + tarüŋ 'new in time' + -kei → vïntai-tarüŋ-kei 'news anchorman'
   
   (b) kobo 'fall' + ḏaš 'hot' → kobo-ḏaš 'heat-falling' (first month of the year)
   
   (c) kāk 'far' + olt 'keep' → kāk-olt 'forbear, hold back from'
   
   (d) oiš 'good' + gasno 'speak' → oĩ-gasno 'compliment'

3. **Noun + adjective**

   (44a) danid 'face' + šynt 'sad' + -ez → danï-čynt-ez 'sad-faced'
   
   (b) presäg 'agreement' + oproig 'holy' → presk-oprë 'covenant'
   
   (c) krïf 'letter' + ōrim 'majestic' → krïf-reimu 'calligraphy'
   
   (d) äšmenj 'spirit' + erwäs 'evil' → äšmenj-erwäs 'demon'
   
   (e) ŏlāg 'net' + ūmf 'double, twice' → ŏlāg-ūmf 'purse net'
4. Noun + noun

(45a) **nagdi** ‘number’ + älgör ‘circle’ → **nagdi-lgör** ‘pi’
(b) **aukau** ‘physical power’ + aišu ‘lightning’ → **auk-aišu** ‘electricity’
(c) **kaif** ‘man’ + ož ‘country’ → **kaif-ož** ‘countryman’
(d) **rāŋ** ‘day’ + wök ‘year’ → **rāŋ-wök** ‘birthday, anniversary’
(e) **auxil** ‘energy’ + äšmenj → **auxil-enj** ‘vigor’

5. Noun + verb

(46a) **kaif** + välei ‘lust’ + -kei → **kaiv-välei-kei** ‘homosexual man’
(b) **ķar** ‘month’ + arbjëg ‘compete’ → **ķar-bjëg** ‘competing month’ (tenth month)
(c) **ainu** ‘air’ + praikwei ‘say’ → **aim-praikki** ‘radio’
(d) **weiñ** ‘word’ + eppuz ‘show’ → **wei-ppuz** ‘grammatical article’

6. Prepositional phrase

(47a) wo ‘to’ + rïŋ ‘here’ → **wo-rïŋ** ‘hither’
(b) lu ‘from’ + räs ‘there’ → **lu-räs** ‘thence’
(c) bo ‘instead of’ + weizäč ‘noun’ → **bo-weizäč** ‘pronoun’

7. Preposition + preposition

(48a) wo + väţïst ‘after in time’ → **wo-väţïst** ‘afterwards’
(b) wo + st ‘in’ → **wö-st** ‘throughout’

8. Verb + noun

(49a) ekeiŋ ‘straighten’ + doinen ‘tooth’ + -kei → **ekeiŋ-doin-kei** ‘orthodontist’
(b) rțsa ‘promise’ + wilk ‘ritual’ → **röts-ilp** ‘oath’
(c) ykal’d ‘curse’ + jau ‘god’ → **ykal-ǯau** ‘blaspheme’
(d) en ‘eat’ + kroiš ‘morning’ → **en-kroiš** ‘breakfast’
(e) bleisau ‘tell’ + anglu ‘past’ → **bleis-ąnglu** ‘history’
(f) kalkē ‘hover’ + faiǯë ‘skin’ + -ki → **kalkē-faiǯë-ki** ‘hovercraft’
(g) indro ‘arrange’ + oistan ‘square’ → **indr-oistan** ‘array’

9. Verb + verb

(50a) rālg ‘rotate’ + rūv ‘fly’ → **rālg-rūv** ‘helicopter’
(b) niju ‘cause’ + ŷbo → **niju-ŷbo** ‘cause to fall’
(c) nag ‘do’ + Ŝesk ‘try’ → **naď-Ŝesk** ‘drill, practice’
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4.1.1 The temporal system

Gomain tense usage is governed by a simple rule: use the tense that fits the time frame in which the action occurred, whether that is the past, present, or future. This includes the use of perfect-aspect tenses, which generally refer to completed actions.

Multiple verbs in a given sentence will all be in the same tense, if they refer to actions occurring in the same timeframe.

(51) Gëpraiķweiŋ lo geiŋ w oDalto.

gë-praiķweiŋ lo g-eiŋ w o-Dalto
3ms-say:pst rel 3ms-go:pst to ACC-Dalto

He said he was going to Dalto.

While the English tendency is to use the present tense for verbs in dependent clauses when the main verb is in the future tense, Gomain puts all verbs occurring in the future in that tense.

(52) Fëpaloiḑ oKr̃ oLaxi fum fëwořoiɖ b eprastaŋ.

fë-pal-oiɖ o-Koiper o-Laxi fum fë-wor̂ oiɖ b e-prastaŋ
2p-see-fut acc-mister acc-Laxi when.rel 2pl-arrive:fut at INST-plaza

You all will see Mr. Laxi when you arrive at the plaza.

It is common convention to use the perfect tenses to refer to events that happened before those of the main clause; these subordinate verbs agree with the main verb in tense, with perfection being the main difference.

(53) Argóllagjøha ķuntïlaiioiɖ unâg lo dënagaʊ mëm danïst udapalëka.

Argólla-gjø-ha ķ-untïlai-oiɖ u-nâg lo dë-nag-auɖ mëm danïst u-dapa-lek-a
Argolla-INHAB-PL 3mpf-wonder-fut DAT-deed rel 1s-do-fut.perf ACC.3ns in_front DAT-eye-poss.3p-pl

The Argóllans will marvel at the deed I will perform before their eyes.

When the main clause is in the past tense, other, later past events in subordinate clauses take the future tense. This is different from English usage, where the later event is in the conditional mood.

(54) Žëḑegjø jëpraiķweiŋ lo jölkroiɖ an owokrō ru.

žëḑet-gjø jë-praiķweiŋ lo j-ölkroiɖ an o-w-oκrō ru
science-inhab 3fs-say:pst rel 3fs-bring:fut part acc-Ø-water 1p.incl.dat

The scientist said she would bring us some water.

4.1.2 Mood usage

In independent clauses, the subjunctive mood is used to express a desire for the action to occur. Regardless of the subject pronoun used, this wish is always relative to the speaker; to express a desired action relative to a second or third person, the desired action must be placed in the infinitive and preceded by the appropriate conjugation of mossi, “to want”. Compare the following examples:

(55a) Wëbalšužuɖak ben eraʃdau is enegłędau.

wë-balsu-ʒu-dàk ben e-raši- difficulté is e-neglë-daù
2s-bless-PRES.PASS-SBJV about INST-come-GER and INST-leave-GER

May you be blessed in coming and leaving.

(b) ¿Wëmosîl st olkoɖi ojuš ot na?

wë-mos-∅l st olko-ɖi o-juacute; ot na
2s-want-Q in receive-INF ACC-money or.EXCL NEG

Do you want the money or not?
The subjunctive is also used as a genteelism in place of the formal imperative, to which it is related:

(56) Dëgloktäk an oǯumglo.
dë-gloktäk an o-ǯumglo
1s-drink:SBJV PART ACC-wine
I would like to drink some wine.

(57) Oilktäk an oǯumglo zu.
oilk-täk an o-ǯumglo zu
give-IMP.SG.FRM PART ACC-wine 1s.DAT
Please give me some wine.

Uses of the subjunctive in conditional sentences are covered in section 4.7.4.2, “Conditional clauses”, while its uses in dependent clauses are covered in section 4.7.4.1, “Constructions requiring the subjunctive”.

When used in independent clauses with non-future tenses, the conditional mood is used to express counterfactual wishes (in contrast to the independent subjunctive’s use for future wishes), and so the most common translation of this use is “if only”. As with the independent subjunctive, the wish expressed by the independent conditional is always relative to the speaker; wishes relative to any other person use the verb mözer “wish” followed by a complement clause with its verb in the conditional. Both uses are demonstrated in the following examples, in the same order.

(58a) ¡Dëšëdoğanpanţëkile!
dë-šë-ḑ-om o-pańţ-ë-ki-le
1s-know:COND ACC-secret-AGT.NEUT-POSS.2S
If only I knew your secret!

(b) ¿Juja wëmøzer aurë lo Jagäldin gëtoloowońom čo?
juja wë-møzer aurë lo Jagäldin gë-tolo-won-om čo
why.Q 2s-wish CONT REL John 3ms-call-Ø-PST-COND ACC.2S.FAM
Why are you still wishing that John had called you?

The obligative mood is used to indicate that the action is required, and is therefore translated with the modals “must” or “have to” (although “must” can only be used in the present tense).

(59) Deingleit oičti w oDalto poi kreidï om oðon owoiñ.
d-eiń-g-leit oî-cî w o-Dalto poi kreï-di om o-ðon o-w-oiñ
1s-go:PST-Ø-OBLIG whole-ADV to ACC-Dalto so_that find-INF ACC.INDF ACC-mug ACC-Ø-good
I had to go all the way to Dalto to find a good mug.

In the future tense, the obligative can also be used to express a commissive meaning, translated with “shall.” This usage is standard in legal documents and is commonly used in making promises in the spoken language.

(60) Zikai gëdokuwödlëit w ekaipäledlek ekaipälkeia üń od ř.
zikai gë-doku-w-ōd-leit w e-kaipal-et-lek e-kaipäl-kei-a
nobody 3ms-convict-Ø-FUT.PASS-OBLIG except INST-witness-NMLZ-POSS.3P INST-witness-AGENT-PL
ueń od ř
two OR.INCL three
No one shall be convicted except on the testimony of two or three witnesses.

The cohortative encourages the subject to perform the action, and is translated variously with either “should” or “let”:

(61) Is jau gëpraikweinj: “Žëčoįnok ošëdweįn st umiššemlež.”
is jau gë-praiķweįnį žë-ćoįn-ok o-šëdweįn st u-miššem-b-lež
and god 3ms-say:PST 1p.INCL-make-COH ACC-human in DAT-likeness-Ø-POSS.1P
And God said, “Let Us make man in our likeness.”
In questions where the main verb is in the future tense and has a first-person subject, the cohortative expresses a deliberative meaning, reflecting uncertainty about what the subject is to do. Depending on the presence of interrogative words and the social register, this usage can be variously translated within the question as "supposed to", "shall I/we", "why don’t we", or similar constructions:

(62a) ¿Ojuhol řeŋoidok mēm?
\[
o-juhol \ ř-eŋ-oi\-d-\-ok \ mēm
\]
\text{ACC-what.Q 1p.INCL-eat-fut-COH 3ns.ACC}

What shall we eat?

(b) ¿Řeŋoidokil owoŋgor?
\[
\ ř-eŋ-oi\-d-\-ok-\-il \ o-w-oŋgor
\]
\text{1p.INCL-eat-fut-COH-Q ACC-Ø-pizza}

Why don’t we eat pizza?

(c) ¿Dékridenauđokil okrítid owoič opřñal?
\[
dë-krïdeŋ-auḑ-ok-\-il \ o-krïdit \ o-w-oič \ opřñal
\]
\text{1s-read-fut.perf-COH-Q ACC-book ACC-Ø-whole beforehand}

Am I supposed to have read the whole book beforehand?

The hypothetical mood is often considered a conditional form of the potential, as it expresses that the action is possible, but not factual. As such, "could" is most commonly used to translate it:

(63a) Điz uma šadza řgasnowob, ¿ojuhol řpraiķweiom mēm?
\[
džiz \ um-a \ šadz-a \ ř-gasno-w-ob \ o-juhol \ ř-praiķwei-om \ mēm
\]
\text{if nom.indf-pl wall-pl 3np-speak-Ø-hyp acc-what.q 3np-say-COND ACC-3ns}

If walls could speak, what would they say?

(b) Dërüvob điz doïdleda řsakudäk.
\[
dë-rüv-ob \ džiz \ doïd-\-le-\-d-\-a \ ř-sak-u-ḏäk
\]
\text{1s-fly-hyp if bone-poss.1s-pl 3np-small-cmp-sbjv}

I could fly if my bones were smaller.

Verbs following the complementizer virt when it has the meaning "in case" also occur in the hypothetical (as well as the future tense). When virt means "lest," the following verb is instead in the subjunctive, as explained in more detail in section 4.7.4.1.

(64) Žečoiŋvenok om obač virt žeŋkogowőqob n ozāť owoič.
\[
že-čoiŋ-ven-ok \ om \ o-bač \ virt \ žeŋ-kog-\-o-ḏ-\-ob
\]
\text{1p.INCL-make-refl-COH ACC.indf ACC-name lest 1p.INCL-scatter-Ø-fut.pass-hyp}

n o-zāť o-w-oič
\text{across ACC-land ACC-Ø-whole}

Let us make a name for ourselves, in case we are scattered across the whole land.

The potential indicates the ability of the subject to perform the action, and so is always translated with either the modal “can” or some form of “be able to”:

(65) Dëgetka lo dërüvof. Dëgetka lo dëpodlof owëruju.
\[
dë-getka \ lo \ dë-rüv-\-of \ dë-getka \ lo \ dë-podlë-\-of \ o-w-ëruju
\]
\text{1s-believe rel 1s-fly-pot 1s-believe rel 1s-touch-pot ACC-Ø-sky}

I believe I can fly. I believe I can touch the sky.

The deductive mood is used when the speaker has concluded or assumed that the action is true, based on available evidence. It is usually translated with "must" used in its epistemic sense, or with a phrasal adverb such as "presumably":

You must be really confident that you’re right, to talk so boldly.

The dubitative expresses the speaker’s reservation about the accuracy of the statement, and is commonly translated with “might” or “seems to”:

The policeman might have lied to us about that law.

4.1.2.1 Serial moods and modal infinitives

While rare, serial mood constructions can exist. However, since Gomain verbs can have only one mood suffix each, such constructions rely on periphrasis. A serial mood construction will consist of ve used impersonally with one mood (almost always the obligative or one of the epistemic or affective moods), followed by the (semantic) main verb in a subordinate clause with the other mood. In these rules, the deductive and dubitative moods are classified as epistemic, while the subjunctive, conditional, and cohortative are classified as affective.

They must have been able to untie themselves.

May you not have to be able to hide your identity.

In the even rarer situations where a sentence requires three moods, one of them will invariably be an epistemic or affective mood, and will therefore appear first (again, on ve). A second ve will then function as the syntactic main verb of the subordinate clause and carry one of the other moods, while the semantic main verb will become an infinitive carrying the final mood (with the infinitive suffix coming last). Such modal infinitives are almost exclusively used in serial mood constructions, although examples of them elsewhere do exist. A triple-mood equivalent of example (68b) follows:

May you not have to hide your identity.

The other use of modal infinitives is, perhaps, the more obvious one: when a verb that would otherwise be finite and in a non-indicative mood appears as an infinitive for syntactic reasons (covered in detail in section 4.1.4). In these situations, a literal translation of the modal infinitive is usually also the most natural, and takes such forms as paloiofi “to be able to see” and amoleiţţe “to be necessary to be added”.

4.1.3 Aspectual adverbs

While Gomain is a very agglutinative language, certain distinctions are expressed analytically with special adverbs. One such adverb, aulan, indicates the progressive aspect, when actions are, were, or will be ongoing. It immediately follows its parent verb, just like other adverbs.

I was walking down the street when I saw the strangest thing.
When used with a perfect tense, it can also refer to the action's habitual or repetitive nature:

(71) **Gëjauŋ aulan b eLaia.**

\[
\text{gë-jauŋ } \text{aulan } \text{b e-Laia}
\]

3ms-eat:pst prog at inst-star

He used to eat at the Star. or He had been eating at the Star.

When **aulan** is used for this purpose, it is permissible to replace it with **bakaf**, “always”, as the two words mean roughly the same thing in this context.

Unlike in English, but like other Western European languages, **aulan** is used with an appropriately-tensed, simple-aspect verb to express that an action has, had or will have been going on for a certain amount of time. The preposition **väťîst** (here meaning “since”) precedes the amount of time specified, and **naunj** “did” used impersonally follows it (in which situation it really means “ago”).

(72) **Dékrädenj aulan väťîst ehänkra oi naunj.**

\[
\text{dë-krîdenj } \text{aulan } \text{vät-î-st e-hänkra } \text{oi naunj}
\]

1s-read prog back-Ø-in inst-Ø-hour one do:pst

I have been reading for one hour.

NB: Like the Romance languages, and unlike English, Gomain uses the progressive to make explicit or emphasize the fact that an action is, was or will be happening at the time indicated by the verb's tense. It is not used by default with all active verbs, as it is in English; instead, the simple (non-progressive) tenses may indicate the continuous nature of actions.

**Gosti** is used when the action occurs very close to the present. Its translation varies with different tenses: it means “just” in the past tense and “right now” in the present and future tenses.

(73a) **Ŵëgetkahoid na okol dëpaloin gosti mêm.**

\[
\text{ŵë-getka-h-oid na okol } \text{dë-pal-oïn gosti mêm}
\]

2s-believe-Ø-fut neg acc-what.rel 1s-see-pst near_now acc.3ms

You won’t believe what I just saw.

(b) **¡Žënegloiḑ gosti!**

\[
\text{žë-neglë-oiḑ gosti}
\]

1p.incl-leave-fut near_now

We’re leaving right now!

To intensify the action, **jo** is added before the verb; to weaken or attenuate it, **se** is added.

(74a) **Jo gëgasno oma očoča.**

\[
\text{jo gë-gasno om-a o-čoč-a}
\]

EMPH 3ms-speak acc.indef.pl acc-lie-pl

He indeed speaks lies.

(b) **Se dëxoţon oðondle ovrlahi.**

\[
\text{se d-ek-škot-øn o-ðon-d-le o-vrla-hi}
\]

ATTEN 1s-caus-break-pst acc-mug-Ø-poss.2s acc-passive_love-sup

I kind of broke your favorite mug.

(c) **St evailauleg ejav, aijukişjau, se mëve um fjoţendzë.**

\[
\text{st e-vailau-leg e-jau ai-Jukįšjau se më-ve um fjoţen-d-zë}
\]

for_behalf inst-intense_love-poss.3ms inst-god voc-Michael atten 3ns-be indef wound-Ø-dim

For the love of God, Michael, it's only a minor injury.

**Pâ** conveys a sense of persistence in performing the action, and is commonly translated as a construction like “keep (on) (verb)ing”.
(75a) **Gëwřŋ pā w owerdlāg**.

\[ gē-wřŋ \quad pā \quad w \quad o-w-erdl-āg \]

3ms-fight:pst keep_on to acc-Ø-end-result

He kept on fighting until the end.

(b) **Jündleit pā poi ektokrađi ogŕča.**

\[ jund-leit \quad pā \quad poi \quad ek-tokra-di \quad o-gŕč-a \]

work-IMP.SG.INFML keep_on so_that caus-free-INF ACC-slave-pl

Keep working to free the slaves.

Ŵo gives the verb it modifies a frequentative meaning, indicating repeated action:

(76) **Jagälḑin gë-buz ŵō poi rōnje-di o-bakol st e-šakālť-leg.**

\[ Jagälḑin \quad gē-buz \quad ŵō \quad poi \quad rōnje-di \quad o-bakol \quad st \quad e-šakālť-leg \]

John 3ms-run freq so_that prepare-INF ACC-everything for INST-wedding-POSS.3ms

John is running around getting everything ready for his wedding.

Ŵo is also occasionally used as a derivational prefix, as in ŵōnädłađi ‘to have an orgasm or seizure’.

The protractive aspect is represented by **tıhhř;** it is commonly translated “on and on”.

(77) **Zaikal gjō gë-gasnoŋ tūhhř ben ečörwäset st uǯirēleg.**

\[ zaikal-gjō \quad gē-gasn-oŋ \quad tūhhř \quad ben \quad e-čörwä-set \quad st \quad u-ǯir-ē-leg \]

senate-INHAB 3ms-speak-pst prot about INST-corrupt-NMLZ in dat-province-Ø-poss.3ms

The senator talked on and on about the corruption in his province.

**Aurē** indicates that the action is, was, or will be still going on, and so is translated as “still”.

(78) ¿Ŵōnl̂ aḑïl aurē n ukoindaraugle?

\[ ŵ-önl ̂ aḑ-ïl \quad aurē \quad n \quad u-koindarauk-le \]

2s-play-Q cont on dat-computer-poss.2s

Are you still playing on your computer?

### 4.1.4 Derived forms

A verb that follows another verb (and any direct object it may have) is placed in the infinitive. Often, the corresponding English construction uses a gerund for the subordinate verb, whereas in Gomain, subordinate verbs are usually infinitives.

(79a) **Dépaukaǯ ogaž ymřondri.**

\[ dē-paukaǯ \quad o-gaž \quad ymřondri \]

1s-hear ACC-bird:pl sing:INF

I hear the birds singing.

(b) **Jo gēfroioiḑ paloiḑe.**

\[ jo \quad gē-froi-oiḑ \quad paloi-ḑe \]

EMPH 3ms-regret-FUT see-INF.PASS

He is really going to regret being seen.

When the infinitive represents an aspect of purpose, it is preceded by **poi:**

(80) **Ŵekkanɾovenoiḑleit poi jūndđi.**

\[ ŵ-ek-kanɾo-ven-oïd-leit \quad poi \quad jūnd-đi \]

2s-CAUS-rise-REFL-FUT-OBLIG so_that work-INF

You will have to get up [in order] to work.

Also, in some cases where either the subject or an object of the main clause syntactically controls a following relative clause (where that clause contains a silent PRO subject to fulfill the theta criterion), the infinitive verb of the relative clause is preceded by **st:**
I persuaded John to go with us to the arena.

Not all control verbs require *st* before a following infinitive. The verbs which do are: *vok* “allow, permit”, *kødż* “ask”, *blainy* “assume, presume”, *ţor* “be afraid” (when used passively), *jüti* “be worthy”, *lřt* “command”, *hig* “demand”, *vex* “fail”, *šibu* “force, make something happen”, *ţärk* “help”, *ăŋkrî* “hope”, *min* “need”, *bupaloi* “persuade, convince”, *ebeg* “plan”, *ovlo* “plot”, *ył* “proceed”, *rţsa* “promise”, *ţi* “require”, *berras* “begin, start”, *kontör* “struggle”, *bleisau* “tell”, *desk* “try, attempt”, *ândâ* “wait”, *mos* “want”, *ăglam* “warn”, and *møzer* “wish, desire”.

When the first verb in such a series is a conjugated form of *kaǯ* “have”, it acts to indicate the prospective aspect for the second verb:

I was going to visit the priest before you all arrived.

Whole verb phrases can be in the infinitive, but when a reference to the subject is necessary, it must be placed in the dative and follow the verb (a helping preposition may also be used between the verb and subject).

Participles are used just like regular adjectives, and so must be placed in the proper case and number, but only when they modify nouns; participles which do not modify any noun in the main clause of a sentence are always in the nominative singular (and so are called “nominative absolute” participles). Each of the six participles a verb can have carries a specific connotation based on its particular combination of tense and voice components, as demonstrated in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Voice</th>
<th>Tense</th>
<th>Gomain</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Active</td>
<td>Future</td>
<td>paloineţ</td>
<td>soon to see</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active</td>
<td>Present</td>
<td>paloinez</td>
<td>seeing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active</td>
<td>Past</td>
<td>paloinêî</td>
<td>having seen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passive</td>
<td>Future</td>
<td>paloinev</td>
<td>soon to be seen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passive</td>
<td>Present</td>
<td>paloinex</td>
<td>being seen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passive</td>
<td>Past</td>
<td>paloinen</td>
<td>having been seen</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As they are verbal forms, participles can take objects with any case besides the nominative or vocative. Some such objects may reinforce the connotation of the participle, particularly if the object is in the instrumental and the participle is passive.

A verb transformed into an agentive or patientive noun of any gender declines like any other noun, taking the plural suffix and case prefixes as required by the grammatical situation.

The gerund is also a regular noun, and cannot be used as an adjective as in many other languages. In particular, the Latin gerundive expressions are roughly equivalent to the Gomain obligative mood.

### 4.1.5 Reflexive verbs

When the subject and object of a verb refer to the same person or thing, the reflexive suffix is added to the end of the verb root, regardless of the number or person of the subject:
If there is an overt direct object following a reflexive verb, the reflexive morpheme refers to an indirect object identical to the subject:

(84) Škefa goiļvenoŋ om owoiņ-kä b eRäŋ am āšmenj.
Škefa g-oilķ-ven-oŋ om o-w-oilķ-äg b e-räŋ am āšmenj
Paul 3ms-give-refl-pst acc.indf acc-O-give-result at inst-day of spirit
Paul gave himself a gift on the Day of the Spirit.

Note that the reflexive is not used for reciprocal actions in the plural; instead, expressions meaning “each other” and “one another” are used and are discussed at the end of section 4.5.1. Also, unlike the Spanish or French reflexive, the Gomain reflexive is not used to express the passive voice, which is part of the tense inflections.

4.1.6 Transitivity

Whereas English verbs do not possess intrinsic transitivity, Gomain verbs do. If a verb is intransitive by default, it can be made transitive by putting it in the infinitive and adding the appropriately-conjugated verb nijuḑi “to cause” before it. Other verbs are made transitive by prefixing ēk- to them. These derived verbs are listed in the dictionary under the verbs from which they derive. Certain verbs, meanwhile, are indifferently transitive or intransitive, and do not need any special construction to be made one way or the other.

4.1.7 Minor points

The rules of etiquette impose restrictions on which imperative forms can be used in various situations. When making requests to one’s elders or equals, to God, or to vendors, the formal imperative is expected; it might also be used in requests directed to children or servants, although in these situations it is not required. The informal imperative, meanwhile, is common for giving orders to servants, children, and any group members (including soldiers and monks) under one’s authority; it is also acceptable in advertisements.

When a verb has no real subject, it is simply used in the appropriate tense, with no dummy subject:

(85) Luţoŋ ŕlaš, kam aḑok girkin žolaŋ.
luţ-oŋ ŕlaš kam aḑ-ok girk-in žolaŋ
rain-pst yesterday but go:fut-coh please-adj today
It rained yesterday, but it should be pleasant today.

To express situations where something causes something else to perform an action, nijuḑi follows the causer, the agent of cause is in the accusative, the main verb follows in the infinitive, and any following direct object of the main verb is in the dative:
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(86) Ŵëniųf zifu zo juž-di valai-dì čoio.

\[\text{2s-cause-POT never ACC.1s stop-INF passionate_love-INF DAT.2s.INTIM}\]

You can never make me stop loving you.

If the main verb is ditransitive, its indirect object also appears in the dative, as it normally does. Due to the ambiguity this creates, the direct object of the main verb always comes before the indirect object.

(87) Dëniŋoʃ oKairšačau oilk ti uwır gũ uwAiet.

\[\text{1s-cause:pst ACC-Gabriel give-inf dat-Ø-armor dat-Ø-Eve}\]

I made Gabriel give Eve the contraceptives.

Gomain is fond of passive constructions when no subject is to be specified, similar to German and the Romance languages. Instead of using the impersonal construction libeisoid oilait “one will dance tomorrow,” speakers are more apt to say ibeisö́d oilait to mean “there will be a dance tomorrow.”

4.2 Noun use | Eţedlem weizãč

4.2.1 The nominative (gofint)

Nouns are primarily used in the nominative case when they are the subject of a sentence or subordinate clause:

(88) Um einif jë-ködzọŋ zo ufunım.

\[\text{nom.indf woman 3fs-ask-PST ACC.1s DAT-time}\]

A woman asked me the time.

The nominative is also used within analytic genitive and partitive phrases, regardless of the head noun’s case:

(89) Jëvëŋ um tušëis l uPešëdôn am Kaikol Anrũš.

\[\text{3fs-be:pst nom.indf learn-agt.f from dat-coll-know-loc of city Anhrush}\]

She was a student from the University of Anhrush City.

4.2.2 The vocative (tolowint)

The use of the vocative case is quite simple: it is used only in a direct address, regardless of the type of noun. If a noun phrase includes a pronoun, the vocative prefix must be applied to it as well as the head noun: aibala aiArgóllagjøha “O you [enemy] Argólans.”

4.2.3 Possession

Both forms of the genitive are used to show simple possession. The analytic form, which is less common than the suffixal form, follows the possessed noun. It is most frequently used after both finite and non-finite verb forms, due to their inability to take possessive suffixes; example (121) contains an example of the former usage, and is reproduced below (as example (90)).

(90) Kam ñiz mëväk am jau, fëkôlešowof na mëm.

\[\text{but if 3ns-be-sbjv of god 2p-overthrow-Ø-POT NEG ACC.3ns}\]

But if it is of God, you cannot overthrow it.

Nevertheless, the analytic genitive is also occasionally used after a noun phrase, as it is in example (91) below. Such usage is often done to impart an archaic or poetic flavor to an utterance, or to put the possessor in focus.
Dëpaloinj oienda m jau.
dë-pal-oįŋ o-poda am jau
is-see-pst ACC-hand of god
I saw the hand of God.

The suffixal form, on the other hand, is used only on the head of the noun phrase to which it attaches, not to any adjectives it may contain. The possessum is then in the same case as the possessor.

Jukįšjau ģėpalšoŋ ozāṭlem oroišin oSaaru.
Jukįšjau ģė-palšē-ŋ o-zāṭ-lem o-roiš-in o-Saaru
Michael 3ms-explore-pst ACC-land-POSS.3ns ACC-east-ADJ ACC-Saru
Michael explored Sāru's eastern land.

More complicated possessive expressions may require the use of suffixes on more than one word:

Dëdỳndar oweiŋglega oǯoska owaudled.
dë-dỳndar o-weiŋ-g-leg-a o-ǯoskë-a o-w-aud-led
is-remember ACC-word-Ø-POSS.3ms-pl ACC-last-pl ACC-Ø-father-poss.1s
I remember my father’s last words.

An object’s composition is expressed with the special partitive genitive, an. The same marker is used, oddly enough, for partitive expressions:

Ŵëkaǯïl an onon otarūŋ?
wë-kaǯ-il an o-nøn o-tarūŋ
2s-have-Q part ACC-grain ACC-new_time
Do you have any (or some) new grain?

The partitive genitive refers to a portion of a group when it is used with quantifiers, thus acting as a determiner. Without it, the partitive expression does not refer to any specific group.

Uma ma kefa ķëtušŕau ben ekalaset am Argółlagjoха.
um-a ma kef-a ķë-tušńau ben e-kalas-et am Argółla-gjo-ha
nom.indf-pl many person-pl 3mf-learn:pres.perf about inst-tyrant-nmlz of Argolla-INHAB-PL
Many people have learned about the tyranny of the Argólans.

Ma an kefa ķëtušńau ben ekalaset am Argółlagjoха.
ma an kef-a ķë-tušńau ben e-kalas-et am Argółla-gjo-ha
many part person-pl 3mf-learn:pres.perf about inst-tyrant-nmlz of Argolla-INHAB-PL
Many of the people have learned about the tyranny of the Argólans.

The group to which something belongs is used with am. Likewise, a person’s geographical origin may be expressed using a possessive suffix, although using I “from” with the location in the dative is also common.

In nominalized phrases, the original subject is expressed in whichever genitive form is appropriate.

4.2.4 The instrumental (käžündint)

Direct objects of verbs in the passive voice are put in the instrumental case, as are any noun phrases that explain how, or with what, an action was done. This second usage eliminates the need to use prepositions such as “with” before such noun phrases.

4.2.5 The accusative (kötint)

The direct objects of all other transitive verbs are put in the accusative case. Some verbs take accusative objects where English has prepositional phrases; these exceptions are indicated in the dictionary.

4.2.6 The dative (wontsïmint)

Indirect objects are expressed in the dative case, which is its main function. While dative noun phrases typically follow accusative ones, the case markers make this unnecessary; it is commonplace to put the indirect object first when the speaker wants to topicalize it.
Due to their nature as indirect objects, benefactive objects are also put in the dative. This is in contrast to certain other languages which put both objects of verbs with benefactive meanings in a case such as the accusative.

(96) Jukišjau gë tulimonoŋ oŋkveroŋ oGomain udešā uSaaruwinā.
    Jukišjau gë-tulim-oŋ o-ŋkveroŋ o-Gomai-in u-deš-ā u-Saru-w-in-a
    Michael 3ms-teach-PST ACC-language ACC-Gomai-ADJ DAT-child-PL DAT-Saru-Ø-ADJ-PL
    Michael taught the Sāruyi children Gomain.

4.2.7 Predicate case usage

Copular verbs (such as ve and več) are not considered to have objects per se, even though a noun occurs where one would expect to find a direct object. Rather, they have predicate nominals, which identify something about the subject – either its identity, a change in its identity, or some salient property it has. Therefore, predicate nominals agree in case with their subjects. When the subject of a predicate is also the subject of a sentence, for instance, the predicate nominal is in the nominative, as it is in example (97):

(97) Kairšačau gë ve um tulimgjo.
    Kairšačau gë-ve um tulim-gjo
    Gabriel 3ms-be INDF teach-INHAB
    Gabriel is a teacher.

It is also possible for a predicate nominal (or adjective) to modify an object. In such cases, there is no copular verb; instead, the complementizer hos “such that” comes between the object and its predicate. Examples (98a-c) demonstrate this construction, first with a predicate nominal (a-b), and then with a predicate adjective (c):

(a) Aiet jekveko odokradled hos om ořeimūs.
    Aiet j-ek-veko o-dokrad-led hos om o-řeimu-ūs
    Eve 3fs-CAUS-become.PST ACC-clay-poss.1s such_that ACC.INDF ACC-serene-Aug
    Eve turned my clay into a masterpiece.

(b) Dëgidár oŠerimjau hos om okaiflem owóipei.
    dë-gid ár o-Šerimjau hos om o-kaif-lem o-w-óipei
    1s-consider ACC-Daniel such_that ACC.INDF ACC-man-poss.3ns ACC-Ø-integrity
    I consider Daniel a man of integrity.

(c) Šivrlai gëḑlenon oḏüŋ hos oWel.
    Šivrlai gë-ḑlẽ-oŋ o-ḏüŋ hos o-welt
    Benjamin 3ms-lick-PST ACC-plate such_that ACC-clean
    Benjamin licked the plate clean.

4.3 The noun phrase | Peweiŋglem weizāč

The standard order of constituents within noun phrases is (with the head noun marked):

\[ \text{um} + (\text{quantifier}) + \text{noun} + \text{number} + (\text{intensifier}) + \text{adjectives} + \text{adverbs} + \text{genitive} + \text{prepositional phrases} + \text{relative clauses} \]

Figure 7: Modifier order in noun phrases

Note that non-numerical quantifiers precede the head noun, while numbers follow it. Genitives and certain quantifiers make addition of um redundant and ungrammatical. Furthermore, the intensifiers (ži, žo, žø, and žoi) are the only modifiers that can precede their respective adjectives. Here are some examples:

(a) mákkei “the neighbor”
(b) um mákkei “a neighbor”
(c) mákkeia vu “more neighbors”
(d) uma sol mákkeia “few neighbors”
(e) mákkeia fai “the five neighbors”
(f) uma ma mákkeia girkina “many pleasant neighbors”
4.4 Adjective use | Ețedlem weizgom

All adjectives agree with the nouns they modify, as stated earlier, in case and number. However, there are no predicative adjectives in Gomain; instead, adjectives are converted into verbs, taking the full range of verbal inflectional morphology. When they are used in this manner, the subject agreement prefixes are added in front of any adjectival prefixes, and the various verb suffixes are added after any adjectival suffixes.

The above structure eliminates the need to use ve “be” with adjectives. The use of več “become” is similarly eliminated by adding the inchoative prefix eč- to the adjective stem:

(101) Ḑrymj mečëḑlø̈ suwoŋ žoiso eč-oips-u-w-ø̊̊ 
 Ḑrymj m-eč-ë-ḑlø̈ s-u-w-oŋ žoiso eč-oips-u-w-oŋ
puzzle 3ns-inch-Ø-difficult-cmp-Ø-pst while inch-late-cmp-Ø-pst
The puzzle got harder as it got later.

If a predicate adjective modifies the object of a verb, it cannot itself be converted into a verb. In this case, the structure parallels that used for predicate nominals: the adjective agrees in case with the object, with hos separating the two (as demonstrated by example (98c) in section 4.2.7 above).

While participles are adjectival in nature, they are never converted into finite verbs in the manner described above. Where an English-speaker would use a participle as a predicative adjective, Gomain-speakers instead place the original verb in whichever voice suits the context.

(102) Dopjenǯu ejündedle. 
 d-opjen-žu e-jünd-et-le
1s-disappoint-pres.pass inst-work-nmlz-poss.2s
I am disappointed in your work.
(vs. *dopjenen ejündedle)

Adjectives may be turned into “flat” adverbs modifying verbs by making them participles. Such adverbs typically denote the condition of the subject, and the tense in which they are used indicates the time when the condition is or was true, relative to the verb’s tense.

(103) Audleža ķęčojyŋ tokramez; is źřfi dešležā ķęčojođ. 
 aud-lež-a ķę-čojoŋ tokra-mez is źřfi 
father-poss.1p.incl-pl 3mfp-give_birth:pst.pass free-ptcp.pres and likewise
deš-lež-ā ķę-čojođ 
child-poss.1p.incl-pl 3mfp-give_birth:fut.pass
Our fathers were born free; and so shall our children be.
In order to be used as substantives, an agentive suffix must be added to adjectives; the suffix must possess the appropriate gender for the desired noun, although a plural substantive uses the masculine agentive suffix regardless of the referents’ sexes. Once these suffixes are applied, the substantives are used just like regular nouns, and so they must take the proper case and number for their roles.

Comparative and superlative adjectives in comparisons are converted into verbs, as with all predicate adjectives. They are then followed by the object used for comparison, which is in the dative. These rules are the same for comparative and superlative adverbs, as well as nouns followed by comparative adjectives.

(104) Dëďuǯu čï.
    de-ďuǯ-u čï
    1s-tall-comp DAT.2s.fam
    I am taller than you.

4.5 Pronouns | Boweizäča

4.5.1 Personal pronouns

All the rules for noun usage discussed above must also be applied to pronouns. Additionally, one must be careful to use the correct second-person pronoun; the speaker’s relationship to the listener must be taken into consideration, as well as the number of listeners. Often, speakers use different pronouns when referring to each other, as they frequently have different views of their relationship. An especially common situation is for a social inferior, such as a youth, to address an elder with the honorific pronoun čin/čÿn, while the elder will use the familiar pronoun čei/čo. Another common situation where speakers seek to be polite is with strangers, acquaintances, or their own superiors; in such situations, they use the formal pronoun čoi/čo. Alternatively, two social equals, especially friends, will use the informal pronoun če/čë when addressing each other. The intimate pronoun čaio/čeio is usually only used by close relatives and members of a couple; to use it with anyone else would imply an undue degree of familiarity and would be considered rude. The pejorative pronoun bal/böl is only ever used when the speaker is very angry with or hostile towards the addressee, as it is very rude to use it. NB: When addressing a group of people who may have various relationships to the speaker, one should use the plural formal pronoun köi/ko (nominative/accusative forms have respectively been given throughout this paragraph).

Care must also be taken when choosing which third-person plural pronoun to use, since there are four to choose from. While the common-gender pronoun fò/fo can be used when speaking about any group of people, the masculine pronoun fe/fë specifies an all-male group; similarly, the feminine fei/fø refers only to all-female groups. The neuter pronoun fa/fö is only used when referring to inanimate objects or abstract concepts.

Gomain has no independent possessive pronouns such as “mine”; to express possession, the possessed object is placed in the genitive. Often such a genitive noun (or noun phrase) is fronted for emphasis. A less common option, which is largely limited to the later generations of speakers, is to apply the appropriate possessive suffix to kazač “thing”, so that “mine” could be expressed as kazačled. Even less common, and largely limited to fossilized expressions, is the use of the preposition w with an accusative object suffix, resulting in expressions such as wod to mean “mine”. This option was common in Old Gomain and ultimately led to the formation of the modern possessive suffixes (albeit with l and a dative object suffix); it is rarely encountered in everyday speech, but it survives in traditional Javite wedding vows (of which part of the groom’s vow is given below as example (105); the lack of copulae was common in Old Gomain, when the vows originated), and it occasionally appears in poetry when the meter requires it:

(105) Zau voileŋkailei is eiš wod.
    zau voileŋ-kai-lei is eiš w-od
    NOM.1s love_spouse-pat.masc-poss.3fs and NOM.3fs to-acc.1s
    I am her beloved and she is mine.

Since subject pronouns are always prefixed to the verb, independent forms are only used for focus, or when the prefix is not specific enough, as is common in the second and third persons. A subject pronoun may also be used as a disjunctive, even if it does not refer to the subject of a verb (or if no verb is present due to a copula being omitted for poetic purposes, as is the case in example (106b) below). Also, when a pronoun is one of several subjects, it
precedes any non-pronominal subjects, and the verb takes a plural subject prefix in the appropriate person.

(106a) Zau is Jašuwet rëdeskōŋ st õsti ođondle ovrlahi.
        zu is Jašuwet rë-des-kōŋ st õ-ti o-đon-d-le o-vrła-hi
        NOM.1s and Joshua 1p.EXCL-TRY-PST in fix-INF ACC-mug-Ø-POSS.2s ACC-passive_love-SUP
        Joshua and I tried to fix your favorite mug.

(b) Zau eimgeilem oi jajauzled.
        zu eim-kei-led oi jajauz-led
        NOM.1s lead-AGT.MASC-POSS.1s one soul-POSS.1s
        I am the (one) captain of my soul.

Likewise, when a pronoun is one of multiple objects of a preposition, it precedes all other objects, due to prepositions being inflected:

(107) Đešēḍ na ja, kam rsēkeia kōdlonoŋ obakai wož is obolžokeia.
        đe-šēḍ na ja kam rsē-kei-a k-ōdlō-ŋ o-bakai
        1s-know neg why.REL but rob-AGT.MASC-PL 3mpl-threaten-PST ACC-everyone
        wož is o-bolžo-kei-a
        except-ACC.1p and ACC-foreign-AGT.MASC.PL
        I don’t know why, but the robbers threatened everyone except us and the foreigners.

Object pronouns always follow the verb. Accusative pronouns generally come before dative pronouns, although this order may be switched if one wishes to focus the indirect object.

Verbs with the reflexive suffix do not take direct object pronouns (since the direct object is identical to the subject), unless the reflexive object is indirect. Since genitive reflexives do not exist in Gomain, ambiguity concerning ownership of an object can only be resolved with alternative constructions. Finally, since no independent reflexive forms like “myself” exist, focus on the subject is expressed by using both the independent and prefixed subject pronouns.

Two constructions exist for expressing reciprocal subjects. When there are only two such subjects, the inherent object construction **oi uḍunk** “one to the other” is used to mean “each other”. In cases where more than two reciprocal subjects are present, **obakai ubakai** “everyone to everyone” is used to mean “one another.” Both of these are normally used as direct objects, although they can also be used in other cases, except for the nominative and vocative.

### 4.5.2 Impersonal pronouns

The singular impersonal pronoun **ōl** is used in situations where there is no specific subject or object, and so is translated as “one”. It is increasingly being used as a gender-neutral third-person singular pronoun, displacing the traditional usage of **ke** “he”.

Similarly, the plural impersonal pronoun **ol** is used for lack of specific plural subjects or objects, much like “they” in English. However, it is never used in a gender-neutral way, unlike English “they”, since mixed- and neuter-gender plural pronouns already exist in Gomain. The genitive suffix forms of these pronouns are used in the same situations as the pronouns they stand for.

### 4.5.3 Correlatives

The correlatives take whatever case prefix is appropriate for their usage, but they do not agree with their head nouns in number. Most are nouns, but the time correlatives are adverbs, and some others are adjectives; refer to the table of correlatives for further information. Note that relative pronouns cannot be used as constituents, but must follow a personal or impersonal pronoun, or a regular noun, as the introduction to a relative clause.

Demonstratives (the forms that translate into variations on “this,” “that,” “these” and “those”) can be used as whole constituents and can replace noun phrases. When they so replace a subject noun phrase, the subject pronoun that would be used with the replaced noun phrase is replaced with the equivalent subject prefix, and adjectives that modify them must agree with them in number. “This” is not used to introduce something; instead, the third-person subject pronoun of the same gender and number is prefixed to the verb.
4.5.4 Adjectival anaphora

The most common adjectival anaphor is mig “such”; it can be used as a standalone adjective or before a prepositional phrase describing the object that is the basis of comparison.

4.5.5 Verbal anaphora

The irregular verb nag “do” is the most common verbal anaphor, and is used for both indefinite and specific actions. It is also used in parallel constructions, where it is followed by wox “also”. However, unlike English, it is not used to answer questions; instead, the verb is repeated. Idiomatic, non-anaphoric uses of “do” are often not the same in Gomain, as they may or may not use any form of nag. They include phrases that represent single English verbs, such as nag okai palpālkei “testify”.

4.6 Preposition use | Eţedlem weiïž

Prepositions may govern any combination of the accusative, dative and instrumental cases. Their different cases governed determine the meaning of each preposition. This table gives the different meanings each preposition has when governing each case:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Governed</th>
<th>Dative</th>
<th>Accusative</th>
<th>Instrumental</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>st</td>
<td>in, among, inside of</td>
<td>into</td>
<td>in favor of, on behalf of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l</td>
<td>from, out of, outside of</td>
<td>off of</td>
<td>beyond, exceeding, far from</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>on, upon, across from</td>
<td>across, over</td>
<td>in exchange for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w</td>
<td>near, on the same side as</td>
<td>to, toward, until</td>
<td>through, during</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>with</td>
<td>instead of, rather than</td>
<td>at, by means of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ĭw</td>
<td>without</td>
<td>except for</td>
<td>against, despite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ben</td>
<td>around</td>
<td>between</td>
<td>about, concerning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miš</td>
<td>like, according to</td>
<td></td>
<td>for the purpose of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>danîst</td>
<td>in front of</td>
<td></td>
<td>before</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>văţîst</td>
<td>behind</td>
<td></td>
<td>after, since</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ńegan</td>
<td>above, on top of</td>
<td>onto, to the top of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>võhein</td>
<td>under, below</td>
<td>to the bottom of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ǯamb</td>
<td>beside, next to</td>
<td>along, to one side of</td>
<td>apart from</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jörb</td>
<td>for, in honor of</td>
<td></td>
<td>because of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wöst</td>
<td>throughout</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 20: Preposition meanings

Certain Gomain idioms differ from their English counterparts in which prepositions they use, if any; some idioms use the dative or instrumental cases instead of a preposition. An example idiom is w edapalõha “in one’s eyes” (literally “through one’s eyes”).

4.7 Sentences | Weidarda

4.7.1 Constituent order

The usual word order in Gomain sentences is SVO, though the case system allows for any order desired. Here is a more detailed sentence organization:

(subject) verb (negation) (adverbs) (direct object) (indirect objects) (instrumental object) (other prepositional phrases)

Figure 8: Basic constituent order

If one wishes to focus the pragmatic topic of the sentence, regardless of its role as subject or object, it is spoken first, retaining any case marker it may have. When the topic is the possessor of a genitive object, the possessed object is named first, retaining its possessive suffix. These constructions are used instead of clefting.
Ošabole dëpaloinj bei.

I saw your husband with her.

¿Ošabolei oFyždë wëkjaindil lo wëpaloinj na?

Are you sure you didn’t see Tamar’s husband?

VSO order is used to focus the verb, which often appears with the verbal intensifier jo in this situation. OSV order is normal for subordinate clauses, and to focus an object, whether direct, indirect or instrumental.

¿Jëšø̈ foŋïl Fyždë kë, ot se jëšø̈ žoŋïl kë?

Did Tamar kill him, or did she just hurt him?

Because they act similarly to adverbs, prepositional phrases serving as adjuncts of the verb immediately follow it, as do all adverbs. Like other constituents, they can be focused by placing them at the beginning of the sentence. The standard order of such phrases or adverbs, based on their semantic content, is time-manner-place, as it is in German.

Gënegloŋ ŕlaš ehäpkaur uzäţok.

He left for the coast in a hurry yesterday.

(Lit: He left yesterday in a hurry for the coast.)

Cf. German Gestern er verließ in einer Hast für die Küste.

4.7.2 Negatives

The most basic and common negation technique is putting na immediately after the verb being negated. Na is also used to negate certain complementizers, although it precedes them instead of following them, e.g. in na jo “not even”. If one wishes to negate an adjective or adverb instead, the privative prefix is added to the word to be negated. Negative concord is not part of the standard (Anhrush) dialect, though it is employed in a couple of fringe and rural dialects; the double negative is therefore taken to be a negation of a negation. Na can also be used twice in a sentence to mean “neither … nor”, as in luţ na, bulbo na “neither rain nor snow”.

The most-used alternative to na is the negative conjunction inŋë “and not, nor”; it can be used to negate both clauses and whole sentences which follow a negated clause or sentence. Inŋë eliminates the need to use na elsewhere in the clause or sentence it introduces, due to its inherent negative polarity. Certain correlatives also carry a negative meaning and can likewise be used in place of na to negate sentences; all of these are in the “None” row of the table of correlatives (Table 15 on page 26), in the section on morphology. These correlatives are much more commonly used than the equivalent constructions of an “any”-type correlative followed by na – the Gomain equivalent of English’s “not ever” sort of constructions.

4.7.3 Questions

In most polar questions, the interrogative suffix -ɪl is added to the verb that is being questioned. However, this is not the case when the question is formed with sentence-final tag words; in particular, those words are krep “true” or sain “yes” for negative sentences, and lokrep “false” or yŋ “no” for affirmative sentences. In addition, it is common for pitch to rise when speaking the interrogative verb or tag word, as well as at the end of the sentence. When a question is introduced by an interrogative pronoun or adverb, which is always fronted, a resumptive pronoun takes the normal place of the information being questioned, whether that involves the compulsory subject agreement on verbs or an independent object pronoun. Also, these interrogative words eliminate the need for an interrogative suffix in the question in which they occur. They take case prefixes.
¿Ojuhol wëmoiŋ mëm fum ŵeiŋ w omoiskoion?
o-juhol ˆwĕ-m-oiŋ mëm fum ŵ-eiŋ w o-moiskoion
ACC-what.Q 2s-buy-pst ACC.3ns when.REL 2s-go:pst to ACC-market
What did you buy when you went to the market?

When multiple constituents are being questioned, the question words for all of them are fronted, similar to Bulgarian; the order they occur in is invariably subject-direct object-indirect objects, and the object question words take whichever case prefix is appropriate. As with other constituent questions, pronouns take the place of object question words.

¿Jukai ojuhol ujukai ķëbleisoŋ mëm fi?
jukai o-juhol u-jukai ķë-bleis-oiŋ mëm fi
who.Q ACC-what.Q DAT-who.Q 3mfp-tell-pst ACC.3ns DAT.3mfp
Who told what to whom?

4.7.4 Subclauses

One way to form complex sentences is through the use of conjunctions. The most basic of these are is “and”, innë “and not”, kam “but”, od “and/or” and ot “or (but not both)”. One must be careful when deciding which “or” to use, making sure that the options spoken are all simultaneously possible or not. Conjunctions can join constituents of any length.

Those verbs that can take whole sentences as complements do so by introducing the complement clause with lo “which, that”. Lo is required, unlike its English counterpart.

Relative pronouns, which are different in form from the interrogative pronouns, do not replace their referents, but rather turn them into pronouns, as is the case with interrogatives. Relative clauses cannot stand as whole constituents; instead, they require an introductory noun or verb phrase.

4.7.4.1 Constructions requiring the subjunctive

Several types of dependent clause require their verbs to be in the subjunctive mood:

Purpose clauses give the reason why an action is performed. In Gomain, they are typically introduced by poi “so that, in order that” or virt “lest”. Finite verbs in purpose clauses always appear in the subjunctive, regardless of the tense of the main verb. However, it is also common to use an infinitive in a purpose clause when the subject of the purpose clause is the same as that of the main clause.

I am sending him a gift so that he might forgive me for breaking his favorite mug.

Fear clauses serve as the direct objects of verbs of fearing, stating what action the speaker fears. They are always introduced by the complementizer lo. Verbs in fear clauses only appear in the subjunctive if they refer to actions subsequent to the action of the main verb. If the verb in the fear clause refers to an action simultaneous with or prior to the main verb’s action, the verb in the fear clause appears in the indicative.

I am afraid that the guard might see me.

Concessive clauses contrast the action of the main verb with that of the dependent verb or make the action of the main verb seem surprising. Concessive clauses are introduced with either ñgbai “although” or jo diz “even if”. Verbs in concessive clauses only appear in the subjunctive if the main verb is in a future tense; otherwise, they appear in the indicative.
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Though you might kill me, I will not deny my Lord.

Effort clauses serve as the direct objects of verbs of effort or striving and are introduced by the complementizer lo. Their verbs always appear in the subjunctive, as well as the future tense.

Goihī lo kaikol mē-enddate-h-ōd-dāk.

He is contriving that the city be destroyed.

The verbal use of jūći “worthy” is treated as a verb of effort in the standard and some other dialects, and it therefore requires a subordinate verb in the future subjunctive. However, this rule does not apply when the subject of the main and subordinate clauses is the same; an infinitive preceded by st is used in such situations instead.

Proviso clauses give the condition on which the main verb’s action depends. They are always introduced by the complementizer ēi “on condition that, provided that”. As in effort clauses, the verb in a proviso clause always appears in the future and the subjunctive.

I didn’t kill him on condition that he tell nobody what happened.

Finally, dependent clauses following an impersonal construction which does not feature ve or viwř as the impersonal verb are always in the subjunctive. Such clauses are always introduced by the complementizer lo. The same tense is normally used in both clauses, but if the dependent clause refers to an action prior or subsequent to the time of the impersonal construction, the dependent clause’s verb appears in the perfect of the appropriate tense for the time frame of that verb.

It will be necessary that the speaker know how to sing.

It was right for us to send you all a messenger.

It seems that I was deceived.

Conditional clauses

When used in compound sentences, the conditional mood expresses a state (given in the apodosis, or “then” clause) whose factuality depends on a certain condition, which is expressed in the protasis of a conditional sentence. By using certain combinations of the indicative, subjunctive, and conditional moods, it is possible to differentiate between a few degrees of the condition’s certainty. First, if the condition is either completely factual or certain, both the protasis and apodosis use the indicative, as is appropriate:
If it rains, I will get wet.

If the condition is less certain, a non-conditional mood (the exact choice depends on the intended meaning) is used in the apodosis; the protasis appears in the subjunctive, and the verbs of both clauses use the appropriate tenses:

(121) Kam dziz mëvåk am jau, fëköl̂ ešø̈ wof na mëm.

But if it is of God, you cannot overthrow it.

But if the condition or consequence existed (or would have existed) in the past, the simple past tense is used for the condition (not the past perfect, as in English), and so forth.

(122) Džiz jau gëmosongdåk ošëďweĩ st rüvdi, gailķńom oma ogaręņa ru.

If God had wanted man to fly, He would have given us wings.

The only exception to the above rule is when the apodosis would use the potential mood if it were independent, as opposed to the indicative or some other mood. In this case, the hypothetical mood is substituted for the conditional/potential and effectively communicates the meaning of both moods at once.

(123) Wëkrkoidob na ošoĩŋ ođedë dziz wëdeskoidåk.

You couldn’t move that rock if you tried.

When an imperative depends on a condition, the indicative is used in the protasis if the condition is likely; if it isn’t likely, the subjunctive is used instead.

(124) Džiz wëminoidåk oţårkled, tololeit zo.

If you should need my help (but you probably won’t), call me.

This is not the case when a question depends on a condition. In such sentences, the subjunctive must be used in the protasis, although it makes no judgment on the condition’s likelihood.

(125) Džiz ľoiperõdåk na, ¿juja ľafu w owytęŋ?

If you’re not being honored, why are you going to the dinner?
I wouldn’t have worn those pants (if I had known the dress code beforehand).

The conditional cannot be used as a genteeism, which relies on the subjunctive (or the related formal imperative). In a logical “if/then” sentence, the indicative is used, as the sentence expresses no doubt. Lastly, as has been mentioned before, when the main clause is in the past tense, the future tense is used for later (but still past) events, not the conditional.

4.7.5 Sentential arguments

When a sentence is transformed into an argument of another sentence, it always becomes a noun phrase, and its own arguments are transformed based on the verb’s transitivity. In the simplest case, that of an intransitive sentence, the subject simply becomes the possessor of the nominalized verb: compare Kairšačau gëčak řń “Gabriel died” with čakedleg Kairšačau “Gabriel’s death”. When the verb to be nominalized is transitive, its subject appears in the instrumental, while its object appears in the analytic possessive, one of its few remaining productive uses:

(126) Dëtössoŋom na ošail oglöxa.
dë-tös-ŋ-om na o-šail o-glöxa
1s-wear-pst-cond neg acc-those_things acc-pants
I wouldn’t have worn those pants (if I had known the dress code beforehand).

When a sentence is transformed into an argument of another sentence, it always becomes a noun phrase, and its own arguments are transformed based on the verb’s transitivity. In the simplest case, that of an intransitive sentence, the subject simply becomes the possessor of the nominalized verb: compare Kairšačau gëčak řń “Gabriel died” with čakedleg Kairšačau “Gabriel’s death”. When the verb to be nominalized is transitive, its subject appears in the instrumental, while its object appears in the analytic possessive, one of its few remaining productive uses:

(127a) Sînča-ha ţêḑenda-hoŋ okaikol.
sînča-ha ţê-ḑenda-h-oŋ o-kaikol
soldier-pl 3mfp-destroy-Ø-pst acc-city
The soldiers destroyed the city.

(b) ţêndet am kaikol esînča-ha
destroy-nmlz of city inst-soldier-pl
the soldiers’ destruction of the city

The above pattern continues for ditransitive sentences, with the indirect object remaining in the dative:

(128a) Kairšačau gailk ŋom owoilkäg uwAiet.
Kairšačau g-ailk ŋom o-w-oilk-äg u-w-Aiet
Gabriel 3ms-give:pst acc:indf acc-Ø-give-nmlz.result dat-Ø-Eve
Gabriel gave Eve a gift.

(b) oilktau am oilk-äg uwAiet eKairšačau
oilktau am oilk-äg u-w-Aiet e-Kairšačau
give:ger of give-nmlz.result dat-Ø-Eve inst-Gabriel
Gabriel’s giving of a gift to Eve
5 Special lexical domains

5.1 Kinship terms

Tracing lines of ancestry is important to Anhrushites, and so Gomain has a wide array of kinship terms and derivational affixes modifying them. The most important grouping of relatives is the ūlyzag or clan, which consists of multiple kolomha or families. The basic terms are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Generation</th>
<th>First before</th>
<th>English</th>
<th>Second before</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Third before</td>
<td>rodraud</td>
<td>great-grandfather</td>
<td>rodraiv</td>
<td>great-great-uncle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second before</td>
<td>raud</td>
<td>grandfather</td>
<td>draiv</td>
<td>great-uncle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First before</td>
<td>aud/eiv</td>
<td>father/mother</td>
<td>tāiv</td>
<td>uncle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Same Older</td>
<td>ādaž/eišaž</td>
<td>older brother/sister</td>
<td>ūdz/ūţ</td>
<td>older cousin (from uncle/aunt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Younger</td>
<td>āduž/eišuž</td>
<td>younger brother/sister</td>
<td>ūduž/ūtuţ</td>
<td>younger cousin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First after</td>
<td>šiiv</td>
<td>son</td>
<td>erza</td>
<td>nephew</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second after</td>
<td>źiiv</td>
<td>grandson</td>
<td>lerza</td>
<td>great-nephew</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third after</td>
<td>rodźiiv</td>
<td>great-grandson</td>
<td>rodlerza</td>
<td>great-great-nephew</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By marriage

| First before | audžab | father-in-law |
| Same | šabo/zimbo | husband/wife |
| First after | šapšiv | son-in-law |

Table 21: Basic kinship terms

There are also several terms for tertiary kin, formed by compounding:

| Cousin’s son | šiivřdz |
| Cousin’s husband | šabřdz |
| Child’s father-in-law | aužapšiv |
| Child’s brother-in-law | dažžapšiv |
| Sibling’s spouse’s son | daššabdaž |
| Sibling’s father-in-law | aužabdaž |
| Sibling’s cousin’s husband | šaberza |
| Parent’s brother-in-law | šaptaiv |
| Spouse’s uncle | taiššab |
| Spouse’s sister’s husband | šaḑĎažšab |
| Spouse’s nephew | erzašab |

Table 22: Terms for certain tertiary kin

Any of these terms that is not already feminine by default (i.e. the majority) can be feminized by prefixing eis-, as with all other nouns; thus one’s aunt is called eistaiv, an older female cousin is eisřdz, etc.

Aside from the independent terms listed above, in-laws can be named by adding the suffix -ölk, although this is generally not done beyond one’s ūdzölka or spouses of once-removed relatives (those in either the immediately previous or next generations) except by pedants. As such, one may speak of one’s taivölk or eivölk but not one’s rodraivölk. In-laws of more distant relations are instead named with the following noun ešaból, “by marriage”.

Relatives obtained through remarriage are named with the suffix -už, regardless of the degree of kinship: eivuž “stepmother”; eisšivuž “stepdaughter”. For siblings or cousins who are only related through one ancestor rather than two, the suffix -yč is added: dažyč “half-brother”.

Distinction between paternal and maternal relatives is achieved with the respective prefixes au- and ei-: auraud “father’s father”; eieistaiv “mother’s sister”.
Relatives more than two generations distant in either direction are named with the prefix *rod-* which always precedes the feminine prefix if it is present but follows the maternal or paternal prefixes: *rodeisjav* “great-grand-daughter”; *aurodesraud* “paternal great-grandmother”. In practice, this prefix can only be duplicated up to three times; beyond that, generations are numbered: *eiraud faį* “maternal great-great-great-great-grandfather”. It is common practice to only apply a maximum of three affixes to the basic terms, not counting reduplications of *rod-* . Thus a word such as *aueistaivav* “paternal half-aunt” is at the limit of acceptability; something like *eirodrodeisrauduž* would be both unacceptable and ridiculous. As such, there are limits on how far the Gomain kinship system can be extended. Neither independent nor derived terms for some relations, such as third cousin, exist, in which case it is common to apply the diminutive suffix to express these more distant relations.

### 5.2 Time and the calendar

#### 5.2.1 The day

The Anhrushite day is divided into 24 hours; on equinoxes, then, there are 12 day hours and 12 night hours. Traditionally, the day is considered to begin at dawn; however, since it has been recognized that the time from one sunrise to the next is not fixed, the official beginning of each day has been set to the approximate time of sunrise on the equinoxes, which equates to about 6:00 am. People typically count the absolute number of hours from this point when expressing the time:

- (129a) ʷjus owäŋkraha ŵękaį “What time is it?” (lit. “How many hours do you have?”)
- (b) Dékaį oseiņreį “It’s sunrise.”
- (c) Dékaį owäŋkraha zi “It’s zero hour.” [6:00 AM]
- (d) Dékaį owäŋkraha oi “It’s one o’clock.” [7:00 AM]
- (e) Dékaį owäŋkraha jul “It’s nine o’clock.” [3:00 PM]

To use smaller numbers, time can also be counted from noon, in which case the number of hours is followed by *larenin*, the adjectival form of “noon”. Night hours can be similarly counted relative to sunset (actually twelve hours after standard sunrise, or 6:00 PM), with the following adjective *jiŵaiin*. The adjective *seiņrėin* can be used with times based on sunrise in situations where it is necessary to disambiguate such times from others: *äŋkraha jul seiņrėin* “nine o’clock after sunrise”.

For more precise times, one can say the number of *žoia* or minutes, of which there are 72 to the hour. It is also common to use fairly simple fractions of hours – up to a sixth – instead of minutes. For even greater precision, one can specify the exact *aunė*, or second, of which there are 72 per minute. In speech, it is common to omit the units entirely; the order in which they are spoken is invariably hour-minute-second:

- (130a) ũŋ is ũŋwo yr is řwo “two hours, thirty minutes and 36 seconds” [8:25:30 AM]
- (b) fai is zi is ũŋwo jiŵain “five hours and 24 seconds at night” [11:00:20 PM]
- (c) šau is auč “eight hours and a quarter” [2:15 PM]
- (d) šau ŋ uwauc “eight hours less a quarter” [1:45 PM]
- (e) šau is ūŋk “eight hours and a half” [2:30 PM]
- (f) ř is la larenin “three hours and 12 minutes in the afternoon” [3:10 PM]
- (g) ř ŋ la larenin “three hours less 12 minutes in the afternoon” [2:50 PM]
- (h) ũŋ is faiwo larenin “two hours and 60 minutes in the afternoon” [2:50 PM]

The standard and oft-used method for abbreviating time expressions mirrors their verbal shortening. Instead of *is*, however, the semicolon is used to separate the numbers of hours, minutes, and seconds. Also, after the full time number, the abbreviations *Sn*, *Ln* and *Jn* are used for *seiņrėin*, *larenin* and *jiŵaïin*, respectively. Thus the first of the above examples would be written *ņvřfni0 rência 2:26;30 Sn*, while the last would be *ńvřĩ 2:50 Ln*, taking the difference between decimal and duodecimal into account.

#### 5.2.2 The week

Before this time, one may specify the day of the week. The Anhrushite week contains seven days, which have the following names:

- *rāŋkolomh* “family day”
- *rāŋxeiŋ* “sun day”
rängzai “dream day”
rängórd “moon day”
rängwoilš “pay day”
ränŋoi “buy day”
rängja “Jave day”

It is common for Anhrushites to work five days, with all of rängja off to attend Javite synagogue services, along with ränŋoi afternoon and ränkolomh morning, respectively to go to markets and spend time with family members. In practice, however, modern Anhrushites go to the store whenever necessary (though ränŋoi afternoon is still the busiest time of the week for markets).

5.2.3 The year

After the weekday and time comes the day of the month, along with the month itself, with the year number at the end. The current year (until October 29, 2019) is 3649 WA, an abbreviation referring to the years since the incorporation of Anhrush City and pronounced as its letters’ names: wîn-az. The year is divided into twelve months; the year begins about one month after the summer solstice, when the desert temperatures have reached their maximum. Here, then, are the month names, together with their lengths and meanings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month Name</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Season</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ķoboďaš</td>
<td>heat-falling</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>ċaršu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Einžë</td>
<td>soft</td>
<td>35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berraššant</td>
<td>fall-beginning</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Autumn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ančant</td>
<td>fall-planting</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>ċant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mudzin</td>
<td>stormy</td>
<td>36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ķaiau</td>
<td>god-month</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>Winter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ķaranřuš</td>
<td>Anhrush-month</td>
<td>35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zaikarďau</td>
<td>electing</td>
<td>35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ekauandrän</td>
<td>day-lengthening</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Spring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ķarbjëg</td>
<td>competing-month</td>
<td>36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aŋkarrauf</td>
<td>spring-planting</td>
<td>35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oiwoiüs</td>
<td>great sacrifice</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>Summer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 23: Months of the year

One year on Askath contains 427 days in this calendar, although the actual tropical year is slightly shorter. Every four years, except those divisible by 32, a day is removed from Berraššant to keep the calendar in line with the tropical year. For further accuracy, this day is also removed in years divisible by 576. Even so, the year is about 7.5 seconds too long, although this discrepancy is so small that it will take many millennia before an additional correction is needed. Several of the month names are descriptive of the weather in Anhrush-province during those months; others are named for important events that occur then.

5.2.4 Additional expressions

Descriptions of age use the verb paloi “see” in the perfect where English uses “be”:

(131a) ¿Jujus owôka wëpalauž? “How old are you?”
(b) Dëpalauž owôka lašau. “I’m 20 years old.”
(c) Dëpalauč owôka lajul n ujarāŋ uskãš. “I’ll be 21 next Sunday.”
(d) Rëpalaun owôka lahř sur. “We were 15 then.”

The duration since something is expressed with nag “do” used impersonally:

(132) rëna ūŋ nauŋ “two days ago”
5.3 Weather

Talking about the current weather involves the impersonal use of the verb *afu* “go” as an idiomatic copula. It can also be used of past or expected future weather when the appropriate tense is used. Similarly, the verb *čoiŋ* “make” can be used impersonally to discuss what the weather is becoming. Weather adjectives following these verbs are always in the nominative case.

(133a) Vîntaitarūŋkei gëpraiƙweĩ lo aḑ seĩjin žolâŋ, kam afu ŕhonin.
announce-new-AGT.MASC 3ms-say.PST REL go.FUT sun-ADJ today but go cloud-ADJ
The news announcer said it would be sunny today, but it’s cloudy.

(b) Juja ŵëvodli lo afu ŕhonin? Čoiŋ seĩjin sëfluwogdi.
why.Q 2s-care REL go cloud-ADJ make.FUT sun-ADJ soon-at-ADV
Why do you care that it’s cloudy? It will get sunny soon enough.

Certain verbs also relate to the weather, such as *luţ* “rain”. Such verbs are also always used impersonally: *luţ* thus most simply means “it’s raining”.

As with any other adjectives, temperature words are used as verbs when they are attributed to anything but the weather, when they are bound by the above rules.

(134) Rašidâk riŋ; ŵëḑig is vainë mëďas.
come-IMP.SG.FRM here 2s-cold and fire 3ns-hot
Please, come here; you’re cold and the fire is hot.

5.4 Color terms

The following chart illustrates the full set of Gomain color terms:

![Gomain color terms chart](image-url)
Of these terms, twelve are basic: adda 'red', mašu 'orange', gely 'yellow', štog 'green', gïlgo 'blue', natso 'purple', kōkai 'pink', nvrad 'tan', dac 'brown', dāsp 'grey', spog 'white', and ošoi 'black'. The terms for tertiary colors are compounds of the primary and secondary color terms, using only the first syllables of each.

Each of these color terms, except for spog and ošoi, can be modified by adding either the beginning or end of those two terms as a suffix indicating bright and dark shades. Whether the beginning or end of spog/ošoi is used depends on whether the color term ends in a vowel or consonant. When it ends in a vowel, the spo of spog and the šoi of ošoi are suffixed; meanwhile, when the color term ends in a consonant, the og of spog and the oš of ošoi are added. Thus, the terms for 'light green' and 'dark green' are respectively štogog and štogøš, while the terms for 'light blue' and 'dark blue' are respectively gïlgospo and gïlgošoi.

As with any adjectives, color terms can both be attributive and stand as predicates:

(135) Bakai kēšêl lo zörvaš mëgely st unoîŋ udešpei.
Everyone 3mpf-know rel sand 3ns-yellow in DAT-this DAT-desert
Everyone knows that sand is yellow in this desert.

(136) ¿Um wōig gely? Dëgloikōidom na mēm dīz dēvedakh ē.
NOM.INDF beverage yellow 1s-drink.fut-cond neg ACC.3NS if 1s-be-sbjv ACC.2S.INFML
A yellow drink? I wouldn't drink it if I were you.

Also like other adjectives, color terms can be turned into substantives using agentive suffixes: addakei 'red man', ošoiki 'black thing'. Such substantives then denote membership in a class of objects of that color.

5.5 Conventional expressions

While the following expressions are quite standardized, some slight innovation is permissible. When a second-person pronoun is part of an expression, these examples use the formal one, which is normal for situations where two people have recently met; the only exception is in an initial greeting, where the honorific is invariably used. As a general rule, it is also used when speaking to people in a formal or ritual setting, as well as to superiors. Similarly, the humble and familiar pronouns are more common in casual or relaxed settings and among friends. Conversion to the pejorative and intimate pronouns is straightforward.


¿Juna raši ču? ¿Juna wēnag? ¿Juhol mētarüŋ?
How’s it going? How do you do? What’s new?

Oiktī. Nengi. Nengi na. Oi̍x̌ogdi, is čoi?
Well. Badly. Not badly. Well enough, and you?

Dëtołoven ______. Gîrkin gondôdi čo. St ehümlē. ¿Ojuhol dënadh mēm mîsa?
My name is ______. Pleased to meet you. At your service. What can I do for you?

Yes. No. Perhaps. None of your business.

Please. Thank you. My thanks. Pardon me. I’m sorry.

6 Dialects

While the dialect described in this grammar is the standard form of Gomain and that which is spoken in Anhrush City and its surroundings, as well as by the national government and media, there are plenty of other dialects of the language throughout the Republic. These esoteric dialects have persisted, despite the spread of the standard dialect through media and improved education. Additional dialects have likewise evolved in the former Anhrushite colonies, many showing significant influence from their respective areas' pre-colonial languages. A detailed description of every Gomain dialect is beyond the scope of this grammar; consequently, the descriptions that follow are only brief overviews of the dialects' main differences from Anhrush Gomain. A more thorough treatment of Gomain dialectology is left for future research.

6.1 Zashavian dialects

The following map should prove useful in placing the dialects described in this section:

![Figure 10: Locations of Zashavian Gomain dialects](image)

6.1.1 Zärinnín

Zärinnín is spoken in the western highlands. It is one of the oldest surviving dialects of Gomain, and as such, it is among the most phonologically different from the Anhrush dialect.

- Word-initial ŋ has been retained (ŋa “not”)
- Ö and a have merged into a single vowel, written as a
- Unstressed tense vowels are lax
- The clusters tj and dj have been retained (tjaŋń “refuse”)
- E is pronounced [e] in open syllables
- Ŷ is pronounced [ç] before front vowels and [x] before back vowels
- The Anhrushite affricates [pf bv kx gɣ] have become [p b k g] instead of [f v x h]
- The medial clusters rl and lr have been retained
- Ź is an approximant instead of a trill
- The first vowel of the falling diphthongs is lowered (thus they are [ɑj ɑw ɛj ɔj])
An innovation in Zarinnin is the use of different pronouns in the dative case; these are simply the accusative pronouns with wë- affixed at their beginnings (except for the 3rd singular feminine pronoun, which is weš).

6.1.2 Krešler

Spoken in the Great Kresh Mountains between the desert and the highlands, Krešler is perhaps the most conservative of all the dialects. Its speakers are often lampooned as hillbillies, and its conservative nature has led to a popular myth that it is actually a form of Late Anhrushite.

- Word-initial ň has been retained
- Ō and a have merged into a single vowel
- Unstressed tense vowels are lax
- The clusters tj and dj have been retained
- E is pronounced [e] in open syllables
- The Anhrushite affricates [pf bv kx gy] have become [p b k g] instead of [f v x h]
- The medial clusters sj and žj have been retained (sjandô “drunk”)
- Nasals are allowed to follow liquids (fegakerpalmem “paranoia”)
- Word-final h has been retained

Like Zärïnnin, Krešler uses innovated dative pronouns. It also uses am as a definite article instead of a genitive preposition, opting instead to use the possessive suffixes.

6.1.3 Lörgin

This central dialect is the most similar to Anhrush, being neither very conservative nor very innovative. As such, many speakers of Anhrush Gomain have no trouble understanding it.

- Ō and a have merged into a single vowel
- Unstressed tense vowels are lax
- The clusters tj and dj have been retained
- Ĝ [y] has been retained between vowels
- Č and ž have merged with š and ẓ̌, respectively
- The medial clusters rl and lř have been retained

6.1.4 Roišin

Speakers of Roišin, the dialect of the eastern Amanha Desert, are often considered rustics because of their mainly rural lifestyle. It is uncommon in the few cities of the region, where people instead speak Anhrush Gomain.

- Ĝ [y] has been retained between vowels
- Č and ž have merged with š and ẓ̌, respectively
- H has been lost
- Final alveolar and velar palatalized stops have further palatalized to postalveolar affricates
- E is pronounced [e] in open syllables
- Ŋ is pronounced [c] before front vowels and [x] before back vowels
- The Anhrushite affricates [pf bv kx gy] have become [p b k g] instead of [f v x y]

While Anhrush places quantifiers before their head nouns, Roišin places them immediately after the noun. It has thus become more consistently head-initial. Roišin also is one of the dialects that use negative concord.

6.1.5 Krüdıň

The Krüdıň dialect is spoken in the central Krüdıň coast, surrounding the port city of Glïndrač, as well as nearby areas of desert and scrubland. Sandwiched between two sister languages of Gomain, it shows influence from both.

- Word-initial ň has been retained
- H has been lost
- Final alveolar and velar palatalized stops have further palatalized to postalveolar affricates
- E is pronounced [e] in open syllables
6.1.6 Gïlreiši

Despite the fact that it is spoken in the heavily-populated Gïlrei River valley, Gïlreiši has resisted many of the changes that occurred in Anhrush. In addition, it has retained several features from late Anhrushite.

- Ė has been retained between vowels
- Word-initial Ė has been retained
- Unstressed tense vowels are laxed
- The clusters tj and dj have been retained
- Ė is pronounced [e] in open syllables
- The Anhrushite affricates [pf bv kx gy] have become [p b k g] instead of [f v x y]
- Ė is an approximant

Speakers of Gïlreiši are noteworthy for being able to drop the complementizer lo, unlike the other dialects.

6.1.7 Daltoin

Daltoin is the dialect of the lower Gïlrei Valley and the city of Dalto. Like neighboring Gïlreiši, Daltoin is a conservative dialect, a point of pride for its speakers.

- Ė has been retained between vowels
- Word-initial Ė has been retained
- Ö and a have merged into a single vowel
- The clusters tj and dj have been retained
- Ė is pronounced [e] in open syllables
- The Anhrushite affricates [pf bv kx gy] have become [p b k g] instead of [f v x y]
- Ė is an approximant
- The first vowel of the falling diphthongs is lowered (thus they are [ɑj ɑw ɛj ɔj])

A distinct feature of Daltoin is its lack of the indefinite article; it therefore has no articles at all.

6.1.8 Ëgain

Inhabitants of the provinces of Yńana and Wäklar, in the northern plains, speak a dialect known as Ëgain, or Northern. While less different from Anhrush than other dialects, it contains a few innovations, especially in its phonology.

- Unstressed vowels are reduced to schwa
- Ö and a have merged into a single vowel
- The clusters tj and dj have been retained
- H has been lost
- K is pronounced [ç] before front vowels and [x] before back vowels
- The first vowel of the falling diphthongs is lowered

ëgain has eliminated the genitive suffixes of the standard language, denoting possession only with am. Like Roišin, it uses negative concord.

6.1.9 Kawašën

Some consider Kawašën a transition zone between Gomain and one of its sister languages, Rhajhĩ. While it shares some features with that language, it is still fairly similar to standard Gomain.

- The dental and alveolar fricatives have merged to s and z
- Unstressed vowels are reduced to schwa
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- Ö and a have merged into a single vowel
- H has been lost
- Kš is pronounced [ç] before front vowels and [x] before back vowels
- The first vowel of the falling diphthongs is raised (thus they are [æj æw ej uj])
- Stops are unaspirated
- The diphthongs ju and jü are falling diphthongs [iw ɪw]

In addition to the standard verb subject agreement, Kawašen requires the use of subject pronouns. This is one of the features it shares with Rhajhi, in addition to negative concord.

6.1.10 Zörvašin

Spoken in the southwestern Amanha Desert, Zörvašin is somewhat of a transitional area between Anhrush to its north and Argólloan to its south.

- Word-initial ŋ has been retained
- Č and ų have merged with š and ž, respectively
- Final alveolar and velar palatalized stops have further palatalized to postalveolar affricates
- The Anhrushite affricates [pf bv kx] have been retained, while [gy] has become [g]
- The medial clusters rl and lr have been retained
- Ź is an approximant
- Stops are unaspirated
- The diphthongs ju and jü are falling diphthongs [iw ɪw]
- Word-final h has been retained

Zörvašin inverts the usual time-manner-place order of adjunct noun phrases, instead using place-manner-time order.

6.1.11 Argólloan

Argólloan, spoken in the south of the Gomain-speaking area, is sometimes incorrectly called a creole between Gomain and the Argólloan language that was originally spoken where this dialect is now spoken. This confusion is mainly due to a few similarities it shares with Argólloan, mainly in its syntax.

- Word-initial ŋ has been retained
- Č and ų have merged with š and ž, respectively
- Final alveolar and velar palatalized stops have further palatalized to postalveolar affricates
- E is pronounced [e] in open syllables
- The Anhrushite affricates [pf bv kx] have been retained, while [gy] has become [g]
- The medial clusters rl and lr have been retained
- Ź is an approximant
- Stops are unaspirated

The influence of Argólloan can be seen in this dialect's use of SOV word order in most sentences, as well as in its cliticization of those prepositions of place which begin with a consonant. This latter development came about under the influence of Argólloan's extensive case system.

6.1.12 Čaķanin

The southwestern dialect, Čaķanin, is one of the more innovative dialects. It also contains some holdovers from the time of Classical Anhrushite, including one from the original language of the region.

- The dental and alveolar fricatives have merged to s and z
- Intervocalic consonants are voiced
- Final alveolar and velar palatalized stops have further palatalized to postalveolar affricates
- E is pronounced [e] in open syllables
- The Anhrushite affricates [pf bv kx] have been retained, while [gy] has become [h]
- The first vowel of the falling diphthongs is raised (thus they are [æj æw ej uj])
- Stops are unaspirated
- The diphthongs ju and jü are falling diphthongs [iw ɪw]
Čaķanin is most notable for its penultimate stress pattern, inherited from the Chakhani language of millenia ago – a major departure from the standard language and even the other dialects. Also, like Zörvašin, Čaķanin uses place-manner-time order for adjuncts.

### 6.1.13 Ardelännïn

The dialect with the fewest speakers, Ardelännïn is widely considered a backwoods, rustic dialect. It shares some features with its neighbor dialects, Argóllain and Chakhanin, and is influenced by the Ardelanni language to its south.

- The dental and alveolar fricatives have merged to s and z
- Unstressed tense vowels are lax
- Intervocalic consonants are voiced
- Final alveolar and velar palatalized stops have further palatalized to postalveolar affricates
- E is pronounced [e] in open syllables
- The Anhrushite affricates [pf bv kx] have been retained, while [gy] has become [h]
- Stops are unaspirated
- The diphthongs ju and jü are falling diphthongs

Like Argóllain, Ardelännïn has SOV word order. Also, it has the adjunct noun phrase order place-manner-time, like Chakhanin and Zörvashin.

### 6.1.14 Zešler

Zešler is the dialect of the southeast, and as its name (roughly meaning “plainish”) implies, it is mostly spoken in the Rali Savanna. It contains several innovations, perhaps more than any other dialect.

- The dental and alveolar fricatives have merged to s and z
- Č and Į have merged with š and ž, respectively
- Intervocalic consonants are voiced
- H has been lost
- Kš is pronounced [ç] before front vowels and [x] before back vowels
- The first vowel of the falling diphthongs is raised (thus they are [æj æw ej uj])
- The diphthongs ju and jü are falling diphthongs

A minor innovation of Zešler is its tendency to slip into the present tense after a main verb in the future tense.
Appendix A: Paradigms of classless irregular verbs

Presented in this appendix are the paradigms of Gomain’s 13 classless irregular verbs. Only the paradigms of stem verbs are presented here; any verbs which are derived from these verbs are listed after each verb’s paradigm. For the sake of brevity, only the irregular parts of each paradigm are included; any forms not shown in a given paradigm are formed according to the regular rules discussed in section 3.2.1 on page 16.

Intransitive verbs, and verbs for which a passive interpretation would be nonsensical, list only active forms, as those are the only forms that said verbs have. Where listed, singular imperative forms precede plural ones, and both active forms precede the passive ones. In the present tenses, the active singular imperative forms are also used for the subjunctive and obligatory moods.

**ve “be”**

Simple infinitive: **veji**
Perfect infinitive: **vejy**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Past</th>
<th>Present</th>
<th>Future</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Singular</td>
<td>vēŋ vēŋ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plural</td>
<td>vēŋ vēŋ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singular</td>
<td>ve vē</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plural</td>
<td>vē vē</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singular</td>
<td>vē̤ vē̤</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plural</td>
<td>vē̤ vē̤</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Moods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Present</td>
<td>vøm vøk vøb vøf vøs vønh vāk veit vēl</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singular</td>
<td>vøm vøk vøb vøf vøs vønh vāk veit vēl</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plural</td>
<td>vøm vøk vøb vøf vøs vønh vāk veit vēl</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present</td>
<td>vējum vējuk vējub vējuf vējus vējunh vējak vējeit vējl</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singular</td>
<td>vējum vējuk vējub vējuf vējus vējunh vējak vējeit vējl</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plural</td>
<td>vējum vējuk vējub vējuf vējus vējunh vējak vējeit vējl</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Participles
Past: **vēi**
Present: **vez**
Future: **veţ**

Gerund: **vejau**

Formal imperatives: **vāk, vāč**
Informal imperatives: **veit, veič**

Agentives
Masculine: **vei**
Feminine: **veis**
Neuter: **vĩ**

**več “become”**

Simple infinitive: **veči**
Perfect infinitive: **večy**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Past</th>
<th>Present</th>
<th>Future</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Singular</td>
<td>vēko vēko</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plural</td>
<td>vēko vēko</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singular</td>
<td>več voč</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plural</td>
<td>več voč</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singular</td>
<td>večoit vočoit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plural</td>
<td>večoit vočoit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Participles
Past: čem
Present: žem
Future: zdem

Gerund: večau

Formal imperatives: vegāk, vegāķ
Informal imperatives: vjit, vjič

Derived verb: ekveč “turn into”

**nag “do”**

Infinitives
Active simple: nei
Passive simple: naje
Active perfect: ny
Passive perfect: no

Tenses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Active</th>
<th>Passive</th>
<th>Past</th>
<th>Present</th>
<th>Future</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>nauŋ</td>
<td>nag</td>
<td>naḑ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfect</td>
<td>Perfect</td>
<td>noŋ</td>
<td>nau</td>
<td>nagauţ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Participles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Active</th>
<th>Passive</th>
<th>Past</th>
<th>Present</th>
<th>Future</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Past</td>
<td>Active</td>
<td>nanēi</td>
<td>nanen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present</td>
<td>Passive</td>
<td>nēgz</td>
<td>nēx</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Future</td>
<td></td>
<td>naţ</td>
<td>nav</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Gerund: nakau
Gerund locative: naxau

Formal imperatives: nakāk, nakāķ, nakök, naköķ
Informal imperatives: naglit, naglič, naglyt, naglyč

Agentives
Masculine: naxei
Feminine: nagzeis
Neuter: nagi

Neuter patientive: nagā

Derived verbs: dỳnnag “repeat”, nag okaipälkei “testify”, nag okaipällokre pie “perjure oneself”, nag ŏrikj “disguise oneself”, ŭenag: “be a hypocrite”

**kaţ “have”**

Infinitives
Active simple: kaţi
Passive simple: kaže
Active perfect: kaţy
Passive perfect: kaţo
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Tenses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Active</th>
<th>Past</th>
<th>Present</th>
<th>Future</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>kauŋ</td>
<td>kaȝ</td>
<td>koid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfect</td>
<td>kauauŋ</td>
<td>kaȝau</td>
<td>kaud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passive</td>
<td>kauũŋ</td>
<td>kaȝu</td>
<td>kaid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfect</td>
<td>kauĩŋ</td>
<td>kaȝai</td>
<td>kaiĩd</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Participles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Past</th>
<th>Active</th>
<th>Passive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>kãĩ</td>
<td>kân</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kãz</td>
<td>kãx</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kãţ</td>
<td>kãv</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Gerund: kažau

Formal imperatives: kažak, kažãk, kažõk, kažõk
Informal imperatives: kauleit, kauleič, kauloit, kauloič

Agentives
- Masculine: kazgei
- Feminine: kazgei
- Neuter: kazgi

Patientives
- Masculine: kazgai
- Feminine: kazgais
- Neuter: kazgã

Derived verbs: weiţkaǯ “exclude”, stukaǯ “include”, paukaǯ “hear”, nรกaǯ “tolerate”

afu “go”

Simple infinitive: avi
Perfect infinitive: avy

Tenses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simple</th>
<th>Past</th>
<th>Present</th>
<th>Future</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>eiŋ</td>
<td>afu</td>
<td>aḑ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Participles
- Past: aven
- Present: avez
- Future: avet

Gerund: avau

Formal imperatives: ak, ak
Informal imperatives: afeit, afeič

Neuter agentive: affi

šëd “know”

Infinitives
Active simple: ši
Passive simple: še
Active perfect: šy
Passive perfect: šø

Tenses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Active</th>
<th></th>
<th>Past</th>
<th>Present</th>
<th>Future</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>šrŋ</td>
<td>šëḑ</td>
<td>šrḑ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfect</td>
<td>šoŋ</td>
<td>šråu</td>
<td>šoḑ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Active</th>
<th></th>
<th>Past</th>
<th>Present</th>
<th>Future</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>šîŋ</td>
<td>šî</td>
<td>šîḑ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfect</td>
<td>šyŋ</td>
<td>ši</td>
<td>šï</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Participles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Active</th>
<th>Passive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Past</td>
<td>šëwẽi</td>
<td>šëwen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present</td>
<td>šez</td>
<td>šex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Future</td>
<td>šeit</td>
<td>šeib</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Gerund: šëwau
Gerund locative: šërau

Formal imperatives: štäk, štäk, štök, štöķ
Informal imperatives: šteit, šteič, štoit, štoič

Agentives
Masculine: šei
Feminine: šeis

Patientives
Masculine: šai
Feminine: šais
Neuter: šä

Derived verbs: exēd “make known”, eššêd “come to know”, řnâlšêd “foreknow”, tušêd “learn”, naušêd “not know”

darûd “think”

Infinitives
Active simple: darûdi
Passive simple: darûde
Active perfect: darûdy
Passive perfect: darûdo

Tenses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Active</th>
<th></th>
<th>Past</th>
<th>Present</th>
<th>Future</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>darŋ</td>
<td>darûd</td>
<td>daríd</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfect</td>
<td>darûŋ</td>
<td>darûžau</td>
<td>darûd</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Active</th>
<th></th>
<th>Past</th>
<th>Present</th>
<th>Future</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>darûŋ</td>
<td>darûžu</td>
<td>darûd</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfect</td>
<td>darûŋ</td>
<td>darûžai</td>
<td>darûd</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Participles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Active</th>
<th>Passive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Past</td>
<td>darúndëi</td>
<td>darúnden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present</td>
<td>darúndez</td>
<td>darúndex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Future</td>
<td>darúndeț</td>
<td>darúndev</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Gerund:** darúdau  
**Gerund locative:** darúdzarau  

**Formal imperatives:** darúdäk, darúdäķ, darúdök, darúdöķ

**Agentives**
- **Masculine:** darúdgei  
- **Feminine:** darúdgeis  
- **Neuter:** darúdgë

**Neuter patientive:** darúdgä

**Derived verb:** mištarád “listen”

**en “eat”**

**Infinitives**
- **Active simple:** eŋji  
- **Passive simple:** eŋže  
- **Active perfect:** eŋʒy  
- **Passive perfect:** eŋʒø

**Tenses**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Active</th>
<th>Passive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>joŋ</td>
<td>en</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfect</td>
<td>jauŋ</td>
<td>enčau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>jũŋ</td>
<td>enču</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfect</td>
<td>jĩŋ</td>
<td>enčai</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Gerund:** eŋʒau  
**Gerund locative:** eŋxarau

**Formal imperatives:** eŋžäk, eŋžäķ, eŋžök, eŋžöķ  
**Informal imperatives:** engleit, engleič, engloit, engloič

**Derived verbs:** kríden “read”, leŋ “eat out”, steŋ “eat in”, nauneŋ “fast”

**sul “take”**

**Infinitives**
- **Active simple:** suldi  
- **Passive simple:** suţe  
- **Active perfect:** suldy  
- **Passive perfect:** suţo
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Tenses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Active</th>
<th>Simple</th>
<th>Past</th>
<th>Present</th>
<th>Future</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sum</td>
<td>sul</td>
<td>suv</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>süŋ</td>
<td>sauž</td>
<td>sauḑ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>stöŋ</td>
<td>sužu</td>
<td>sølḑ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>süliŋ</td>
<td>sušai</td>
<td>staiḍ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Participles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Past</th>
<th>Active</th>
<th>Passive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>stẽi</td>
<td>sten</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>suñes</td>
<td>sunex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>suñeţ</td>
<td>sumev</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Gerund: sudlau
Gerund locative: sutsarau

Agentives
Masculine: sugei
Feminine: sugeis
Neuter: ski
Neuter patientive: skä

Derived verbs: busul “derive”, wesul “secure”, dỳntsul “recover”, stosul “let in”, vosul “take up”, bentsul “intercept”, vāmbusul “integrate”

raši “come”

Tenses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simple</th>
<th>Past</th>
<th>Present</th>
<th>Future</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>rašiŋ</td>
<td>raši</td>
<td>rašiḑ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rašëŋ</td>
<td>raššë</td>
<td>rašëḑ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Participles
Past: rašei
Present: rašeiz

Informal imperatives: rašeit, rašeić


čeť “sleep”

Simple infinitive: čedţi
Perfect infinitive: čedţy

Tenses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simple</th>
<th>Past</th>
<th>Present</th>
<th>Future</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>čenţe̲</td>
<td>čeţ</td>
<td>čeţoiḍ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>čainţe̲</td>
<td>čečau</td>
<td>čeţauḍ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Participles
Past: čenčei
Present: čenčez
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Future: čenčet

Gerund: čeddau
Gerund locative: čedzarau

Informal imperatives: četrait, četreič

Agentives
Masculine: četkei
Feminine: četkeis
Neuter: četki

ëržül “steal”

Tenses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Active</th>
<th>Past</th>
<th>Present</th>
<th>Future</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>ěrzọŋ</td>
<td>ěrzül</td>
<td>ěrzüloiḑ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfect</td>
<td>ěrzauŋ</td>
<td>ěrzülzau</td>
<td>ěrzülaud</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Passive</th>
<th>Past</th>
<th>Present</th>
<th>Future</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>ěrzuŋ</td>
<td>ěrzulzu</td>
<td>ěrzülođ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfect</td>
<td>ěrzin</td>
<td>ěrzülzai</td>
<td>ěrzülaud</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

örp “leap”

Tenses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simple</th>
<th>Past</th>
<th>Present</th>
<th>Future</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>órpjoŋ</td>
<td>órp</td>
<td>órpoïd</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Perfect</th>
<th>Past</th>
<th>Present</th>
<th>Future</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>órpjauŋ</td>
<td>órśau</td>
<td>órpaud</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Participles
Past: órpjẽi
Present: órpjez
Future: órpjeţ

Gerund: órwau
Gerund locative: ópsarau

Formal imperatives: órwäk, órwäk

Agentives
Masculine: órkeip
Feminine: órkeips
Neuter: órkip
Appendix B: Naming practices in Anhrushite culture

The clan system

Anhrushite society has been based on a system of Íyzgia, or clans, since at least the early Imperial period. The original set of clans is believed to have arisen from the families that inhabited Anhrush City and the surrounding area around the time of the city’s incorporation; as these families grew, it became necessary to divide them into smaller units, which became the kolomha or families of today. There were originally about 25 clans in the area within 30 miles of Anhrush City, but as the city expanded its influence, more and more families in the Amanha Desert came to be considered clans. Eventually, new additions to the Anhrushite state ceased adopting the clan structure, and the number of clans became limited to the 144 clans of today.

Due to the importance of the clan system in society, the clan name is the first of an Anhrushite’s traditional three names. The family name comes last, after the given name and any nicknames or patronymics the individual might have. Clan names are almost entirely of obscure origin and often are unanalyzable. Many of them are believed to have come from the lost substrate language spoken by the pre-Hamitic inhabitants of the desert, which remains undeciphered. A handful of clan names, however, can be analyzed, based on the identification of Old Anhrushite roots contained in them.

On the other hand, family names are often analyzable, as they came into existence more recently. Many are derived from toponyms, since many early families distinguished themselves from others in the same clan by their hometown or home province. Other families are named after their first patriarch, and so derive from personal names. Still others come from adjectives, which were often used by non-family members to describe families. Some family names are found in multiple clans; most of these families are unrelated to one another, their shared names arising from the families living in the same area or simply being given the same adjectival name.

Upon marriage, women customarily take their husband’s family name while retaining her clan name. This practice reflects Anhrushite social views: a wife is considered part of her husband’s family, but she remains part of the clan she was born into. In large part, this is due to clans being both patriarchal and patrilineal; by keeping her clan name, a woman’s ancestry remains easy to trace. The couple’s children then take the husband’s clan and family names, in keeping with the clan’s aforementioned patrilineal nature.

Personal names

When a child is born to Anhrushite parents, they typically give it a name that expresses either the circumstances of the child’s birth or their hopes for its future. As such, Anhrushite personal names are very descriptive, often deriving from whole clauses or compounds. At the same time, however, they must balance this preference for descriptiveness with a need for parsimony. To accomplish these goals that are in constant tension, the phrases from which names are derived undergo a process of condensation that strips out all unnecessary sounds while keeping word stems recognizable. This process is broadly similar to that by which compounds are formed, as explained in section 3.7.4, except that the more aggressive forms of morpheme reduction are the dominant form of sandhi working to produce reasonably short names from potentially long phrases. Certain morphemes are especially subject to this process and may be reduced to as little as a single segment, if anything at all. Consider the following examples:

The copula ve is reduced to v if it is between two vowels; otherwise, it is simply omitted:

(137a) Jave gëve umîkailed → Ja-v-umîkai-l “Jave is my light” (♂)
(b) jauled gëve wambet → Jau-v-wambet “my God is abundance” (♀)
(c) efauqled mëve anh → Fau-v-anh “my home is the spring” (♂/♀)
(d) audled (gëve) šerimgjø → Aud-l-eriŋ “my father is the judge” (♂)
(e) wîndled (mëve) feigoķ → Ŵin-eigoķ “my people is (a) fountain” (♂/♀)
(f) audled (gëve) šalom → Aud-ǯalom “my father is peace” (♂)

Possessive suffixes may be reduced to l or lë, if they are retained at all:

(138a) Jave gëve jauled → Jav-jau-l “Jave is my God” (♂)
(b) Jave gëve audled → Jav-aud-lë “Jave is my father” (♂/♀)
(c) eɾståtedlem wî → Eɾståd-wî “strength of the people” (♂)
(d) audled (gëve) táltoi → Au-táltoi “my father is joy” (♀)
Subject agreement prefixes are omitted entirely, unless the phrase begins with one:

(139a) jau gëţarkon → Jau-ţarkon “God helped” (♂)
(b) dëve řonga → Dë-ţonga “I am music” (♀)
(c) jëve (um) an’krau → J-an’krau “she is a garden” (♀)
(d) jau gëkanro → Jaukanro “God rises” (♂)

A number of derivational morphemes are severely reduced or outright omitted, but may leave traces behind:

(140a) gwŕfedlem ŵĩ → Gwŕf-wĩ “victory of the people” (♂)
(b) girkedled (mëve) stei → Girk-e-stei “my delight is in her” (♀)
(c) jau gekkalr → Jau-k-kalr “God makes happy” (♀)
(d) Jave gektokra → Ja-k-tokra “Jave sets free” (♂)
(e) jau gekeršat → Jau-k-ersat “God strengthens” (♂)
(f) šïvlem egdavöret → Šï-g-davör-t “son of encouragement” (♂)

Astute readers have doubtless noticed the frequent appearance of jau “God” and the divine name Jave in these names. Names of this sort are quite common in Anhrushite society, even among non-Javites, due to the religion’s long-running influence on national culture. In names that use it, the divine name is typically reduced to Ja or Jav, as many of the above examples show.

While phrase-based names like the above are common, some Anhrushite names are simple nouns or noun-adjective blends. Such relatively simple names have always been popular, although they tend to be more so outside Javite communities. These names often show less phonological reduction than phrasal names, although some are reduced because they would otherwise be too long. Single-word names often show no reduction at all, as is the case for the names in example (141):

(141a) Aiet “breath” (♀)
(b) Ŗsus “trouble” (♂)
(c) Freiet “answer” (♂)
(d) Gyždë “palm tree” (♀)

This lack of reduction also extends to names that include a possessive suffix:

(142a) Krepedled “my truth” (♂/♀)
(b) Weinglokkeiled “my messenger” (♂)
(c) Łodulei “her silver” (♀)
(d) Frdleg “his favor” (♀)

In noun-adjective compound names, meanwhile, the extent of morpheme reduction is generally limited to the vicinity of the morpheme boundary, unless either component is very long. Consider the names in example (143), and note the limited sandhi that takes place:

(143a) ḏind wřin → Ḑind-rĩn “high mountain” (♂)
(b) ož rïnden → Ör-ţiṭden “exalted nation” (♂)
(c) gwřfet oĩx → Gwřf-oĩx “good victory” (♀)
(d) deš mosen → Deš-osen “wanted child” (♀)
(e) umîkai ketso → Umî-ketso “righteous light” (♂)
(f) börḑ kirb → Bör-girb “bright moon” (♀)
(g) girkinčem einţë → Girk-ёнţë “soft pleasantness” (♀)
(h) gasnôpjanāg krep → Gasnālā-krep “true prophecy” (♂)

When a name with a given meaning already exists, it typically is only available for males. Although names may sometimes simply become unisex (as examples (137c), (138b), and (142a) above show by the gender symbols following them), the more common solution is to feminize the name in one of two ways. The preferred way is to apply the derivational suffix -j, which as mentioned in section 3.7.1 descends from the Anhrushite feminine ending. Examples (144a-f) demonstrate this suffix being applied to a selection of names, triggering morphophonological changes where necessary; in particular, (b) and (d) show that the suffix forms diphthongs with a final vowel, while (e-f) show the palatalizing effect it has on coronal obstruents:

(144a) Aiet “breath” (♀)
(b) Ŗsus “trouble” (♂)
(c) Freiet “answer” (♂)
(d) Gyždë “palm tree” (♀)
(e) jau gekkeršat → Jau-k-ersat “God strengthens” (♂)
(f) šivlem egdavöret → Šï-g-davör-t “son of encouragement” (♂)

When a name with a given meaning already exists, it typically is only available for males. Although names may sometimes simply become unisex (as examples (137c), (138b), and (142a) above show by the gender symbols following them), the more common solution is to feminize the name in one of two ways. The preferred way is to apply the derivational suffix -j, which as mentioned in section 3.7.1 descends from the Anhrushite feminine ending. Examples (144a-f) demonstrate this suffix being applied to a selection of names, triggering morphophonological changes where necessary; in particular, (b) and (d) show that the suffix forms diphthongs with a final vowel, while (e-f) show the palatalizing effect it has on coronal obstruents:
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(144a) **Wambyn** (♂) → **Wambyn-jo** (♀) “abundant”
(b) **Oilkäga** (♂) → **Oilkäga-jo** (♀) “gift of Jave”
(c) **Javaumik** (♂) → **Javaumik-jo** (♀) “Jave is great”
(d) **Jaukanro** (♂) → **Jaukanro-jo** (♀) “God rises”
(e) **Winrkoč** (♂) → **Winrkoč-jo** (♀) “[tj] (♀) “my people is noble”
(f) **Jaubez** (♂) → **Jaubez-jo** (♀) “God is with me”

The second option is to add a form of the usual feminine prefix eis-, which may or may not be phonetically reduced; common reduced forms are ei- (as in examples (145a-c)) and s-, the latter voicing to z- when followed by a voiced obstruent (both variants of this form can be seen in examples (145d-f) below):

(145a) **Dlog** (♂) → **Ei-dlog** (♀) “dove”
(b) **Jašuwet** (♂) → **Ei-šuwet** (♀) “Jave is salvation”
(c) **Auža** (♂) → **Ei-auža** (♀) “my father is Jave”
(d) **Dzedẽ** (♂) → **S-tedẽ** (♀) “the rock”
(e) **Ketso** (♂) → **S-ketso** (♀) “righteous”
(f) **Gëšëḑ** (♂) → **Z-gëšëḑ** (♀) “he knows”

**Nicknames**

Even with the extensive phonological reductions which names undergo, many are not used in everyday conversation due to their length. Instead, one of various possible nicknames is preferred; the exact one used depends on familiarity with the addressee and relative social status. Among friends and close family members, a simple diminutive is preferred; such diminutives are formed from a prominent syllable in the name and the regular diminutive suffix -zë. This “prominent syllable” is often chosen to keep the nickname distinct but is usually either the syllable with primary stress or the heaviest syllable in the name. Example (146) gives a variety of nicknames and the names from which they derive:

(146a) **Jauvwambet** → **Wambzë**
(b) **Börgirb** → **Börzë**
(c) **Šigdavört** → **Dazë**
(d) **Eršadwĩ** → **Šadzë**
(e) **Auža** → **Auzë**
(f) **Weiŋglokeiled** → **Weizë**

A less familiar form of nickname uses the same “prominent syllable” as these diminutives, but replaces the diminutive suffix with either the next consonant in the name or nothing at all. These nicknames are commonly-used short forms of names and are suitable for use in virtually any situation. Some shorter names do not have these short forms, simply because they are unnecessary with names that are sufficiently short. Example (147) features short-form nicknames for some of those names that have them:

(147a) **Winrkoč** → **Win**
(b) **Jašuwet** → **Jaš**
(c) **Jaktokra** → **Tokrë**
(d) **Javumikail** → **Vum**
(e) **Šigdavört** → **Sav**
(f) **Jauťarkon** → **Ţarķ**
(g) **Weinglokeiled** → **Wei**
(h) **Jaukkalr̂ o** → **Kal**

In certain uncommon circumstances, the process of forming a short-form nickname may lead to the nickname ending in an illegal coda which would make a legal onset. In such situations, a schwa is added to the end of the nickname; such schwas are subject to the allophony mentioned at the end of section 2.2 and therefore rarely pronounced (in contrast, the final schwa of the diminutives receives secondary stress to prevent its loss, which could make certain diminutives indistinguishable from their corresponding short-form nicknames). The nicknames in examples (147c) and (l) above demonstrate this extra step.
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Patronymics

While Anhrushites are not required to have or use patronymics in modern times, their use has remained modestly popular due to the rise of urban populations as a means of disambiguating members of very large families. They were more commonly used during the Empire, before family names existed, and they remained especially common in the first few centuries after the introduction of family names. It was not until the Argóllan occupation that family names overtook patronymics in popularity, due in part to the occupation’s effects on the social fabric and in part to their use by the Argóllans. Their use declined after family names became legally mandated, a couple of centuries after the occupation ended.

The formation of patronymics is straightforward: the derivational suffix -ent is added to the father’s given name if it ends in a consonant, while -gjo is added if it ends in a vowel. Thus the patronymics in example (148), formed from a selection of male names, are representative of patronymics as a whole:

(148a) Fauvanh → Fauvanhent  (i) Jaktokra → Jaktokragjø
(b) Ḑïndrïn → Ḑïndrïnent  (j) Umïketso → Umïketsgjø
(c) Jaukeršat → Jaukeršatent  (k) Auğa → Auğagjø
(d) Ŵinŕkot → Ŵinŕkotent  (l) Gwrfwi → Gwrfwingjø
(e) Jawjaul → Jawjaulent  (m) Jaukanr̂ → Jaukanr̂gjø
(f) Gešed → Gešedent  (n) Oilkägja → Oilkägjagjø
(g) Jaubed → Jaubedent  (o) Ḑedē → Ḑedengjø
(h) Auǯalom → Auǯaloment  (p) Audrînžu “my father is exalted” → Audrînžugjø

For the purposes of this process, names ending in a nasalized vowel still count as ending in a vowel and therefore take -gjo, as demonstrated by examples (148l) and (o) above. These examples also show that the usual process of nasal insertion occurs here, with the resulting nasal assimilating to the g of the suffix.

Terms of address

The baxïŋk or personal name is typically only used to address Anhrushites within the immediate family, along with first cousins. In other situations, several types of formal address are preferred, the exact type depending on the individuals’ relative social status. Clansfolk of similar age often call each other kaiflyzgj “clansman” or eini-flyzgj “clanswoman” followed by their respective bakkolomha or family names. For equals of similar age, but who belong to different clans, the honorifics Koiper for males and Joiper for females are most common, followed by the baţlyzgj or clan name. This pattern of using the baţlyzgj with members of other clans and the bakkolomh with one’s clansfolk repeats when addressing a social superior or inferior, with only the honorific used varying.

The honorifics used when addressing inferiors are straightforward: there are no standard ones used with members of other clans, while clansfolk typically address their inferiors with their relation (if they are also family members) or afwakei(s) “youngster”. This latter “honorific”, if it can be called one, has its origins in relative age being the primary basis for the social hierarchy, but it has been generalized to all inferiors within the clan; thus one may witness a younger authority figure address an older inferior in a manner that seems confusing at first glance. For inferiors within the same religious, academic, or government organization, a general term such as ümbëkei “servant” or tušei “student” may be used, regardless of clan membership. Otherwise, an inferior non-clansman is usually addressed with their baţlyzgj alone.

When addressing superiors, the choice of honorific depends on a number of factors, including organizational rank, occupation, educational attainment, and clan role. This latter factor only matters when addressing superior clansfolk, however; a clan’s eimaud “partiarch” and eimeiv “matriarch” are usually addressed with those terms, while the honorifics used for other clan leadership are also their titles. Koiper and Joiper originated as honorifics for other clan superiors before being generalized beyond clan membership; they are now often the default choice of honorific for superiors in every sector of society, besides their adoption by equals. Meanwhile, the honorific Šëḑeif is rarely encountered outside of academic settings, as it is reserved for those who hold various high honors bestowed by universities on their graduates and faculty. In other settings, job titles commonly double as honorifics for superiors, while superiors who are neither coworkers nor clansfolk are typically addressed as eps “master” or ikünd “lord”. These honorifics date back to the imperial period, when titles of nobility were created to reward an emperor’s more loyal or capable subjects, and have persisted ever since, despite the abolition of the nobility in the centuries after the Argóllan occupation ended.